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Introduction

Many interesting lines of thought are suggested
by an extract from one of Nelson's dispatches to

the Admiralty, in which he says, " You will agree
with me that it is easier for us to keep men healthy
than for a physician to cure them." Not the
least interesting is the indication of the view of

that period that prevention of disease formed no
part of the duty of the physician, whose sole

concern was with its cure.

The physician, however, was not satisfied to

fill for long so negative a role : increasing know-
ledge of physiology first led to his assuming scien-

tific control of the means of getting the forces fit
;

and, later, the success of serological research added
to the list of the physician's necessary attainments,

a knowledge both of the science and art of pre-

ventive medicine.

The results which in peace time have followed

adoption of the sanitary improvements indicated

by that increasing knowledge are sufficiently

important to be familiar, but it is less generally

realized that the last ten years have witnessed

a greater success in the reduction of certain diseases

by improved sanitation than had been achieved
during the whole previous history of the medical

profession. In the last decade, e.g., enteric fever

among the British troops in India has been reduced

by no less than 94 per cent.

It is a dozen years since our last great war, and
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Introduction

the present campaign was entered upon in the

confident hope that the knowledge gained in those

years of progress would lead to the successes of

peace time folding their counterpart in a marked
reduction of the high rates of sickness which have
hitherto been regarded as inevitable in the field.

To the attainment of that aim there is one essential

condition—the intelligent co-operation of the

whole personnel of the field force—and it is upon
the knowledge of sanitation possessed by medical

officers that this essential condition primarily

depends. To the R.A.M.C. officer the sanitary

methods of field service are necessarily familiar
;

the civilian practitioner who serves with the army
for the first time finds himself at a grave dis-

advantage when faced by problems in the solution

of which the training provided by the civil medical

curriculum affords4ittle assistance.

In order therefore to lighten the difficulties of

those practitioners who have loyally volunteered
their services, a series of lectures dealing with
subjects of practical value in war have been
organized at the R.A.M. College. The apprecia-
tion of those gentlemen who have attended these

lectures has indicated that the information thus
summarized would prove of value to those wrho
have been unable to attend the various courses

arranged.

The wider the scope and the more precise the

knowledge of medical officers on all matters affect-

ing the health of the troops, the greater will be
the ni< f success attending their efforts to

maintain that fighting efficiency upon which
depend to so great an extent the' prospects of a
speedy and sful conclusion of the war.

ALFRED KEOGH.
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Preface

The medical officer who essays to write a book
finds that the nomadic life of the service has
prevented the collection of notes, cuttings, and
annotated works of reference which are so essential

to accurate speed.

During war the difficulties are enhanced by the

absence on service of most of the colleagues whose
aid would otherwise have been as freely given

as frankly sought, while the few left stranded at

home are so overworked that they are immune
from appeals for help.

There remains only the facts, figures, and impres-

sions that memory has stored in its many odd
corners, whence they must be extracted, dusted,

and marshalled during the hours that in less

strenuous times would be devoted to peaceful

slumber. Well as these may serve for the lecture-

room, they call for confirmation and amendment
in the light of recent investigation before being

embodied in the text of a book, but for this pur-

pose war-time affords no opportunity.

The past few months have witnessed the dis-

lodgment of many—both at the front and at

home—from secluded corners for which they have
a strong preference : they have been forced from
their quiet dug-outs into the danger-zones of the

plateau and the platform. Among the number
is the author of this work, who has been allotted

the duty of assisting newly joined officers by
v



Preface

Lectures purporting to give an insight into the

mysteries of sanitation on active service. The
Favourable reception accorded to these efforts

indicated that to some extent they met a definite

need, but many appeals for publication fell upon
deaf ears until a wish expressed by " higher

authority " led to the production of this unpre-

tentious little volume. The difficulties referred

to make it unavoidable that these lectures, if

published at all, must be published practically as

they were delivered and without the careful

revision which other conditions would have made
imperative. It is therefore advisable to forestall

the inevitable avalanche of adverse criticism by
frankly admitting their manifold defects and
shortcomings.

Those defects would have been numerous and
glaring indeed but for the kindly and invaluable

aid of those friends who have remained within

reach, and this opportunity is welcomed of grate-

fullv acknowledging my indebtedness for the help

given by Colonel W. H. Horrocks, K.H.S., A.M.S.
;

Lieutenant-Colonel D. Harvey, R.A.M.C. ; Lieu-

tenant C. J. D. Gair, F.C.S., R.A.M.C. (T.F.)
;

Mr. H. Marshall Webb, B.Sc. ; Dr. A. Strahan.

of the Geological Survey Department ; and
Corporal J. A. Sadd, B.Sc, A.G.C.I., R.A.M.C.
(T.F.).

P. S. L.

K.A.M. College.
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Preface to Second Edition

The early demand for a second Edition suggests

that the failings of the first Edition have been
condoned. This is a comforting reflection amid the

sand of the Sinai desert, where experience is one-

sided and library facilities are lacking.

It has been possible, however, to add some new
material and to attempt to bring the original

matter up to date, while the chapter on Field

Conservancy has been expanded to include refer-

ences to various methods which have been evolved
during the present war.

The depth of indebtedness for generous aid has
steadily increased, but the pleasure of association

and co-operation does not permit of that debt

becoming burdensome. Acknowledgments and
thanks are further due to Major E. E. Austen of

the British Museum—the eminent authority on
Diptera—for much of the new chapter on " The
Role of Insects in War/ ' To Captain Frederick

Rose, D.Sc, Education Department of the Lon-
don County Council, and to Sergeant P. Harrison,

46th Sanitary Section, are attributable the incep-

tion and drawings of many novel devices in Field

Sanitation.

P. S. L.
" Somewhere in Egypt."
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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR WAR

INTRODUCTION

When the news was broken to me—none too gently

—that I, as a suspected expert, had to deliver

these lectures, I recalled the cynic's definition

of an expert as " one with just enough knowledge
to mask a colossal ignorance/'

The definition suggests the desirability of

modest seclusion, and—on being haled into the

embarrassing prominence of the platform—

I

hasten to forestall detection by forthwith confess-

ing to a colossal ignorance of the science of hygiene.

As regards the art of sanitation, however, the

medical officer is—necessarily—less ignorant, and
it is upon this factor in the important duty of

maintaining the health of the army in the field that

I would therefore concentrate attention.

Sanitation, as I think you will agree, is not the

subject that one would select with the object of

being interesting, and the unpromising nature of

the subject is enhanced by difficulty due to

the fact that so many degrees of knowledge are

represented in the audience. It is no easy matter
to avoid, on the one hand, boring the officer who
has had considerable experience of camp life or,
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Definitions

on the otln-r hand, neglecting the officer who is

now facing these problems for the first time.

On each of the matters which miisl be dealt

with there are some among my audience who are

better qualified to lecture than to listen. There
is, however, encouragement in the fact that the

true expert is ever the kindliest critic of the efforts

of others to deal with those problems of which
he alone fully appreciates the inherent difficulties.

In any case, the fact of your presence indicates

that we have a community of interest which will

insure me a kindly hearing.

And now to pass on to the orthodox opening—
by definitions.

Definitions

Hygiene is the science of health maintenance.
Like all sciences, it concerns the investigation and
enunciation of immutable laws.

Sanitation is the art of practical application of

tlie laws of hygiene to individual environments.
Like all arts, it involves adjustments as variable

as the changing conditions which must be met.
It is a somewhat important art, in that failure in

adjustment may be followed by the extreme
penalty of death. -

Can v is that branch of sanitation which
ds with the disposal of liquid and solid w,

products. This sanitary necessity stands in relation

to one of the most definitely established laws of

hygiene which has yet been enunciated—that all

life is choked by the accumulation of its own
products.

A. THE RECRUIT
The chief essentials in war are, rirst, to get the

greatest number of men into the highest degree

of efficiency— fighting -
;
m \t to get th<

2



The Unfit Recruit

fully equipped, into the firing line
; and, finally,

to keep them there. Therefore the logical begin-

ning is with the recruit, i.e. the securing of suit able

physical material. So one takes for preliminary
consideration the weeding-out of the unfit.

1. Preliminary weeding-out of the Unfit

There are two aspects of unfitness—the physical

and psychological.

With regard to the former, we are all agreed
that if a man be unfit physically or psychologically

there is no question about his being rejected. The
medical officer examining a recruit is mainly
concerned with his physical fitness ; the com-
batant officer, to whom he is passed for training,

also has to consider his mental and moral qualities.

In many cases a man physically fit is mentally
unfit for development into a useful soldier ; and
there is a tendency on the part of some combatant
officers to try to use the medical officer as a means
of getting psychically undesirable men out of the

Service. But the medical officer has to remember
that every recruit rejected after three months'
training means a dead loss of about £100 to Govern-
ment, and that the combatant officer should

himself take the responsibility of rejecting a

physically fit man whose mental or moral qualities

cannot be educated to the necessary standard.

Having secured an initially sound body of men
in the prime of life, it must be next considered

what, precisely, are the objects of their training.

2. Objects of Training

The precise objects of training may be grouped
under two heads : (i) enabling the recruit to

march, (2) enabling him to fight.

3



The Recruit

(a) Marching consists in a man carrying himself

and his equipment into the firing line, and march-
ing powers determine the all-important prepon-

derance of numbers at the critical point. The
development of any gnat excess of muscle beyond
that called for by these requirements should not be
aimed at in training. The muscle-bound man is

less active than is the man of whipcord and endur-

ance, and the principal object of training is not

to produce " strong men " in the popular sense

of the term. We want to get our men strong

enough to do the necessary work, with a little to

spare ; after that our aim should rather be the

maximum of endurance than the maximum of

muscular bulk.

(b) The next requisite is that, having marched
to the tiring line, the men should be able to make
the best use of their fighting powers when there.

This involves proficiency in the use of their

weapons, effective agility, and educated military

intelligence. High speed and co-ordination in

military exercises are matters of training which
pass under the control of the combatant officer.

3. Causes of Physical Failure of the raw Recruit

A study of the physiological reasons why the
raw recruit fails in exercises which tax his strength

and endurance should enable us to consider

intelligently the means of training best calculated

to remedy those causes of failure.

This leads us first to consider [a) why the recruit

when untrained is unable to maintain a\ :ise

phys fort.

The skeletal muscles are atonic and loaded with
interfibrillar fat. This initial disadvantage is

accentuated by the fact that lack of educated



Causes of Physical Failure

co-ordination leads to their doing far more work
than is necessary to produce the required results.

The heart—especially the right heart—is too

flabby to maintain the blood-flow against an
increased blood-pressure, and it therefore tends
to become distended. This mechanical disadvan-
tage is increased by exaggerated action of the
expiratory muscles, which are automatically stimu-

lated into violent effort by excess of C0 2 in the

blood reaching the respiratory centres. The
resultant high intrathoracic pressure dams back
upon the right heart the blood which the distended
right ventricle is striving to force into the pul-

monary vessels*

Next we have to ask ourselves (b) why the recruit

succumbs so early to fatigue after moderate, pro-

longed effort.

This disability is due in large measure to the

accumulation of waste products of muscular
action, which accumulate because the impeded
heart is unable to maintain the necessary flush of

blood through the capillaries of the muscles and
excretory organs. Products which the congested

lungs cannot oxidize with sufficient rapidity, e.g.

sarcolactic acid, paralyse all muscular nerve-

endings and thus block motor stimuli at the

nerve-muscular junctions. This adversely affects

muscular action throughout the body, but reacts

with worst effect on the circulation. Failure of

the cardiac muscle results in irregularity, rapidity

and weakness of the pulse, which tends to become
markedly dicrotic, while passive vaso-dilatation

accentuates the resultant low blood-pressure.

The vicious cycle is completed by excessive loss

of sweat from the dilated surface capillaries, which
further reduces blood-pressure and thus adds to

the distress.



The Recruit

4. Rationale of successful Training

In the process of successful training, the follow-

ing results are obtained :

—

(a) Muscle loses its interfibrillary fat

ains its tone, while educated co-ordination

produces the maximum work with the minimum
of muscular exertion.

(b) Blood-pressure and blood-flow are main-
tained by increased cardiac strength, by vasocon-
striction, and by reduction of useless loss of swreat.

(c) Increase in respiratory capacity leads to

rapid oxidation of those waste products which
stimulate the expiratory muscles to violent action,

and, later, paralyse the nerve-endings. Increased

strength of diaphragmatic contraction first forces

blood from the abdominal reservoirs into the

right heart and then sucks it thence into the pul-

monary vessels, thus doubly aiding the heart's

action.

(d) Finally, the whole excretory organs are

trained to rapidly dispose of inhibiting products.

5. Practical indications afforded by these

considerations

(a) Exercises.—The best results are obtained by
carefully graduated exercises, which should be
made as varied and interesting as possible so as

to ensure the best physiological conditions. The
trunk muscles must first be developed so that they
may afford a firm, strong purchase for the limb-

muscles which they support. The men should
not exceed a maximum of E

daily until they are fit to march. Their length

of march should be progressively increased
;
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Supervision of Training

and, finally, they should march with their equip
ment gradually made up to the full weight.

(b) Medical examination of the recruit umtc;

training.—What are the conditions which indicate

success ? The recruit undergoing these exercises

feels, looks, eats, and sleeps well, After a slight

fall at first, his weight increases ; his chest capacity

improves ; his muscles develop progressively,

especially those of the back and loin, which should
be symmetrical. Finally, after moderate exercise,

the pulse should remain regular and strong, how-
ever rapid it may be. As has been said, the

tendency of inexpert training is to develop the
" strong man," and exercise the right side dis-

proportionately. The symmetrically good deve-

lopment of the trunk muscles is therefore a most
important point in the medical examination of a

recruit in training.

What are the danger-signs ? First, if the heart

be enlarged, either by dilatation or hypertrophy,

that is a cardinal danger-sign. Then the, pulse

gives warning if it be weak, irregular, and dicrotic

after exercise. If the pulse fail to return to normal
tension within an hour after any exercise, this

failure indicates that such exercise is excessive

for the particular stage in training which the

recruit has reached.

This brief sketch only touches the fringe of a

difficult and complex subject, but it affords some
useful indications for the combatant who has to

train recruits,
%
and for the medical officer whose

duty it is to supervise the effects of training on

physique.

B. THE SOLDIER

So much for the recruit. One now turns to

the soldier, the more or less trained man ; and

7



The Soldier

having considered the means of getting him fit foi

the front, we have to turn to certain factors which
closely concern his health while there.

1. Food

The fust and most important is that of food.

It takes less money said transport to feed men
adequately when you have them in the firing line

than it does to replace men debilitated by under-

ding : amplt rations represent ultimate economy.

{a) Field Rations

AlS medical officers will be consulted by com-
manding officers on many points concerning

rations, it is advisable that they should know what
the rations are, and particulars of the present

field rations appear in the " Field Service Pocket

book."

(i) Caloric Value

In the South African War the caloric value of

the- ration was 3900 calories, as against 4300
allowed for the convict when undergoing hard
labour. One may take it that prison authorities

are not likely to be too lavish in the ration of the

convict, and one must further consider that the

convict's life of sheltered irresponsibility involves

no stress comparable with that of the soldier during
war.

This comparison suggested that the South
African War ration was insufficient, and in that

campaign there was a loss of efficiency from
neurasthenia and debility which confirmed this

view. This led, after the war, to the carrying out
of experimental marches under war conditions,

8



Rations

and it was found that the men lost weight and girth,

and became haggard and worn. Therefore it was
clear that the ration was not sufficient for the

demands of active service. In particular the

amounts of fat and sugar were insufficient, and
the lack of variety was most trying. These
experiments resulted in selection of the field

ration of 1913, which is still in force. Its caloric

value is 4855 calories ; that of the French is 3064 ;

that of the Russians is 4890 ; and that of the

Germans is only 2801. The German ration is

insufficient, and must have been supplemented
very considerably ; it is quite inadequate for war.

The only other ration which gives a higher value

than ours is the Russian.

Our present ration provides the following

amounts of proximate principles and energy per

man per diem :

Field ration Reserve ration

Protein . . . 175 grammes 180 grammes
Fat .... 218 ,, 80

Carbohydrate 515 ,, 326 ,,

Calories . . . 4855 ,, 2800

Provision of so high a proportionate amount of

protein enables the reserve ration to meet the

needs of tissue repair, but the total energy of that

ration only gives a bare subsistence diet for a man
at rest and there is no margin for the demands of

external work.
Without going into bromatological details,

there are certain practical points which may be

indicated briefly. The first is that the total

energy provided in the field ration is ample.

(ii) Protein

Supply of frozen meat materially improves the

9



Rations

quality of the protein source. And it is worth

noting that gingivitis, following consumption of

hard bully heel and biscuit by the unaccustomed,
has been mistaken lor scurvy.

(Hi) Fat

As regards fat, this principle is valuable in that
it has, weight for weight, two and a half times the

caloric value of either carbohydrate or protein.

It lias therefore a very high cold weather value.

Although doubt exists scientifically as to the extent

to which carbohydrate and fat are interchangeable

in a dietary, it is safe to say that they are probably
interchangeable up to the point at which the

inhibiting action of fat on gastric secretion ad-

versely affects digestion. The fact that in Arctic

ions explorers have for long periods consumed
a- much as £ lb. of blubber daily indicates that the

limit of fat consumption in extreme cold must be
much higher, than is generally supposed. It is

obvious that in cold weather one should increase

the amount of fat at the expense of the carbo-

hydrate, and to the greatest possible physiological

extent.

(iv) Carbohydrate

Turning next to consider carbohydrate, sugar

stands out as of interest from the fact that it is

the most readily oxidized muscle-food available.

This explains the craving of soldiers and children

for sugar. Chocolate, which used to be given,

has been found too concentrated a form of food

to be digested readily, and it has the further

objection that it induces thirst. If one wishes to

increase the sugar ration, it is probable that jam,

of which 50 per cent, consists of sugar, is the best

form in which to give it. We have, however, to

10



Vitamines Alcohol

remember in this connection that jam is not an
antiscorbutic.

(v) Vitamines

Vitamines call for a passing comment. They
are defined as nitrogenous, metabolic bodies

which are unstable because of containing dis-

sociated ions. Heat associates the ions, and so

destroys the characters of the vitamines—cabbage-
juice, e.g. loses its vitamines at a temperature
of 6o° C. Every deficiency disease is apparently
in aetiological relation with some specific vitamine.

The only deficiency disease which concerns us on
active service is scurvy, which is dealt with by the

inclusion in the ration of half an ounce of lime-

juice a day, given, at the discretion of the medical
officer, in the absence of fresh vegetables. We
shall return to this subject when we consider

sickness in war.

(vi) Alcohol

This brings us to the vexed question of alcohol.

Two and a half ounces of rum are provided per

man per day, again at the discretion of the medical
officer. That raises for the medical officer the

whole problem as to whether alcohol should be
or should not be supplied to the men. On this

matter it is essential that we should retain an
open mind. In face of the claims and statements
of the rival schools which respectively recommend
alcohol or denounce it as unmitigated poison,

all that can be here attempted is an impartial

summary of the main arguments of the champions
of these radically divergent views.

It is advisable to take first the physiological data.

Two ounces of alcohol can be oxidized in the body
daily without any being excreted in the urine as

ii



Rations

such. The i£ oz. of alcohol in the 2£ oz. of rum
ration is thus well within this limit. Energy is

thus liberated at the rate of 7 calories per gramme
of alcohol, giving a total of 210 calories. This

energy is available without the delay involved in

making a fire, which military considerations may
frequently render undesirable.

One important point to be considered is the

encouragement afforded to men on a trying march
by anticipation of the rum-tot awaiting them at

its conclusion, and few things get a body of men
along more effectively.

After ingestion, the first effect of alcohol is that

of stimulation of the heart and dilation of the

capillaries. It is generally admitted that this

materially aids gastric digestion, and it certainly

produces a comforting sense of cutaneous wrarmth.

Consequently there ensues a mild hypnotic effect,

to which the gastric adjuvant action materially

conduces. The dilatation of surface capillaries

must obviously eventually lead to loss of heat from
the body-surface.

-tly, one may consider that alcohol has a

depressing effect on the physiological resistance.

I toe knows, for instance, that animals which are

normally immune to certain bacterial infections

will acquire the disease if given the same dose of

organism^ within a definite interval after adminis-

tration of alcohol.

Now what are the objections ? The first is that

the calorie value can be better supplied to the men
by means of soup or cocoa, which repair tissue-

waste as will as affording heat, and that soup is a

better gastric adjuvant than alcohol. Remem-
bering the results of Pawlaw's work, that view is

probably sound.

As to the loss of heat from the skin, following

12



Alcohol

the dilatation of the capillaries, it seems to be
immaterial whether the men's capillaries arc

dilated or not if they wrap up well in their blankets

soon after they have had their rum and their meal.

They will not then lose heat from the body to any
marked extent.

The mental effect of stimulation in ordinary

individuals very rapidly passes into a lack of

discipline in persons subject to that idiosyncrasy.

Further, the hypnotic effect is, of course, undesir-

able in men who are detailed for guard duty.

There is no doubt that there is grave respon-

sibility resting on those who decide on the issue

of a rum ration, when one considers that alcohol

is thus placed at the disposal of men who may
have been fighting for years against dipsomaniac
tendencies. This must result in there being

thrust upon such men a temptation most difficult

to resist under service conditions, which weaken
intrinsic will at a time when extrinsic restraining

influences are absent. That is a moral responsi-

bility which must be very carefully borne in mind.
It is no reply to say that we only give 2J oz. of

rum, because the teetotaller, who is not immune
to sordid interests, will sell his drink to his com-
rade ; and although a man is comfortable, efficient,

and subordinate on 2\ oz., his condition may be

very different when he has consumed half a dozen
other rations of rum obtained by these illicit pur-

chases.

What would one make the conditions of issue ?

Rum should only be issued when there is available

no suitable alternative such as hot cocoa or soup.

It should only be given in the specified amount

;

after the day's work is done ; with the main meal

;

and just before the men can turn in for their night's

sleep. Thirdly, commerce in rum rations should

13



Tobacco

be made ;ui offence for both seller and purchaser,

and punished with the utmost severity. IJnder

those conditions one feels that the issu< of rum
is a thoroughly justifiable course, and when
exhausted men are unable, from military exigen< ies,

to get any warm cocoa or soup, one need have no
hesitation whatever in recommending that rum be

issued to them.

(vii) Tobacco

To take now the next item that comes in the

ration list

—

tobacco. The effects of smoking on
the heart and on the quality of the pulse are well

shown by pulse-tracings. Without going into the

question of such various objectionable ingredients

in tobacco as nicotine and the more harmful
furfural, one may say that excess of smoking,

particularly of cheap cigarettes, produces tachy-

cardia, muscular relaxation, and diminution of

visual acuity. These conditions result in " short-

ness of wind/' which is bad for marching, and
produce muscular tremor and loss of effective

sight, which it need scarcely be said are worse for

shooting. Tobacco, like alcohol, has certain

compensating advantages. The mild narcotic

bacco in moderation is not apparently

ended by deleterious action on habitual smok«

ing that the allowance provides only two pipesful

a day, it can do a man no harm to smoke one
pipeful when he reaches camp and the other just

be lore he turns in at night : the soothing effect is

then most beneficial.

(b) Tinned Rations

Ouestie: rding tinned rations will corne

constantly un< dical officers' attention, and

14



Examination of Tinned Rations

it is therefore necessary to go into certain details

carefully.

The first point is the advisability of having an
issue, at least once a week, of the tinned ration

of meat and vegetables all stewed together.

This ration is well cooked and needs only to be

warmed to render it rapidly ready for consumption.
It is tender and appetizing to an extent which
makes it very welcome to the men. The dis-

advantage that it weighs 30 per cent, more, for an
equivalent caloric value, than does the ordinary

ration of bully beef and potato is compensated
for by the variety which it affords.

The matter of examination of tinned rations is

so important, and comes so frequently before the

medical officer, that it is advisable to give some
notes on the points to which attention should be
directed.

(1) The Exterior of the Tin. This should not

show more than twro solder-holes. It is popularly

supposed that there should be but one, but some
firms adopt a method which involves the presence

of two such holes.

The tin should be painted or lacquered, and not

labelled.

It should be legibly stamped with the date of

canning, and this should not be more than one
year prior to the date of issue for use.

The ends should be concave and should be dull

tc percussion. Small quantities of gas are best

detected by opening the tin under water.

(2) The Interior of the Tin. Solder should not

project from the seams. As solder consists of

lead, tin, and sometimes zinc, the more soluble and
toxic lead is apt to be taken into solution if an
unnecessarily large surface of solder be exposed
in the interior.
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Tinned Rations

There should be no erosion of the tin which

coats the iron of the can, and the following is a

\(i\ useful method of testing for "pin-point"
erosions: Remove the grease from the suri

by strong alkali ; wash
;

place in dilute hydro-

chloric acid (50 per cent.) ; add strong solution

of potassium ferrocyanide, and leave for an hour.

Minute erosions will stand out conspicuously of

a deep blue colour after the plate has been gently

washed free from the reagents.

(3) The Contents. Fat should amount to be-

tween 10 and 15 per cent. Gristle and fascia

should not be in excess. The jelly should be semi-

solid at ordinary temperatures. The meat should

be of good colour and odour and not markedly
alkaline. Preservatives must be wholly absent

and tin should not exceed .03 per cent.

(4) Blackening calls for separate and special

mention. It is the cause of much difficulty to the

uninitiated, who are apt to regard all blackening
of the tin interior as evidence of putrefaction of

the contents.

There is an unobjectionable, slight, dark film

—

resembling " tarnish " on silver—which consists

of tin (stannous) sulphide in small amount, preci-

pitated in an acid medium. This is formed by
sulphur iiberated'by the splitting up of proteid

molecules in contact with the tin during the
process of heating the can in cooking. It is known
as " can burn " by the contractors, who are pre-

pared to make generous allowances for the amount
of blackening due to this cause. It has, however,
only to be -ted that, if there be no doubt
as to the 1; - of the meat, there is no reason

for excessive heating.

Heavy blackening is caused by iron (ferrous;

sulphide, which is thus formed : decomposition of

16



Field Cooking

the meat, leads to formation of alkali and ammon-
ium sulphide ; this is converted into tin (stannous)

sulphide which, being soluble in alkaline solutions,

is dissolved off the interior of the can as rapidly as

it is formed ; the iron underlying the tin is thus
exposed and converted into ferrous sulphide, which
is precipitated in alkaline solutions.

(c) Cooking

Certain details re cooking will be dealt with
under the subject of " the March," but stress

may be laid at this point upon the importance of

securing variety and assimilability in the food of

the soldier.

Variety is as difficult to secure on active service

as it is important, in view of the depressing effect

of an unappetizing and monotonous diet upon
gastric digestion and initiation of the sequence

of hormones.
Assimilability is more easily attainable when

fresh meat is issued, and is best obtained by the

use of stew. The valuable influence upon diges-

tion of the " appetite juice " which follows

ingestion of soup, broth, or beef-tea should not be
lost sight of.

A mincing-machine is a. very important item
in the equipment of all camp kitchens, and the

keen medical officer will insist upon its being

kept both scrupulously clean and in good working
order.

2. Clothing

The sartorial dictum that " clothes make the

man " gives way in war to the more important

view that clothes play so great a part in main-

taining health and comfort as to demand more
attention than is usually given them. The prac-
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Clothing

tical bearings can only be fully appreciated after

an initial consideration of certain points of physics.

(a) Physics

Maintenance of normal body temperature is the

most important factor.

Air being one of the best non-conductors of

heat, the more layers of air in any given weight

or thickness of clothing the better will heat be

retained in winter and excluded in summer.
The importance of the other factor of evaporation

of water from the body surface will be fully dealt

with under the Hygiene of the march. Here it

may be noted that the high latent heat of water-

vapour is slowly taken up by water during evapor-

ation, but is abruptly given off in condensation.

Colour is of some importance in that black absorbs

and radiates heat most, while white serves those

purposes least but reflects heat strongly.

Another function of clothing is that of protection

of the body jram the action oj certain rays of the solar

spectrum. The violet actinic, or chemical, rays

are credited with having an irritant action on

sues, and a good deal of fuss has been made by
the advocates of red clothing, the colour of which
will absorb the complementary violet rays. Ex-
periments conducted in India proved that a layer

of blood one live-hundredth of an inch thick is

impermeable to the actinic rays of the most
powerful sunlight. The viewT formed from this

observation lias been confirmed by practical tests

in Manila with companies of men clad in under-

clothing of red and of white respectively and kept

under observation for a year as regards sickness

and average weight. Those clothed in red

actually compared disadvantageously with the

control company. The red clothing theory may
18



Protection against Solar Rays

thus be regarded as exploded, for whatever protec-
tion of this nature is needed is already afforded by
the blood in the surface tissues.

The matter of ultra-violet rays is more practi-

cally interesting, for these rays are known to

have a destructive action on living tissue, which
they penetrate. As bone tends to obstruct

these rays, it appears probable that the relatively

great thickness of the negroid skull is a protective

adaptation. Two facts may be noted in this

connection—one is that distress follows leaving the
head uncovered in a tropical sun ; and the other is

that imbrication of the vertebral laminae protects

the spinal cord from the action of rays which
impinge obliquely on the spine, and are thus
filtered off by a long passage through bone. If

men, who have suffered no ill-effects from long

exposure while standing erect, lie down and thus
expose their spines to the vertical action of solar

rays on a hot summer day for any length of time,

it will be noticed that many will suffer more on
rising than is to be accounted for by the conse-

quent abrupt alteration of blood-pressure.

British troops wearing " pork-pie " caps during

the siege of Delhi suffered excessively from sun-

stroke, while the Guards who once went on duty in

Egypt, taking their metal helmets, are said to have
suffered proportionately little from this cause as

compared with other troops not so protected. It

is probable that these differences are to be accounted
for by the fact that a thin sheet of metal is imper-

vious to ultra-violet rays, and this leads to the

suggestion that a thin sheet of aluminium in the

lining of the helmet would be an effective means of

protection during summer months and add little

to the weight of the head-dress.

The effects of such influences upon fighting effi-
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ciency are not to be measured wholly by hospital

admission rat<

(b) Practical Application of these Data

(i) Material

The fact that the universal covering of animals,

from the arctic to the torrid zone, consists of hair

raises many interesting points. The first is that

of the structure of wool, the fibres of which are

covered by scales, while they are transversely

elastic. This structure confers several qualities,

WOOL

Fig. i.

chief among which are retention of layers of air and
absorption of a' considerable amount of water,

which is slowly evaporated. While these
|

ties are of obvious advantage in the retention of

body-heat in winter, the value of wool as a cloth-

ing material in summer is not apparent at first

sight. It becomes so, however, when one con-

siders that a thin layer of wool affords no obstacle

to cooling by evaporation : when once it has I

come saturated, sweat evaporates from the free

of the garment and extracts heat from the

body by conduction. This saturation by sweat
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Choice of Materials

is automatically the more rapid as the need of

cooling is the more urgent.

Further, immediately sweat ceases fully to

saturate the garment, the outer layers dry Inst

and fill with non-conducting air, so that cooling

of the body surface is checked by the scales cover-

ing still saturated layers of clothing lying next

the skin. This is of great advantage to the man
who reaches camp exhausted after a long march
with his clothes wet with sweat, the rapid evapo-

ration of which would rob his body of heat then

required for recuperation.

One is thus forced to the conclusion that wool
is the best material for clothing, both in winter

and in summer, although in the latter it should be

as thin as possible.

Cotton rapidty absorbs water by capillarity
;

it clings to the body and extracts from it the heat

necessary for rapid evaporation. The close adhe-

sion of its fibres to each other eliminates the inter-

vening layers of air, thus removing the chief

factor to which wool owes its value.

(it) Colour

The colour of clothing is determined by military

rather than by hygienic considerations, but it may
be noted that the negro—with his black skin and
white shirt—has solved the problem of the best

colours for extremes of atmospheric heat. Here,
again, the advantage of the layer of black next
the skin is not obvious at first sight. It is, how-
ever, apparent when it is realized that, immediately
the black skin is covered by sweat, evaporation
cools it and the air-layer between it and the shirt ;

then the pigment absorbs heat rapidly from the

blood and conducts it to the cold skin which dissi-

pates it in evaporation.
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Boots

(///) Fitting

It is unlit* to do more than point out

that fitting should involve no constriction of the

chest or limbs.

Puttees arc less satisfactory than smart, and
would be better replaced by canvas leggings.

When dry they are apt to be put on too tightly,

and there is marked interference with circulation

and marching when they subsequently get W<

when saturated they contract by 3 per cent. < i

their total length if made of ordinary serge. 'J i

are potent factors in production of " frost-bite."

(c) Boots

Boots play so important a part in war that the

desiderata for a suitable service boot may be

enumerated as:

(1) Strength without undue weight.

Absence of " canoeing " of the sole, which
should have moderately wide welts.

(3) Provision of a broad, low heel—brought well

forward.

(4) An inner vdi^v which is parallel t<

ttest length of the boot.

(5) I lexion of the sole across the lii

d; with rigidity at the "waist."

(6) Pliability of the uppers.

(7) A broad, well blocked-up toe.

(8) Curvature of instep and la el to follow the

natural lift

(9) Waterproof stitching of all seams and --wing

of the sides of the tongue to the upp
two inches.

The commoner defects can are

insufficient vertical space for ti .
and lack

of sufficient curve at the back of the heel to prevent
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GOOD SHAPED
BOOT
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Fig. 2

POINTED TOE
BOOT
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Frost-bite

vertical friction between heel and boot. The
fitting should allow of two pairs of socks being

worn easily.

Waterproofing and pliability should be secured

by filling the boots with oil (castor or cod-liver oil)

for twenty-four hours. Excess of oil can be

removed, after emptying, by filling the boots with

dry bran.

(d) Frost-bite

This section on protective coverings would be
incomplete without a reference to " frost-bite/'

which during the present war put the equivalent

of more than two of our infantry brigades out of

action before the end of January, 1915.

Tight puttees are the most important predispos-

ing factor. The essential determining factor is

prolonged contact with cold water, and it is prov-

able that superficial areas of gangrene are produced
•ndarily by the mechanical obstruction to sur-

face circulation clue to imbibition of water by the

skin during prolonged standing in flooded trenches.

Inasmuch as a large proportion of cases occur when
the temperature is not below zero, the term " frost-

bite " is a misnomer.
The importance of the part played by wet is

illustrated by the" records of the Crimean W
In the winter 1854-5 there were 1924 cases and

) deaths from "frost-bite." In the follow,

year, although the temperature was similar, there

were only 474 md 6 deaths. Th< tial

difference in conditions was that in the ton

winter the men returned from the flooded trend
to sleep in their dripping clothes, wrapped in

wet blankets, on sodden ground, in leaking tents.

The result was that large numbers were admitted

for " frost-bite " before the temperature ever
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Washing Clothes

touched zero, and in some instances before it fell

below 40 F.

The necessity for protecting the skin from direct

contact with water is thus obvious, and the

physics of the available means of protection have
already been carefully worked out, although at

present it is not permissible to discuss the details

of this investigation or the measures officially taken.

(e) Waterproofing

Waterproofing. Two methods of rendering

textiles waterproof may be mentioned :

(a) Waterproof sheets may be prepared by
painting the material with hot, weak glue and
2\ per cent, alum solution.

(b) Clothing may be treated by dipping alter-

nately in an emulsion of soap and a solution of

alum.

(/) Washing and Drying of Clothing

These notes on clothing may be concluded by
reference to the important matter of purification.

The fouling of clothing is important because

decomposition of the organic matter which they

contain liberates organic vapour which, if freed

from moisture and C02 , is still lethal to mice
in forty-five minutes. This product must there-

fore be noxious to larger mammals.
When the clothing has been loaded with organic

matter by frequent saturations with sweat, it is

desirable that a change should be provided for

night use, and fouling of the air of dormitories

should be avoided by drying the day-wear else-

where. This is seldom practicable on active

service, but can be arranged for readily during

training.

It is essential that, whenever possible, under-
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clothing should be washed once a week, and a \<

practical point, not generally appreciated, is that

laundry water rapidly becomes more foul than
sewage—especially bacterially. Where, therefore,

washing is done by the troops a constant flow of

water should be maintained or periodical steriliza-

tion by chlorination should be secured, though this

will largely increase the expenditure of soap and
( nergy. Water, if scarce, can be used repeatedly

if the suspended matter be precipitated by the

addition of alum and the supernatant fluid be

siphoned off before being chlorinated (vide Chapter
VIII).

Objection is constantly made to the frequent

washing of blankets, which become very foul and
are liable to be infective on service, on the ground
that washing causes heavy shrinkage and harden-
ing. It a blanket be dipped momentarily in

boiling water, rapidly washed in warm water, and
rapidly dried without wringing, the total shrinkage
in Length at each washing need not exceed a quarter

of an inch, and non-sporing infective organisms will

be destroyed.

The medical officer has to be on the alert to cl

the dangerous practice of drying clothing over
charcoal braziers in barrack-rooms. Not only

amounts of organic vapour thus rapidly

driven off, but carbon monoxide from the burning
charcoal is highly toxic.

Provision for drying damp clothing should be
made, but this should be carried out in separ

drying-sheds, apart from the rooms in which the

men live and sl< ep.

3. Equipment

The maximum which a man can carry con-

tinuously, without his fighting powers being
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Personal Comfort

sacrificed to burden-bearing, is 30 per cent, ol

his total body-weight. In the average man this

amounts to about 50 lb., and our infantry equip-

ment weights 53 lb. By the new web slings this

is distributed so that it is carried without strain

to maintain the body-balance and without con-

striction of the chest by bands. The use of vertical

shoulder-slings permits of the clothing being
turned back to freely expose the chest, and the

whole equipment can be thrown off by a single

movement. The distribution is arranged so that

the men when going into action can discard those

parts which are not actually needed during the

engagement.

4. Personal Comfort

This relates to both physical comfort and mental
well-being, each of which has a very practical

bearing upon fighting efficiency, and therefore

closely concerns the medical officer.

(a) Physical comfort

Cleanliness is of the essence of comfort, and
personal ablution is a matter which must be

considered. By the use of rose showers, four

times the number of men can get a hot bath in

a given space and with one-quarter the amount
of hot water which would be required for sitz-

baths. Moreover, the objectionable practice of

the same water being used by two or more men
in succession is rendered impossible.

In the trenches braziers are used for heating of

water in odd tins for ablution purposes.

This matter will be referred to in more detail

when we come to consider the means of dealing

with vermin.

Warmth concerns both the positive mental asset
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Mental Stress

of physical comfoii and the negative effe( I oi cold

in Lowering physiological resistance. The latter is

illustrated by the fact that fowls, normally immune
to a dose of infective organisms, will succumb to a

similar <l<>sr if administered after they have stood

for some time in cold water. Every effort should

therefore be made to keep the men warm. In the

trenches this lias been done by excavating shelters

in the trench-side, keeping them free from water

by low clay partitions, and placing in them stovi

around which the men not actually required to

man the parapets can warm and dry themselves,

and on which they can heat their food and boil

their tea.

The trouble involved in making these simple

arrangements for the men's comfort is amply
repaid by the increased efficiency which results.

There has been enormous scope for energy and
thought in devising measures to improve the

conditions obtaining in billets. Many of th<

are obvious^-as, for example, organization to

ride an adequate reception for the men who
come from the trenches exhausted after forty-

it hours of exposure to cold, wet, and danger.

(b) Mental well-being

But there is one aspect which is less obvious,

although urgently calling for action. It

to the psj i h« 1< >gy of the quiescent interval between

two spells of trench duty. The tensi o of actual

danger sei stimulus which carries men
with credit through the experiences in the trench

itself. The inevitable mental reaction is
]

portionate to the temporary exaltation, and return

to bill* by depression, of which only

the highly-strung man knov full intensity.

In the enforced inaction of the forty-eight hours'
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rest before duty again calls his unit to the trenches,

scenes of horror which were only subconsciously

perceived during the stress of action emerge with

vivid persistence, and the unceasing boom of the

enemy's guns keeps memory perpetually alert.

As the hours of respite from the imminence of

violent death slip by, men who recall their own
hairbreadth escapes and note the empty places

of many a comrade can but speculate involun-

tarily upon the odds against their own escape from
dangers constantly renewed. The higher moral
courage carries them through the effort of dissi-

mulation, but the effort is a costly one in mental
strain.

To what practical conclusion does this con-

sideration lead ? That every effort must be made
to provide our men with occupation which will

fill this period of suspense so full of other interests

that there will be no leisure for brooding or anti-

cipation, while relaxation of all tension gives the

opportunity for recuperative mental rest. Games,
study, novels, handiwork—anything and every-

thing which will serve this purpose—should be pro-

vided, and here is ample scope for energy which
has found no useful channel hitherto at home.
That this is no imaginative sketch is known to

those who have had the opportunity of watching,

in invalids returned from the front, the effects of

modern war. One knows of healthy and athletic

men, among the last to be suspected of nerves and
neurasthenia, who for days and even weeks after

their return have suffered from recurrent night-

mare repetitions of the sounds and sights of war.

Night after night their sleep is broken by the sound
of bursting shrapnel and the sight of wounds,
which daylight finds them only too reluctant to

recall.
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CHAPTER II

ANTI-TYPHOID INOCULATION

OUR topic for to-day, anti-typhoid inoculation,

can only be approached by an initial consideration

of the phenomenon of immunity, which has been

the subject of one of the most brilliantly successful

laboratory studies. Unlike so many barren

triumphs of the laboratory, this research has had
an essentially practical bearing in that it has led

to the evolution of anti-enteric inoculation—the

most important contribution of preventive medi-
an* to our means of safeguarding the lives of our

men in ramp and field. This method of prophy-

is is so much more applicable to the protection

lions of men than of individuals, that

the civil practitioner has had little inducement
to master its details as the military medical officer

has had to do. The civilian practitioner is thus

at a disadvantage when faced by the most impor-

tant duty of inducing men to avail themseh
voluntarily of this means of protection. It is a

matter of keen regret that anti-enteric inoculation

has not been made compulsory; and this reg]

is d epened by trusion of the anti- ing

busybodies, with their wonted capacity for mis-

representation, and a mischievous energy supported

by funds which might have been used for a good
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Active Immunization

purpose. The medical officer must, therefore, be
fully informed as to the rationale of this method,
and be fully armed with precise data supporting
its claims to success. It is for the purpose

placing that information at your disposal that a
special lecture is devoted to this subject.

I propose to consider :

—

(i) The general principles of active immuniza-
tion.

(2) The application of those principles to the
problem of protection against enteric fever.

(3) The scientific and practical results obtained
by prophylactic inoculation.

A. THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE

IMMUNIZATION

Beginning then with the general principles of

active immunization, one defines immunity as

relative insusceptibility to disease. Stress is

laid upon the qualifying " relative/' for immunity
is seldom—if ever—absolute.

Immunity, as thus defined, varies according to :

(a) The number of invading organisms.

(b) The route of invasion—you will remember
that cholera although intensely virulent in the

intestine is inocuous in the blood, while tetanus

conversely is harmless in the intestine but most
dangerous in the tissues.

(c) The virulence of the organism. The im-

portance of this factor is illustrated by hydro-
phobia, in which no case of recovery from the

developed disease has ever been established.

(d) Physiological resistance—a subject to which
we shall return in a moment.
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Varieties of Immunity

There are two main varieties of immunity—the
natural and the acquired.

(a) Natural immunity again may be racial or

physiological.

(i) The racial is illustrated by the Barbary sheep
in its insusceptibility to anthrax, which is so fatal

to other species of sheep. Another striking

difference is that between such closely allied

species as the field mouse and the house mouse :

one succumbs rapidly to septicaemia after a coccal

injection to which the other is relatively indifferent.

(2) Physiological resistance plays a most im-

portant part in the difference in susceptibility

shown by individuals of the same species. This
difference is most strikingly demonstrated by an
instance reported from India, where cholera dejecta

carelessly thrown from a tent contaminated a camp
water-supply. Of the 23 persons who drank from
this supply on the following morning, only 8

developed cholera.

(b) A cquired immunity may be obtained naturally

or artificially.

(1) If naturally acquired it follows, and results

from, an attack of acute specific disease. In some
instances—as e.g. influenza—the immunity is so

short that an attack has even been supposed to

leave increased susceptibility to fresh invasions by
the same organism. It is generally recognized,

however, that in the great majority of acute

infective diseases one attack confers a high degree

of protection against a second attack of that

disease, although in very rare cases a second attack

has been known to occur even in diseases conferring

so marked a subsequent immunity as scarlet

fever or enteric. As such exceptions but prove
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the rale, and afford no argument that no immunity
is thus conferred in general, so the rare instances

of enteric occurring in inoculated nun cannot

be accepted as proofs that inoculation is valueless.

It would be unreasonable to demand more com-
plete protection from artificial methods than is

given by the natural processes which they aim at

u producing.

(2) Artificially conferred immunity may be of the

passive or the active variety.

The former is a curative and temporary result

of the injection of protective substances ready-

made. Its value is indicated by the fact that the

use of anti-diphtheritic serum has reduced the

mortality of diphtheria from 50 per cent, to

5 per cent.—which, in the United States alone,

means an annual saving of some 30,000 lives.

Unfortunately, for various technical reasons, this

method is of only very limited applicability.

Active immunization, on the other hand, is

effected by making the body manufacture its own
protective substances, some of which are semi-

permanent and prophylactic. The means adopted
is that of injecting the stimulating material which
produces that effect in the process of natural

immunization occurring during an attack of the.

disease itself.

What measure of success has attended our efforts

you shall shortly have an opportunity of judging for

yourselves, but first it is necessary to study in

detail the exact process of immunization as effected

by natural means.

The Mechanism of Naturally Acquired Immunity

A sound grasp of this complex subject can only

be obtained by a review of the properties and inter-
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relationships of the various bodies winch take pari
in the production of immunity.

In endeavouring to present this difficult subject

in a manner which is both simple and comprehen-
sive, one is faced by three main difficulties. The
first is that of the starting point and, as lack of

interest in matters bacteriological may 1

suited in certain of my audience not having
considered this matter previously, it appe;
desirable to err on the safe side and deal with

relevant factors, however simple. Next, it is not
easy to illustrate all points by the details of any
single investigation or process. It is advisable

therefore to fit the facts as far as possible into a
single mental picture, without the distraction of

breaking off constantly to explain that this or that

fact is only relevant to one or other infection.

And, lastly, it is impossible to avoid the usi

technical terms, because any science which has

advanced as far as this must of necessity possess

its own nomenclature. Use of technical terms is

not due to a desire to emulate the gentleman who
would only refer to a bell as a " scintillating tin-

tinabulator."

(i) First there is our old friend the plia^Oi

the devourer (i in the diagrams)—a polymorpho-
nuclear leucocyte' which will ingest any d<

organism.
The actual lethal substance which first kills the

organism is contained in the serum, and ; unt

compared with the lethal power of normal
serum—as unity—is known as the opsonic in<!<

This is measured by the number of organic

phagocyted by each leucocyte after bacteria have
been exposed to the action of a serum for a given

period, in the presence of leucocyfc

The phenomenon of chemiotaxi- is cl< »sely related
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to thai of phagocytosis. Living organisms exerl

repulsion on leucocytes, which are thus driven
away negative chemiotaxis. Dead genus or

dilute toxins aid phagocytosis by attracting leuco-

cytes positive chemiotaxis.

(2) Next conns the essential antigen the former
of anti-bodies (2 in the diagrams)—which consists

of an extraneous animal substance introduced

into the body. Unorganized proteins are con-

cerned with the fascinating" phenomenon of anaphy-
laxis, from which one is reluctant to turn without
a word. The organized protein of the bodies

of bacteria is the antigen which, when injected,

leads to active immunization by stimulating the

manufacture of protective substances.

As there is a quantitative relation between
antigen or its toxins and protective substances, and
the latter require to be standardized, this necessity

has led to the working out of a standard known as

the " M.L.D.," which is the minimal lethal dose of

antigen which will certainly kill an animal of a

given weight in a given period. The minimal
amount of protective substance which will protect

an animal against 100 " M.L.D.'s " is known as

the " Immunity Unit/'

It is assumed by Ehrlich that the affinity between
antigen and protective substances is due to certain

combining powers, which his " sidechain theory
"

represents by receptors, as shown in the diagrams.

(3) Toxins—or poisons (3 in the diagrams)—are

formed by the antigen, and thrown off into the

blood. They are ultra-microscopic and so potent

that one fifteen-millionth of a grain of tetano-

toxin is estimated to be enough to kill a rabbit.

Being ultra-microscopic, they can be obtained in

the filtrate from which organisms have been re-

moved. It is presumed that to their action
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negative chemiotaxis is due, while their stimulus
is credited with the power of making the fix<

produce the protective substances to be enumerate d

later. In larger amounts they destroy instead oi

stimulating the fixed cells to which they attach

themselves. They can thus be filtered off with the

cells with which they have combined.

(4) The next body to be considered is the com-

plement (4 in the diagrams) which is normally

present, and capable of acting against any invading
organism if provided with the suitable amboceptor.
It is destroyed by heat.

(5) Then we come to the fixed cells of the lym-
phatic glands and marrow (5 in the diagrams)
which, under stimulus of the toxins, manufacture
the protective substances.

Finally, there are the anti-toxin and the am-
boceptor, numbered respectively 6 and 7 in the

diagrams.

(6) The anti-toxins are formed by the stimulus of

toxin or germs, living or dead, and combine with
toxin. It is they which confer the passive im-

munity which follows injection of serum in which
they have themselves been formed as a result of

injection of dead organisms into living animals.

By means of successive injections of a horse, the

resultant diphtheritic anti-toxins can be so cona n-

trated, e.g. that one dose of its serum contains

enough anti-toxin to neutralize 400,000 M.LJ
of toxin.

The duty of anti-toxins is to protect the tissue

cells from toxins while those cells manufacture I

amboceptors which will kill the invading 1 ms.

Although they are always produced
are rapidly excreted. To this latter I ttribu-

table the evanescent protection which they give,

while to their lack of direct action against the
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Mechanism of Immunity

invading organisms is due the relative ineffii

of passive as compared with active immunity.

(7) Lastly, comes the essential amboceptor the

immune body, anti-body, sensabilitrice, or fixateur.

Amboceptor is not normally present in the

body, and a special variety must be formed to deal

with each different variety of invading organism.

It is a remarkable fact that each is strictly " speci-

fic, " i.e. will kill only the organism which has

led to its production.

The best illustration of the degree of this

specificity is afforded by reference to anaphylaxis.

It has been found that if an animal be sensitized

by injection of the blood of the humped species

of Egyptian bullock, that animal will react with

a further dose of blood from a humped bullock

but will give no reaction with blood deprived from
any other bullock. It has thus become possible to

determine the identity of a blood stain—a matter

of the utmost practical importance in criminal in-

vestigations.

Being unaffected by heat, amboceptor can be

obtained separate from complement, which heat

destroys.

Having been formed, and always formed in

excess in cases which recover, amboceptor resists

excretion and therefore remains in the blood for

years—or for life—ready mobilized to repel a fresh

invasion. Its precise role is to attach the com-
plement to the organism and thus enable the

former to destroy the latter by direct lethal action.

The term "immune-body " includes a group of

substances, comprising among others agglutinins,

bacteriocidins, bacteriolysins and opsonins. The
method by which one of these substances is

estimated will be described later.
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Military Simile

Popular simile for the soldier

After a very considerable experience of the dutv
of persuading men to volunteer for inoculation, I

have found that the surest road to success i

explain as Ear as possible how the method works
and what it is supposed to do. If they can get held

of a general idea, that is all that is necessary if

they can see the proof for themselves of one or

two of the facts stated.

The proofs are simply provided

—

e.g. one of the

most effective is to show a hanging-drop of motile

enteric organisms and beside it a hanging-drop
agglutinated by immune serum. The former
alone is one of the most effective methods of ob-

taining volunteers. A man comes up with a

cheery smile to peer down the microscope ; as he
catches sight of the seething mass of motile organ-

isms he blenches ; and you have the satisfaction

of seeing him pass straight on into the inoculation

room.
The explanation of the process is less simple, and

matters must be put in a way which appeals to his

imagination. There is no better way than by
adopting the simile of the battlefield, somewhat
on these lines. The body the invaded country

;

the complement the unarmed population ; I

tissue cells the arsenals ; the organisms are the

enemy invaders; the toxins the enemy's p
jectiles ; the anti-toxins the defenders' projectil

the amboceptors the bayonets of the defend*

the phagocytes the "body-snatchers" (stretcher-

bearers).

With these pieces you fight a war-game for the

men, illustrating it by models of which the dia-

grams in Fig. 3 are reproductions. It is surprising

how simple this complex subject can thus be ma
and how perfect is the simile when fullv developed.
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(a) Successful invasion

Unarmed defenders driven bark by gun-fire of

invaders (negative chemiotaxis and toxins). Arse-

nals put out of action (toxins kill tissue-cells),

Capture of lines of communication (blood vessels).

Capita] reached (heart). Surrender of defenders

(death).

(b) Successful defence

Rally. The invaders' fire checked (anti-toxins)

.

Defenders armed (amboceptors). Defenders con-

verge on invaders (positive chemiotaxis).

Battle joined. Invaders' fire smothered (toxins

neutralized). Defenders getting in with the bayo-

net (complement and amboceptor).

Victory. Invaders penned and annihilated (ab-

scess cavity) . Dead of both sides (organisms and
complement) being removed by " body-snatchers

"

(phagocytes). Invasion defeated.

(c) Permanent mobilization

Defenders armed with bayonets which never

become obsolete (the amboceptors—permanent).
Ammunition for guns becoming obsolete (transient

anti-toxins). -Enough bayonets remain to enable

defenders to crush any subsequent invasion before

the enemy can develop gun-fire (permanent im-

munity due to bacteriolysis occurring before toxins

can paralyse the defence).

B. APPLICATION OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
IMMUNITY TO ANTI-ENTERIC PROPHYLAXIS

Having considered the general principles of

immunization, we have now to deal with their

application to the problem of protecting our men
against enteric fever.
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Evolution of Method

Initial difficulties were experienced in many w;

(i) The supposed immunity of animals to true

enteric (a view since modified by experiments on
anthropoid apes) made it neo for all experi-

mental work to be carried out on man. This factor

aNo made it impossible for passive immunization
to he undertaken as a curative measure in developed
human enteric : immunised animals produce only
anti-toxins, and human amboceptors could not be
obtained.

(2) In the case of B. Typhosus the toxins are

endo-toxins

—

i.e. so intimately associated with the

bodies of the bacilli that they cannot by filtration

be obtained free from the organisms. This made
it necessary that the bodies of the organisms
should themselves be injected as the stimulating

antigen to promote formation of anti-bodies.

Auto-inoculation. This brings us to the point

at which Sir Almroth Wright, in 1896, found
progress barred along all other roads than that of

auto-inoculation. It is with justifiable pride in

our profession that we study the history of the

advance along that perilous, solitary road, and it is

with a special pride in my Corps that I recall the

devotion to duty which led officers of the R.A.M.C.
to offer themselves for this purpose. Without the

possibility of a preliminary, comparable test on
animals, it became necessary for the offir

experimented on to receive massive injections of

dead enteric organisms, the effect of which could

only be surmised by analogy.

As one can sympathize with the tension of this

step in the darkness, so one can appreciate the

satisfaction with which these officers found, in the

subsequent development of protective substances

in their blood, the reward for their courage and

the promise of a brilliant outcome to their efforts.
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Anti-typhoid Inoculation

It is interesting to note that they received in a

single injection three times the number of enteric

organisms which are now given as a dose.

The methods now in use

(i) The Emulsion < As the term " serum " is

wholly inaccurate, and " vaccine " is often re-

garded as a term to be applied to a growth of living

organisms, the fluid which is injected in this method
is styled the anti-enteric, or anti-typhoid, emulsion.

The strain of organism used is one of very low
virulence—as has been proved on two occasions

when accidents have resulted in the laboratory

personnel getting considerable intra-oral doses of

the living culture.

The Emulsion is a forty-eight-hour broth-culture

at blood-heat, and generally gives a concentration

of about 3000 million organisms per c.c. before

dilution.

The dose is 500 million dead organisms in the

first and 1000 million in the second injection. The
reasons for this division of the dose are given later.

The standardization is obviously a matter of great

importance in relation to the dosage. Various

methods of determining the number of organisms

per c.c. have been tried and successively abandoned
for improved means.

{a) Weighing was regarded hopefully until it

was found that 1000 million enteric organisms

weighed only '113 milligramme. A useful datum
for men who are alarmed at the 1000 million germs
is that they only weigh (;(V„ of a grain.

(b) Next, the technique adopted was to dilute the

vaccine until one c.c. contained so few organisms

that they might be counted as they grew into

separate colonies on solid media, on which one
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Technique

. of the diluted vaccine had been distributed.

This means proved unsatisfactory owing to the

tendency of the organisms to form clumps which,
however many organisms they contain, produce
only a single colony per clump. In any ev< nt the

process of diluting ioo million times docs not lend

itself to extreme accuracy.

(c) The next procedure was that of counting the

numbers of xanthocytes and bacilli in a stained

smear made from a mixture of equal parts oi

blood and bacterial emulsion. As the blood is

known to contain, with remarkable constancy,

five million xanthocytes per c.mm., the proportion

of bacilli to xanthocytes will be the proportion of

the number of bacilli per c.mm. to five million in

that amount.
(d) The method now in use is the simpler and

quicker one of diluting the emulsion and making
a direct count of the organisms on a hremacyto-

metric cell under dark-ground illumination.

Whatever the method of standardization adopted,

it is always carried out by two observers working
independently. If the results are so approxim;
that the difference is within the range of probable

error, the mean is taken, but if there be any marked
divergence, a third estimation is made'as a control.

The laboratory precautions concern us closely,

because questions are often asked as to how the

killing of all organisms is ensured.

The succession of precautionary measures speaks

for itself as to the security afforded by this chain

of defer:

(a) Vegetative organisms an 4 killed off by first

heating the vaccine at 53° C. for seventy minutes

and adding to the resulting emulsion, after it has

cooled, 0'4 per cent, of lysol. Subjection to a

higher temperature would destoy the efficacy of
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Injection of Anti-typhoid Emulsion

the emulsion, by destruction of its stimulating
toxins.

(b) Samples oi the emulsion are then plated, to

tesl tor sterility, under both aerobic and anaerobic
conditions.

(c) Absence of spores is finally proved by inocu-

lating animals with the emulsion and observing

the effects for ten days subsequently. In order to

afford an ample margin for considerations of

massive inoculations, the animals get proportion-

ally thirty times the dose given to man.

(2) The Injection. There are certain important
precautions to be observed when inoculating.

The bottle should be shaken—lest the organisms
settle to the bottom and an excessive number pass

into the last dose withdrawn.
The bottle should be opened aseptically, by

passing its stem through the flame and breaking
it with forceps similarly treated.

The wThole syringe should be initially sterilized

by drawing into its barrel oil heated to 130 C.—

a

temperature at which breadcrumb just browns
when dropped into the oil.

Subsequently, only the needle requires to be
sterilized after each successive inoculation, and this

is effected by passing it through the hot oil.

It must be noted that, unless the barrel of the

syringe be cooled before it is filled with emulsion,

the properties of the latter will be destroyed.

The inoculation site should be painted with
Tincture of Iodine. The infra-clavicular region,

inside the braces line, is preferable to the level of

the deltoid insertion. Adoption of the latter pre-

vents the man from lying on that side at night, and
this site is more exposed to accidental pressure by
day.

The best time for inoculation is the afternoon,
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Results of Anti-typhoid Inoculation

and the men should be directed to avoid alcohol

and exercise for the rest of the day.

If, from previous experience or the result of

the first inoculation, there be any reason to

anticipate an excessive local reaction, it is ad-

visable to give a dose of 30 grains of Chloride of

Calcium (or 15 grains of Calcium Lactate) just

before injecting, and io repeat the dose a! 1

six hours.

(3) Besredka's alternative method. Before pass-

ing on, it is interesting to note that Besredka
advises the use of a true vaccine—one containing

living organisms.

His emulsion consists of living culture sensitized

by contact with highly immune serum the com-
plement of which has been destroyed by heat, thus

leaving only amboceptor.
The rationale of the method is that when the

sensitized living organisms are injected, the amount
of amboceptor present with them enables tin-

complement of the inoculated person's blood to

destroy the bacilli with speed and certainty, and

liberate their toxins without any danger of a general

infection resulting.

C. THE RESULTS OF ANTI-ENTERIC
INOCULATION

We now turn to the results following this pro-

phylactic measure, and they are best dealt with

under the headings of (a) the early and (b) I

remote.

{a) The early results

The most immediate results are the reactions

occurring in the inoculated. After considerable

experience one can summarize the result-

regards incapacitation as follow
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Incapacitated for 5 days, 1 per tnille,

[ncapacitated for 3 days, 3 per mille.

Incapacitated for less than 3 days, 99O per mille.

If due care be exercised, the danger of a reaction

necessitating the man being admitted to hospital

is almost negligible, and one force (I think it was
the Canadian contingent) recently reported the

inoculation of 27,000 men without a single hospital

admission.

The constitutional reaction comes on usually

about six hours after inoculation, and consists

of malaise, a slight temperature of perhaps 101
,

with—in some cases—a tendency to faintness. If

the man turns in early, he will probably sleep

through the stage of constitutional reaction without
being conscious of it.

The redness, tenderness and oedema around the

inoculation site usually begin to subside after

twenty-four hours.

It is safe to say that in 99 per cent, of cases the

man is capable of carrying out his duties at the
end of forty-eight hours, but for that period of

grace he should be excused duty as a concession to

his temporary inconvenience and as a generally

understood routine.

The blood changes follow later and are of both
scientific and practical interest, seeing that upon
them depends the efficacy of the protection con-

ferred by this method of prophylaxis.

The essential change is an increase in the amount
of protective substances of the amboceptor group.

It will serve if one substance of this complex group
—the agglutinin—be used to illustrate both the

degree of immunity conferred and the methods
of estimation.

Agglutination is the phenomenon by which
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Resultant Blood-changes

motile organisms in the presence ol agglutinins

first los^ their motility and th< n collect together
in groups, as if for mutual protection. Hangu
drops demonstrate the initial motility and I

complete agglutination which lias followed ad-

mixture of a culture of living typhoid bacilli with

immune serum diluted one thousand times. I he

reaction is regarded as Complete if at the end of

half an hour no separate motile organisms can t>

seen. The concentration of agglutinins in a serum
is measured by the extent to which the serum
can be diluted without losing its power to " clump

"

a culture in half an hour.

As normal serum has a slight agglutinative

power which seldom exceeds that represent d by a

dilution of i in 10, that amount is taken as the

Ixi sis of comparison. We are now in a position to

follow on our chart the effects of inoculation on
the degree of this reaction. MJc Fig. 4.

On the day of the first injection tin dila-

tion power is charted at the 1 in 10 level. There
it remains until the eighth day, when there appears

i rise which progresses to its maximum of .

times the normal on the thirteenth day. after

which it begins to fall.

It was hoped at first that increase of tin single

injection dose would give a proportionately higher

rise in the curve, but it was found that increased

injections gave little better results, even if pushed
to an amount which caused considerable consti-

tutional disturbance, while massive of

vaccine may produce an initial " nej

The effect was then tried of giving a >econd

moderate injection ten days alter the iirst, so that

the second stimulus might bejsummated upon I

first. The effect is shown by the \
|

>ing

up to 300 times the normal. A succession of d«
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at ten-day intervals would give still further prota
lion, but a balance must be struck bet\ve< n the

attainable protection and the inconvenience in-

volved both to the individual and to his unit in the

midst of its training. It is considered that the

double dose strikes a happy mean.
The need for, and interval between, the two

injections lias been dealt with fully, because of

the many questions which are constantly being

asked about it and because of the great utility of

this chart when hung up in the re-inoculating

room. Very few men refuse their second dose

when the chart has been shown them and fully

explained.

After the third wreek there is a slight but rapid

fall for a few days, and then the agglutinative power
slowly recedes to the normal during a number of

years. It is probable that normal is not reached

for five or six years, but it is considered that

protection should not be regarded as effective

after the end of the second year, at which time

it is advisable that men should be re-inoculat<

This has an important bearing on statistical data,

as will be seen when we come to consider whether
a man who has been inoculated more than two
years previously should be included in the pro-

d or the unprotected group.

(b) The remote results

The remote effects of inoculation upon enteric

incidence can only be estimated by statistical

methods, with regard to which one factor calls

for preliminary comment.
It is that—just referred to—of the classifica-

tion of partially protected men. i.e. those who
have had only one injection or who have been

fully inoculated more than two years since. To
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include them among the fully protected would
raise the enteric incidence in this group, while

to place them among the wholly unprotected
would reduce the enteric incidence in that group

—

either of which does injustice to the results of

inoculation in the comparison of relative incidences.

The only sound course is to place these men in a
group by themselves.

With this initial remark one turns to the avail-

able statistics, and these have now become so

numerous that only a few of the more striking or

interesting can be discussed. Three, of an in-

creasing relative importance, are selected as

indicating the results which have been obtained in

our own army.
The British Army

(i) The Meerut outbreak. A cavalry regiment at

Meerut (India) contained 200 inoculated and 300 un-
inoculated men. Sixty cases of enteric occurred

in an outbreak among these men, all living in

barracks under apparently precisely similar con-

ditions. The cases were distributed among the

groups as follows

:

Fully Partially Wholly
protected protected unprotected

Nil 2 58

Of the 58 cases among unprotected men, 10 died

and 2 had to be invalided out of the Service as

permanently incapacitated.

(2) Twenty-four test units. Special medical
officers wrere attached to twrenty-four units for

twenty months, with instructions to record the

incidence of enteric in relation to prophylactic

inoculation. The data thus obtained refer to a
number of men equivalent to a whole division,

living—as regards the groups in each regiment

—
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under similar conditions for a considerable period.
They therefore afford evidence on a scale which
cannot be regarded as dominated by co-incidence.

The relative incidences are shown in Fig. 5.

If the wholly-unprotected-group data be compared
with data from a group comprising all the othei

AINU - ENTEKIC INOCULATION

RESULTS KE 24 UNITS (OK 2a MO VI MS

SHOWING COMPARATIVE CHANCES OF INFECTION AM)

DEATH, (TAKING THE INOCULATED MANS CHANCES AS

UNITY IN EACH CA SE ).

IBLACK = INOCULATED (STRENGTH 10,000)
UIATCHED = UNINOCULATEI) ( .. 9,000)

:o-7

INFECTION DEATH

Fig.

men—whether fully or partially pr< by
inoculation—the former give 5*6 times as many
cases and 107 times as many deaths from enteric

as the latter.

The mos tive way of presenting

to the men is to state them in tern porting

odds, thus: If two nun of similar physique and
age

—

one ted and one unprotected—be

exposed to similar ri>k> of enteric and one is g<

to get it, the odds are 5i to 1 that will be
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uninoculated man, while if one of them is bound
to die of it, the odds lengthen to io£ to i that it

will be the unprotected man.
That does not state the full value of the com-

parison, for if the partially protected be excluded
altogether the results are more striking.

(3) Data of the whole British Army in India
during ten years. The figures derived from the

returns of enteric among all British troops in India

from 1903 to 1913, cover a still wider field. The
chart is shown in Fig. 6, and speaks for itself.

The following tabular comparison may be made
between the enteric figures for the year 1905, in

which inoculation was reintroduced, and the latest

figures available, 1913, when 90 per cent, were
inoculatde.

Admissions Deaths

1905 . . 1146 .

.

213

1913 . . 85 16

The increase during this period of enteric among
the Indian troops may be contrasted.

Admissions 1 ths

1905 - • 130 ... 35
1912 . . 243 .

.

62

If it be urged that improving conservancy is alone

responsible for the reduction in enteric among
British troops, then the advancing sanitation of

the cantonments of Indian troops should produce
a corresponding decline in their incidence rates.

Owing to native prejudices, prophylactic inocula-

tion was not urged upon Indian regiments until

191 1, and the numbers inoculated were inconsider-

able.

What are the practical results of this reduction

in enteric among British troops in the eight years
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Reduction of Enteric among British troops in India

from 1903 to 191 3.
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since prophylactic inoculation was reintroduced ?

Two hundred lives saved annually ; 250 less hos-

pital beds ; 103,000 days of sickness less in the

year—or the equivalent of the whole British Army
in India being out of action for a day and a half.

In deaths and medical expenses alone this probably
represents an annual economy of £50,000 a year.

I think that these results are sufficiently brilliant

to justify the officers of the R.A.M.C. in looking

back with satisfaction on the results of their collec-

tive efforts of the last ten years.

The United States Army
Striking as these ' figures are, we get figures

more striking still if we turn to the statistics of the

army of the United States, which has given us a

lead in making anti-enteric inoculation compulsory,

and thus afforded an indication of the results which
would follow our adoption of a similar course.

We may first take the contrast afforded by two
divisions of similar strength (about 20,000 men)
living in camp on United States territory (a) in

1898—when no men were inoculated—and (b) in

1911—when 100 per cent, of the strength was
compulsorily inoculated.

The former division was camped at Chicamauga
for ten months and the latter on the Mexican
frontier for four months.

Enteric Enteric
admissions deaths

1898 (ten months 1729 248
1911 (four months) 1 nil

That the freedom from enteric in the latter

instance was not due to absence of sources of in-

fection is shown by the fact that the uninoculated

civilians in and around the camp had 47 cases and
17 deaths.
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Results of anti-enteric inoculation on enteric in the

U.S. Armv.
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The results of the introduction of volunt
inoculation in the United States army in 1907 and
thru of making inoculation compulsory in 1910 are

shown in Fig. 7. The only note to be added, as

strengthening the case, is that from 1908 to 1913
there was no death in this army from enteric

fever/while the army of 90,000 strong only gave
three cases of enteric during 1913.

Data from the present War
Finally, we may just glance at the latest pub-

lished figures bearing on the incidence of enteric

upon our men at the front.

Out of 606 cases only 18 per cent, have been
among inoculated men, while of the 50 recorded
deaths only one has been an inoculated man.

In face of the overwhelmingly convincing mass of

statistical proof of the value of this means of

protection, one can only look eagerly for the day
when our men wall be saved from their own vacilla-

tion, and rescued from the sinister influence of the

anti-everything busybody, by having prophylactic

anti-enteric inoculation made compulsory. Mean-
while the medical officer—already overtaxed by
duties sufficiently strenuous—must undertake the

thankless task of persuading men to voluntarily

adopt a measure which not only protects themselves
from a grave danger but protects the whole army
in the field from the risk thrust upon it by the

obstinacy of the recalcitrant, whose sole argument
against acquiring protection is the parrot cry of
" I don't hold with it."
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CHAPTER III

THE MARCH

Having dealt with the selection of a healthy recruit

and considered his physical training, his protection

against enteric, and certain of his needs when
converted into a soldier—we now come to the

march which carries him from rail-head into the

firing-line.

The relevant facts fall naturally under three

heads—the physical, the physiological and the

practical ; but before taking them up in detail it is

useful to pause for a moment to grasp the import-

ance of the soldier's ability to march.
That importance is related to the dominant part

played by marching power in securing the pre-

ponderance of numbers at the critical time and
place which determines victory, and it is indicated

by Napoleon's dictum that " More battles are won
by strength of leg than by force of amis." Further

emphasis is found in the records of two other

celebrated commanders whose successes were won
rather by sweat than by slaughter.

In Fortescue's " History of the British Army "

there is an illustration from Marlborough's cam-
paign in the Low Countries in 171 1. It is there

set out that, by a march of forty miles in eighteen

hours, Marlborough's force captured the strongly
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fortified town of Bouchain under the eyes of the

outmarchedVillars, and thus brought this campaign
to an abruptly victorious end at the expense of

trivial loss.

Colonel Henderson, in his life of Stonewall

Jackson, remarks that " His victories were won
rather by sweat than by blood, by skilful marching
than by sheer hard fighting. The marches which
strewed the wayside with footsore and weaklings

won his battles. The enemy, surprised and out-

numbered, was practically beaten before a shot

was fired, and success was obtained at a trifling

cost." Jackson himself remarked, " I would
rather lose one man in marching than five in

fighting."

We, as medical officers, are concerned to prevent

the loss of even that one man in marching, and thi9

can only be achieved by infinite pains and attention

to a host of details each trivial in itself.

PRELIMINARY DATA

(a) Distance

For large bodies of men marching day after day
the distances covered are at first sight surprisingly

small. Twelve miles a day is fair going, fifteen miles

is good and twenty miles a day continuously is re-

garded as " forced marching." Roberts' march of

318 miles from Kabul to Kandahar took twenty-
three days.

Friant's Division covered seventy-eight miles in

forty-six hours, but at Austerlitz on the following

day it lost 40 per cent, of its surviving strength.

I think the record march is that of the Light
Division to Talavera—sixty-two miles in twenty-
six hours.
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Speed, and Duration of March

(b) Speed

The ordinary quick time is that of 120 thirty-

inch steps a minute. This gives us the round
figure of 100 yards a minute, which is so impor-
tant a datum in the calculations by the commander
of a unit who has to get his force at a given point

at a given time, to take its allotted place in a

column of march.
If halts be allowed for, this works out at just

under three miles an hour, but the larger the force

the more slowly it marches and two and a half miles

an hour for a brigade or two for a division is a good
average.

(c) Duration

It will be seen that the average fifteen-mile

march (and we are taking averages throughout)
will take a brigade six hours and a division eight

hours. When, you know that a division, with all

its impedimenta in column of march, covers a

length of fifteen miles of road, it is much easier to

appreciate the difficulties which occur when a

wagon breaks down and blocks a narrow way near

the head of the column. At the best, the rear-

guard, at the end of its fifteen-mile march, can

only reach the point from which the advance-guard

moved off in the morning, and the normal eight

hours which the rear-guard should occupy on its

day's march will be increased by every delay which
checks the weary column ahead as it gradually

breaks down the road along which it slowly labours

on its way.

(A) PHYSICS

Having disposed of these preliminaries, we now
turn to certain relevant matters of physics.
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Physics of the March

(a) The unit of energy

The unit of energy—the calorie—is the amount
of heat needed to raise one gramme of water
through i° C. A kilo-calorie is a thousand times

that amount and is the unit used in bromatology,
as indicated by the term Calorie spelt with a
capital " C."

(b) Energy distribution

Three thousand Calories should be provided

by the diet of a man at rest. When it is realized

that a steam-engine is only capable of utilizing for

useful work 13 per cent, of the energy value of its

fuel, it will be appreciated that man—as an in-

ternal combustion engine—works comparatively
economically in utilizing 20 per cent, of the energy
value of his diet for actual work. The 80 per cent,

balance goes in production of heat, which must
be dissipated if the body temperature is to be kept

constant. There are thus 2400 Calories of heat

to be dissipated daily by the man at rest

—

i.e. 800

Calories in eight hours. Vide Fig. 8, column
A—the scale being shown in column B.

When the man is marching this is obviously much
increased. A march of fifteen miles on an un-

dulating road, when fifty pounds of equipment is

carried, involves 350 foot-tons of work. This needs

254 Calories of energy as work, which can only be
provided at the expense of a production of 1016

Calories of useless heat. If the march occupies

eight hours, this 1016 Calories must be added to

the 800 Calories which must be disposed of by
the man when at rest—making a total dissipation

of 1816 Calories in the eight hours of the march.
Vide Column

rD in relation to Column B in Fig. 8.
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Physics of the March

(c) Heat dissipation

The principal factor in the 4 dissipation of heat is

evaporation of water, and this makes it n<

to note that each gramme of water absorbs *5

Calorie during its vaporization. This represents

a loss of 600 Calories for every quart of water
evaporated from the body.

(d) Attitude of best mechanical advantage

Mathematical calculations show that in marching
the best mechanical advantage is obtained by a

stride the length of which is six-sevenths that of

the leg. With regard to the best attitude there

has been some difference of opinion. Much interest

was aroused by the French suggestion of the
" Marche en flexion/' by means of which it was
claimed that men could cover long distances at

the surprising speed of six miles an hour. The
knees were kept flexed and the body was inclined

forward at a greater angle as the desired speed

increased—the effect being that of a continuous
falling forward. It was found on investigation

that the results were due rather to the training

which the exponents of this method maintained
than to any inherent advantages in the method
itself, and that the continuous strain on the quad-
riceps extensor caused proportionate exhaustion.

This method was soon abandoned, although Hima-
layan experience of the natives' method of knee
flexion when walking downhill shows it to be

valuable in descents.

There are obvious objections to adoption of the

rigid pose of the smart soldier on the parade
ground to the conditions of a war march, and many
rules have been made regarding the position of

head and limbs best suited to the latter. These a re
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Physiology of the March

difficult to apply simultaneously, when the man lias

one rule for his head, another for his arms and so

on, so that there is merit in a single phrase which
summarizes them all and needs no effort to remem-
ber. One such phrase is—the position assumed
when about to ascend a flight of stairs. That
attitude puts the head, back and arms in the

most advantageous positions, and you will appre-
ciate the hint if you adopt that attitude towards
the end of a long march.

(B) PHYSIOLOGY

The physical data lead naturally to the correla-

tive physiological interests, the first of which is :

(a) Heat equilibrium of a man at rest

Rest in this sense does not mean absolute

quiescence, but the quiet of a loafing day. Under
these conditions the body needs about 3000 Calories

of energy, and of this, as seen, 2400 Calories go to

the production of heat. If this heat were allo^

to accumulate, hyperpyrexia would ultima i

result. It is disposed of by the abstraction

heat from the body by radiation, Conduction, con-

vection, in urine, and by the evaporation of fluid.

It is calculated that when at rest roughly 30 per

cent, is dissipated by the last means, the major
portion being lost by evaporation from the 1

tory tract.

(h) Heat equilibrium of a man when marching

(1) The physiological optimum temperature is

100*5°, the human machine—like all internal com-

bustion engines—working best when wanned up.

(2) The physiological maximum is 102 °, at
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Heat Equilibrium of the March

which temperature pathological indications begin

to be noticeable. Swaying and tremor mark the
onset of inco-ordination due to the waste products
of too rapid metabolism affecting the nerve-

endings. The flushed, sweating face and open
mouth proclaim the need for increased evaporation.

The gasping respiration indicates stimulation of

the respiratory centres by accumulating carbon
dioxide in the blood.

The range between the physiological optimum
and the pathological temperatures is thus only i-|°,

and this narrow safety margin indicates alike

the delicacy of the adjustment mechanism and the

importance of every means of aiding that adjust-

ment.

(3) This adjustment—in contrast to the case of

the man at rest—is mainly effected by evapora-

tion, and whereas in the resting man this is chiefly

due to loss from the respiratory tract, the great

excess required to be evaporated during the march
has to be disposed of by the skin.

We have already seen that the total heat which
must be lost during an eight-hour march of fifteen

miles is 1816 Calories (vide Fig. 8, columns B and
D). The proportion of this which must be dissi-

pated by evaporation amounts to 1300 Calories
;

and as the evaporation of one quart of water takes

600 Calories, the total water which must be
lost in this eight-hour march is roughly two
quarts, or one quart in seven and a half miles

(vide Fig. 8, columns B, C and D).

The importance of free evaporation from the

skin is well illustrated by the case of a man who
suffered from the extraordinary defect of congenital

absence of sweat glands. He was only able to

work during hot weather if his shirt were kept
saturated by water.
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Loss of Water on the March

(c) Effects of water loss

Fig. 9 shows in graphic form certain important
points bearing upon the water loss and water
needs of marching men. The data upon which it

is based have been confirmed by observations

on the average, actual, daily consumption of

water by a body of men marching day after day
under active service conditions.

It is seen that water forms 66 per cent, of the

total body weight. For an n-stone man this

amounts to a hundred pounds, or ten gallons,

of which the loss of one gallon involves danger,

and loss of one and a half gallons causes death.

In this connection it is interesting to note that death
results from asphyxia, which is probably due to

the increased viscosity of the blood retarding its

circulation through pulmonary capillaries of i

two-thousandth inch diameter.

The one gallon which represents the maximum
which can be lost without danger is shown en-

larged in the right-hand column, which indie

the effect of loss of separate successive quarts.

One quart can be lost without inefficiency

resulting, so that at the end of seven and a half

miles marched without water the men should be

quite fit.

During the loss of the next quart slight in-

efficiency gradually appears, and at the end of

fifteen miles there is a genuine " necessity thin

but still there is but slight inefficiency.

During the loss of the third quart ineffici

becomes marked, if no water has beendrunl
after the loss of four quarts during a thirty-},

waterless march the man's i i oming
dangerous.

These data are of the utmost practical im-
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Water Needs on the March

portance, in that they enable us to determine at

what stages of the march th< ity of drinking
Hit' water-bottle contents arises. On the right oi

the Tabic 4 are shown the periods and distances of

the march at which the water-bottles should be

taken into use (and need to be refilled) to ensure

that not even a slight inefficiency may result from
lack of water. They indicate that on a fifteen-mile

march the contents of the. water-bottle should

not be touched until the half-way point is reached,

and that then the contents of the wrater-bottle (one-

quart, or, more precisely, one pint and three-

quarters) should suffice to take the men into camp
without the bottle being refilled, or inefficiency

being experienced.

The precise data thus obtained afford invaluable

aid in the maintenance of water discipline, the en-

forcement of which has been made less firm by
the fear of the combatant officer that strict dis-

cipline in this matter might inflict genuine distr

on the men. Owing to uncertainty as to the

precise point at which " habit thirst " b»

" necessity thirst/' no definite orders have been

laid down, and troops have been allowed, under a

plausible plea of " necessity thirst," to drink

from every wayside source—however liable to

gross pollution.

It is fully recognized that the data given are

only averages, and that allowance must be made
for the increased sweat occurring on hot days, but

it is to be remembered that in the Table given

there is a margin of a quart of wa1

between the man's needs and the onset of even

slight inefficiency clue to loss of fluid.

The danger of slack watc r discipline is ill

by an incident in the first Zulu war when our

force, advancing on a strongly held enemy position,
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Marching Rhythm

came unexpectedly upon a sunken wato i

and at a shout of " water " practically the whole
skirmishing line throw down its weapons and
dashed for the river. Only failure of the enemy
to take immediate advantage of this gross breach

of discipline saved the force from annihilation.

(d) Marching rhythm

As the optimum length of stride bears a definite

ratio to the length of an average leg, it is obvious

that adoption of one rhythm of marching will

place the tall and the short men at a mechanical
disadvantage. On the other hand, walking is

so automatic an action that it is said to be the

only exercise which can be continued during

sleep : it must therefore be largely under sub-

conscious control. Any factor which increases

this subconscious control diminishes purposeful

mental effort, and thus economizes mental strain.

Marching in rhythm—and especially to music or

singing—is a valuable aid to subconscious control,

and probably more than neutralizes the loss by
mechanical disadvantage which results from
maintaining an uniform length stride for men
of different heights.

(e) Digestion

Digestion is interfered with by the vascular

demands of muscles at wrork ; the men should

therefore have only a light meal before a long

march, but this light meal is most important.

Exhaustion also retards digestion ; there should

therefore be an interval of half an hour after

arrival in camp from a trying march before the

main meal is served. That meal must be very

digestible if the exhausted man is to gain the full
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The March—Practical Points

benefit from it. In this connection there are two
important physiological points—one is that meat
extract (beef-tea or soup), taken before the main
meal, increases the digestive capacity by 20 per

cent., owing to the consequent flow of " appetite

juice "
; the other is that the greatest absorption

of protein is obtained from slowly stewed meat.

It may again be mentioned here that sugar is

the most rapid muscular restorative, in view of

its rapidity of digestion and oxidation.

(C) PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

These may with advantage be epitomized into

the form of notes.

(1) Marching hours. An early start is desirable,

in order to get the march over before the heat of

the day.

Night marching is to be avoided if possible
;

owing to the loss of sleep which ensues it is un-

profitable.

(2) Speed. Increase of speed beyond the average

of two and a half miles an hour (including halts)

increases exhaustion in greater proportion than

the speed.

The start and finish of the march should be slow,

as every horse-master knows.

(3) Rhythm. The men should alternate between
marching in step, marching at ease and marching
to song.

(4) Order. The men should march in open order,

half on each side of the road. This lessens the tax

on the last men of marching into a reek of odour

and water vapour, the latter of which limits their

power of sweat evaporation. The centre of the

road is thus left free for transport.
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The March—Practical Points

(5) Clothing. The chest should be band. The
new web-pattern equipment makes this easy. This
effects a reduction of half a degree in body tem-
perature, which is a third of the margin betwei n

the optimum and pathological temperatures,
If the clothing be not thiown open the shirt may

absorb as much as a pint of fluid, and this will

evaporate after arrival in camp with a consequent
abstraction from the body of 300 Calories of heat
which is then badly needed.

Marching " shorts " are excellent in warm
weather.

(6) Halts. Five minutes should be given in

each hour, and thirty minutes when the half-way
point is reached. Longer halts make the men stiff.

The men should throw off their equipment and
lie down. It is a great assistance if they massage
each other's legs.

The first halt should be called soon after starting,

in order to allow the men to relieve themselves and
adjust their loads.

A halt of one day in seven is Biblical, and other-

wise sound. It enables the men to wash them-
selves and their sweat-soaked clothes thoroughly,

to darn their socks, and to get the regimental

chiropodist to attend to their feet.

(7) Conservancy. Strict regimental discipline

is most necessary, for the line of march to-day will

be the line of communication to-morrow.

Each man should be made to use his trenching

tool to bury his excreta, so that the roadside may
not be fouled. Failure to carry out this simple

measure of great importance to the health of the

troops should be made a disciplinary matter and
be severely dealt with.

(8) Contra-indications. Alcohol should be for-

bidden on the march : it lowers blood-pressure
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Food on the Line of March

and causes rapid heat production without corre-

sponding tissue repair.

Smoking should be forbidden ; it causes tl

tremor and tachycardia.

(9) Food. A light meal should be provided
before the start.

If the march be a long one, light food should

be provided when two-thirds of the distance I

been covered. Each man carries the remains of

his bread-and-cheese ration issued on the preceding

evening.

The main meal should be served after arrival at

the end of the march. The desirable interval

of half an hour for rest is generally unavoidable.
If the force arrives in good time, tea may be

served as soon as possible—within half an hour
usually—and the main meal later. This is ad-

vantageous, as by dinner-time all work i> done
and the men's minds are free. The moral and
physical effects on the men of long delay in getting

their main meal are very marked. Tl <]>t

to lag on the march or to go to sleep on arrival in

camp and not bother about the food when it is

ready at last.

These are most essentially matters for the

regimental medical officer to interest himself in.

(10) Cooking. Under old conditions not only

did the cooks' wragons and rations not arrive for

a very considerable time after the unit reached the

end of its march, but the meal took the cook- two
hours to prepare aft< able to get to

work. Meanwhile the men had to do the best

that they could with their mess tins, and those

who have attempted to cook with mess tins know
the unsatisfactory nature of the products.

over, until the wagons arrived, there was generally

nothing to cook.
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Cooking on the Line of March

The first improvemenl was thai camp kettles

were brought into the load carried by the first

line of transport. That rails for the definition of

first line of transport as transport which follows

the iniii ely as possible, and carries every-

thing that is absolutely essential for the troops
if they are to continue fighting. The second
line of transport travels with the baggage train

at the rear of the force, and carries the items which
the men can temporarily dispense with.

The first line of transport follows immediately
after each unit,* and the camp kettles should
arrive a few minutes after the unit itself, so that

the main meal should—at the worst—be ready
within two hours after men reach the camp or

bivouac.

Still more modern advances have evolved the

travelling kitchen, which calls for a brief descrip-

tion.

That now in use is of the " heat-retaining
"

type (vide Fig. 10), which gives en route no smoke
which might draw the enemy's fire. It con-

sists of ovens and hot-jacketed boilers arranged
around a central furnace, all contained in the

body. The limber contains hot-jacketed recep-

tacles, compartments for rations, utensils, fuel,

etc. It can be detached from the body and,

being drawn by one horse, is used for food distribu-

tion while the body continues cooking. The whole
is drawn by two horses ; weighs twenty-four

hundredweight ; and cooks for 250 men and their

officers. It travels with the first line of transport.

The apparatus is worked on the following lines.

The food is placed in the receptacles, and the furnace

vigorously stoked for one and a quarter hours

* " Field Service Regulations," Part i, page 30 ;

" War
Establishments— Expeditionary Force," page 146.
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The Travelling Kitchen

before the force marches out, when the fire is drawn
or damped right down before the kitchen follows at

the rear of the unit, behind the ammunition wagons
ami with the water-carts. Cooking proceeds on
the line of march, owing to retention of heat by
the non-conducting jacketed receptacles, an< I

Fig. io

Travelling kitchen.

sufficiently advanced for a complete meal to be

served one and a half hours after the start. The
meat is better cooked and more tender the longer

it is exposed to this moderate heat.

By this means the whole unit can be supplied

with its main meal on arrival in camp. This is a

great advantage to the pick* - can get their

dinners before they go on duty, <<: may be

supplied later by the limber coming round to

distribute hot food to outlying pos;
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Fluid Ingesta on the March

It is obvious that provision of this apparatus
conduces to the maintenance of fighting efficiency

by securing that the men are adequately nour-

ished, and it lias, moreover, the additional advan-
of keeping the men in good humour- on the

principle that
N
a hungry man is an angry man."

(n) Fluid ingesta. Consideration of the practi-

cal bearings on this matter has been simplified by
previous discussion of the physical and physio-

logical data.

(a) The normal average requirements are that

the men should get one quart of water at the end
of every seven and a half miles marched. Allow-

ance must be made for high speed, increased

weight carried, and high atmospheric temperature
or humidity.

In order to reduce the temptation to men to

drink the contents of their water-bottles before

they have reached the end of the first seven and a

half miles, certain precautions should be taken.

The first is that the men should have a large

amount of hot tea or coffee before they start on
the march. In view of the indicated value of

sugar, this should be freely sweetened.

Then it is a useful measure to advise the men to

suck a bullet or pebble on the march. It has

been urged that the consequent flow of saliva

quenches thirst, which reminds one of the problem
of "the community which made a living by taking

in each other's washing. The value of sucking a

bullet lies in the fact that it keeps the mouth
shut and therefore moist.

With these simple precautions, the old cam-
paigner will march all day without having recourse

to his water-bottle. The difficulty is with the

young inexperienced soldier, who starts pulling at

his water-bottle before he has marched two or three
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Water on the Line of March

miles. This further promotes " habit thirst," and
the man wants to refill his empty bottle from the
fust heavily-contaminated wayside source that he
passes. The actual needs bear repetition : the

water-bottle should not be taken into use- until

/en and a half miles have been covered, and the

contents should then take the man to the end of

the fifteenth mile. The bottle should be refilled

at the end of the fifteenth mile and at the end of

every seventh mile subsequently.

(b) The water-bottles hold approximately a quart
of water each. They should be filled overnight

either with chlorinated water or with weak, sweet
boiling tea. The bottles are thus sterilized and
in the morning they are full of cold sterile liquid.

Tea is a better thirst-quencher than water. The
corks need dipping in boiling water; for they
become very foul and coated with a layer of bac-

terial slime.

Cavalry are supplied with aluminium bottles

which withstand the acid of the sterilizing tabloids

which each cavalryman is provided with. Two
tabloids will sterilize the contents of one bottle

in half an hour. Immediately the bottle is

emptied it should be refilled and the tabloids

added, so that they may have time to act before

more water is drunk. Bisulphate tablets should

never be used in water-bottles made of alloy or of

iron coated by zinc (" galvanized iron
,,N

). Enam-
elled iron and aluminium—distinguished respect-

ively by their blue colour and extreme lightness

—

are perfectly safe to i

(c) The water-carts hold no gallons each. The
two supplied per battalion then upply §8o

quarts, i.e. enough to refill tin wato r-bottl s of the

average battalion in the field.

They should be filled and the con; blor-
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The March—Sterile Water

inated overnighl by addition of bleaching powder,
so thai they are full of sterile water and readj to

take their place in the first line transport when
the unit moves off in the morning.
When the bottles need replenishing, this should

be done at the half-hour halt, the rarts being

brought close up for the purpose. Supervision is

needed to see that there is no waste, or there will

not be enough water to go round. The carts

should then be refilled and the contents chlorinated

at the first opportunity in readiness for the next

replenishing of the bottles or for the supply of

pure water for making tea and cooking when the

unit reaches camp.
As the carts can only travel three and a half miles

an hour when full, or five miles an hour when
empty, they cannot keep up with cavalry. This
is why cavalrymen are supplied with the sterilizing

tabloids. It would be a great advantage if

portable clarifiers and sterilizers for water were
supplied to cavalry units, in a pack-saddle form
which would ensure their keeping up with, or

following close after, each unit.

(d) The personnel per battalion available for

water duties consists of one N.C.O. and four men
of the R.A.M.C. In addition the M.O. can apply

to the CO. for two men per company for special

work in connection with the purification of water.

As this latter fact is not generally known, and is

only laid down in one obscure regulation, the refer-

ence may be useful. It is found in " Field Service

Regulations/' Part i, para. 46.

(12) Care of the men's feet. This brings us to

the last, but by no means the least, of the prac-

tical considerations relating to the march with
which we can find time to deal. The importance of

this matter in its effects upon the progress of
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The March—Care of Feet

campaigns lias been dealt with, but it may be

emphasized by noting that 25 per cent, of troops

suffer from some disability due to their feet during
the first ten days of a campaign. In the Franco-
Prussian War the Germans had 30,000 men in-

capacitated from this cause in " the early
j

of the war.

The view that men suffering from sore feet

have no claim to sympathy is unfair to them.
Blistered feet make the sufferer bring into play

untrained and inco-ordinated muscles, and this

increases the work done by as much as 20 per cent.

This in turn raises the temperature by one degree,

and thus absorbs twro-thirds of the margin betw<

the physiological optimum and the temperature

at which pathological effects appear.

The features of good marching boots have been
mentioned and the methods of preparing boots for

the march have been described. It is probable

that—contrary to general belief—the majority of

cases of disability from sore feet are due to defects

in the socks rather than in the boots. Those
defects are—undarned holes of which the edges

ruck up into ridges, and bad darning which has

drawn the edges of the hole together in a lump.

It is advisable that two pairs of socks be worn
;

n if the outer pair be only of cotton, they take

the friction of the boot off the woollen pair which
should be worn next the feet.

When the socks are worn into holes they may be

replaced by substitutes which are quite satisfactory.

The first is a triangular piece'of thin soft textile.

such as linen. The man places his foot on it, with

the toe towards the apex so that the material can

be brought up around, and wrapped over, the foot.

If of the correct size, the apex in front and the

opposite edge behind will both reach just to the
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The March- -Care of Boots and Feet

top oi the boot. The material, being soft, adapts
itself to the spaces around the foot, without

puckering into the ridges which one would expect

to form and to chafe the skin. In the absence of

suitable textile material, thin greased paper may
ibstituted.

The daily routine for the care of the feci is as

follows : On arrival in camp the men should

remove their boots, and clean, dry and dubbin them
so that they keep waterproof and pliable.

They should wash their feet in cold water,

rubbing them with alum or spirit lotion to harden
the skin if there be any tenderness. Clean socks and
camp shoes should be put on, and the consequent
sense of comfort is alone well worth the trouble.

Finally the socks worn on the march should be

washed and kneaded until perfectly soft and then
dried ready for the morning, when socks and boots

will be clean, soft and comfortable.

While it will often happen that the whole of

this routine cannot be carried out daily, it should

be adhered to as far as possible and the consequent
reduction in disability from sore feet will be sur-

prising. If the M.O. instructs the regimental

chiropodist in his particular methods, the latter

will relieve him of a considerable tax on his time

when it is most valuable.

There are various devices for lessening the friction

between the foot and the sock. The time-hon-

oured one is that of soaping the inside of the sock,

so that when the foot gets wet with sweat the

lather serves as a lubricant. Another method

—

applicable to cold weather when there is a little

sweat—is to dust the inside of the sock freely

with talc (magnesium silicate, which is insoluble)

with 10 per cent, boracic acid and 3 per cent,

salicylic acid added.
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A simple and most useful adjunct is a leather

strap and buckle. The strap is passed as a figure-

of-eight under the foot, over the instep, around
the top of the boot and buckled off over the inner
malleolus. This so lessons friction that a man
with blistered feet can often march in comfort.
The treatment of certain conditions may be

indicated. Blisters should be pricked, and, ai

the fluid has been squeezed out, painted with
Tincture of Iodine. Finally the blistered area

may be protected by a piece of adhesive rubber
plaster, in the centre of which is cut a small hole

to allow discharge to escape.

Corns should be treated by the regimental

chiropodist at the weekly halt. There is no more
efficient method than that of paring down with

scissors, curved on the flat, and subsequently

extracting the " core " after the latter has bi

hardened and rendered opaque by painting daily

for a few days with salicylic paint consisting of :

Salicylic Acid, 60 grains

Ext. Cannabis Indica, 8 grains

Collodium Flexile, 1 oz.

This keeps better if a little rectified spirit be

added.
Bromidrosis is best treated by soaking the

on alternate days with a 2 per cent, solution of

formalin or applying 2 per cent, salicylic ointment
Tenderness of the feet may be treated by apply-

ing 1 per cent, formalin solution on alternate da;

or by rubbing twice a day with a 2 per cent,

alcoholic solution of salicylic acid, while 10
|

cent, picric acid is also recommended.
With these hints on the care of the men- f- it,

the section dealing with the march must be a
eluded- not that the tale is fully told, but because

the available space has come to an end.
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CHAPTER IV

SICKNESS IN THE ARMY

It is alleged—with what basis of truth I leave

you to judge—that among the spectral archives

of human effort there is a tome which embodies
the record of each individual. If that be so, the

record of the sanitary officer might take the fori a

of a balance-sheet which sets out on the one side

the increased efficiency due to his efforts, and on
the other the losses which he might have pre-

vented. The successful sanitary officer's final

balance-sheet should show a substantial item
on the credit side.

Hitherto we have dealt only with credit items

relating to the getting of fit men into the fighting

line ; to-day we turn to the debit page and con-

sider the losses of that fighting capital by sickness.

Owing to the sex, age, and careful selection of

the personnel of a striking force, the army sani-

tarian has little concern with such causes of

ill-health as degeneration, neoplasms, and func-

tional failures. Disease, on the other hand, has
hitherto caused an overwhelmingly large pro-

portion of losses in war. Its causes in the field

are almost wholly bacterial and largely prevent-

able, and herein lies the appeal which excess

sickness makes to the energy of the sanitary
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Sickness in the Army

officer who would that his record might not show
an adverse balance.

This negative aspect is best approached by a
survey of the indications afforded by (a) the sick-

rates of armies during peace and (b) the losses by
disease in war.

A. SICKNESS IN THE ARMY DURING PEACE

Sickness in the army during peace is studied

in the hope that thereby we may be able to extract

some indications as to the best means of prevent-

ing sickness in war. There are three main ques-

tions to be answered. First : Has success attended
sanitary efforts in general ? Secondly : If so,

to what special measures is that success mainly
attributable ? Thirdly : What are the practical

outcomes of research into the etiology of those

diseases which so largely determine the high
sickness incidence of war ?

1. The success of sanitary efforts in general

We may consider the progress of a half-century

and that of the most recent decade of which the

full statistics are available.

(a) To take first the improvement in the health

of the whole of our army at home and abroad,

a comparison is made between the returns for

1855 and 1905. In that half-century the death-

rate fell to 33 per cent, and the total sick-rate

to 48 per cent, of the levels of 1855.

(b) For the results of a decade of sanitary

progress it is better for our immediate purp-

to turn to the figures relating to the British

troops in India, where our men live constantly

under conditions which more resemble those of

active service than do those wThich obtain at home.
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—during Peace

From 1903 to 1912 the following results w
obtained, as shown in Fig. 11 :

The enteric death-rate fell to 8*8 per cent, of the

1903 rate.

The invaliding rate ,, 23
The total death-rate ,, 35
The constantly-sick-rate ,,46

In the figure the shaded portions of the columns
indicate the reductions which have been effected.

Result of ten years of sanitary effort in the Army from
1903^1912.

46%

35%

8-8%

23%

AVERAGE
CONSTLV SICK

TOTAL ENTERIC

DEATHS
Fig. 11

TOTAL
INVALIDED

The value of this progress may perhaps be better

realized from the actual numbers represented by
the columns showing the proportional economy
effected.

Annual Saving of:—
600 lives.

1,500 invalided out of the service.

2,300 average sick in hospital.
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Sanitation and Sick-rates

70,000 days' sickness from enteric, i.e. the equiva-

lent of the whole of the British troops

in India being kept out of hospital for

one day.

(c) Another interesting comparison is that be-

tween the death-rate for the whole British Army
and that of civilians of corresponding age and sex.

In 1855 the military rate was 85 per cent, more,
while in 1905 it was 22 per cent. less, than the

civil rate. Against the fact that a certain number
of sick men arc annually invalided out of the

service to swell the civil death-rates may be

placed the effects of climate in foreign stations.

I think that you will agree with me that this

scries of figures indicate results which may be

regarded with satisfaction by military sanitarians

who pause to take stock of the fruits of their

labours, and I am sure that no mor<
recognition will be accorded than that given by
their confreres in civil practice.

2. The relative importance of special sanitary

measures

In considering evidence bearing upon the

question of which- measures have had ti

influence in the production of these results, it is

advisable to turn to data from India, where
conditions are the most similar 1 I active

service. The indications may besl be followed by
considering the relation between various sanitary

measures and the reduction in the incidi

cholera and enteric on Britisli troops. In drawing
inferences from t tical returns, the post

hoc propter hoc method of deduction is the only

one available, and must be adopted despite its

frankly admitted liability to fallacy.
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Cholera in India

(a) Cholera. In Fig, 12 there is shown, by
decades, the mortality from cholera in British

troops between 1863 and 1912.

During the first decade the mortality was so

great that in 1869 alone 972 British soldiers died of

this disease; in 1912 the deaths amounted to

only fourteen. It is generally considered thai

this most striking reduction is mostly due to the

protection of water from contamination. The
earlier measures taken for this purpose were steps

in the dark, but the discovery by Koch, in 1884,

of the Spirillum Cholerce gave the precise scientific

knowledge which has led to the saving of so many
valuable lives.

The rapidity of reproduction and the high

motility of the vibriones explain the speed and
extent of infection of water to which infective

organisms have gained access, while native habits

explain the relative incidences of cholera upon
troops and natives at the present time. When
the native goes into the village pond to wash,
he first wades out into the middle of this col-

lection of foul surface drainage and thoroughly
stirs up the mud ; then he washes himself thor-

oughly ; then he cleans his teeth with a fingc r

and expectorates freely; finally, when he dies

of cholera, the best that his friends can do for

the community is to throw his corpse into the

nearest stream. On the other hand, the sepoy,

surrounded by infected villages and often mixing
freely with the villagers, but having a pure water-

supply in cantonments, escapes. Even in hill

stations where every year the wave of infection

sweeps up to villages within half a mile of bar-

racks the Indian troops escape infection, and in my
six years' experience of a division in India there

was but one small outbreak of cholera
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Cholera in India

12,000 hulkm troops, while the native population
of the province died at a riate of 83,000 in a single

>. ar.

Both the outbreaks with which I had personal

taintance—the only two outbreaks in the

division in six years—were undoubtedly water-

borne and present features of interest.

The first was in a hill station from whicli two
native women, driven by an unavoidable lack of

water in the camp, went down to a village to

bathe. That village was subsequently found to

have lost over thirty of its inhabitants from
cholera in a short time, without the fact having
been reported, and the corpses had been thrown
into the stream which fed the bathing pond.
The disease thus introduced into the camp was
rapidly stamped out, but not before a medical

subordinate had paid the death penalty for going

from the wards to his meals without washing his

hands.

The other outbreak was one among British

troops marching down from the hills. It was
traced, by a process of exclusion, to a native

contractor's mineral-water factory sited between
the rest-camp and a heavily infected native town.

The water was stored in an open bath in the

street, the surface of the water being covered

thickly with dust. The water was certainly

being passed through an apparently sound Berke-

feld filter, but on demanding to see the filter candle

it was found to have been broken, and replaced

by a dirty portion of the clothing of the coolie in

attendance.

(b) Enteric. What was the course of enteric

infections while this remarkable diminution was
taking place in the cholera death-rate ? The two

death-rates are charted together in Fig. 12 for
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Enteric Fever in India

comparison, and it is seen that although the
provision of pure water was reducing cholera

the enteric mortality was actually increasing

at a similar rate up to the year 1903. It was
therefore obvious that, however important the
provision of pure water may be, it certainly is

not the predominant factor in the prevention of

enteric and the most important factor, or factors,

remained to be sought. The enteric incidence of

the succeeding decade throws considerable light

upon the search, and the relation of certain

measures to the curve is showrn in Fig. 12 a, al-

though that relation is not necessarily one of

cause and effect. The association between certain

measures and enteric incidence can be followed

from the chart, and it will be sufficient in gen<

to simply state here in chronological order the

principal measures which were adopted.

1905. Anti-enteric inoculation was reintro-

duced as a voluntary measure.

1906. It having been noted that stations

which trenched filth close to cantonments had
30 per cent, more enteric than those which trenched

filth three miles beyond cantonment boundaries,

it wras directed that the trenches should be sited

at not less than- that distance from barnu
Disinfectant solution was placed in latrine re-

ceptacles in order to keep flies off.

1907. Anti-enteric inoculation was pressed,

but no considerable number of men availed them-

selves of this means of protection. The use of disin-

fectant solution in latrine pans was discontinui

iqoS. Latrines and kitchens wen matic-

ally fly-proofed. Post-enteric patients were

lated at the Naini Tal depot, and were invalided

out of the service if found to become perman.
" carriers/'
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Enteric Fever in India

1909. The proportion of men inoculated aga

enteric became, for the first time, sufficient to

have an appreciable influence upon the incidence

rate in general.

1910. The Sanitary Squad personnel came into

action, with excellent effects upon conservancy
methods in cantonments.

1913. The proportion of inoculated men for

the whole of the British troops in India reached
the high figure of about 90 per cent.

From the statistical standpoint it is unfortunate
that the evidence should have been obscured
by the introduction of so many measures which
might stand in causal relation to the 90 per cent,

reduction in the incidence of enteric fever upon
British troops in this decade.

To the unprejudiced mind, the importance of

the part played by enteric inoculation is obvious,

but it will doubtless be objected by the anti-

inoculation faction that the decline in enteric

rates is due to other measures introduced during

this period. However unfortunate for the Indian

troops, it is fortunate that in our endeavour to

get at the truth we are aided by the fact that

native prejudices delayed the commencement of

voluntary anti-enteric inoculation of the sepoys

until 191 1. We are thus able to compare the

enteric incidence on Indian troops protected by
sanitary measures, energetically pressed during

this period, with the incidence on British troops

protected by both sanitary measures and inocula-

tion. The striking fact emerges that ent<

among Indian troops actually shows an increase

during this period of so marked iuction

among British troops.
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Bacterial Research

Enteric among Indian troc

I'.l
i l lis

1905 . . [30 . . 35

[912 . . 243 . . 62

It must, however, be remarked thai a consider-

able difference existed between the efficiency of

sanitary measures in the respective barrack areas.

Among the measures carried out for British

troops, two must be regarded as especially effective

and therefore most interesting in our present

study. The first is that of dealing with enteric
" carriers." The second is the gioup of improve-
ments which were designed to prevent infection

being cariied by flies from excreta to food. Both
these factors will be dealt with in detail later,

but it is interesting to note here that the decline

in enteric between 1905 and 1913 is only broken
by one year, i.e. that in which use of antiseptic

in latrine pans was discontinued. It is probable

that considerable effect was due to both these

measures, before the numbers of inoculated men
began to produce the marked fall in the curve

between 1908 and 1913.

3. Relevant results of research into aetiology

It is necessary that we should keep in touch
with research if we are to avail ourselves of the

indications afforded by the facts which are thus
brought to light.

(a) The Numbers and Longevity of Infective
Intestinal Organisms

There are certain facts which are valuable not
only because they enable us to get clearer ideas

ourselves, but because they enable us to state

in definite terms matters which it is of the utmost
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^Etiological Bearings

importance that our subordinate personnel should
grasp fully. They also add point to the explana-

tions that we may wish to give to combatants
regarding our lecommendations.

The data relating to Bacillus Typhosus are

usually taken as illustrative of bacteriological

facts relating to organisms of the typho-coli group.

(i) The numbers of excretal enteric bacilli

:

In faeces there may be 16 million per grain.

In urine there may be iooo million per c.c, and

25 per cent, of enteric cases excrete B. Typhosus
in their urine. This fact is of great value ir im-

pressing upon men the danger of infective urine, a
point which they are usually as slow to grasp as

they are ready to believe that faeces are objection-

able.

(2) The persistence of B. Typhosus is most
variable under saprophytic conditions, and is

largely dependent upon the type and number of

active saprophytes with which the more delicate

parasites have to battle for existence. The
following are estimates advanced by various

authorities :

In faeces and soil Three days.

In water From three days to tl ks.

In textiles Two months.

In butter Four months.

It by no means follows that failure to reo

B. Typhosus after these intervals proves their

absence, and improved technique may lead to

the view that far longer persistences are usual.

(b) Human Infection-Carriers—Ratio
of Carriers to Population

The most extended data available are those

which were obtained by Klinger from a study of
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Enteric-Carriers

848^ i' enteric occurring among a population
of 2,390,000 in a given area of Germany.

(1) There are first the cases which have suffered
from an attack of true enteric fever

—

the " post-

cutcries." About 2 per cent, of these exen te

virulent B. Typhosus after recovery from the
acute disease, and remain "carriers" for an
average of four years, while some continue to be
infective for the rest of their lives.

The organisms live in enormous numbers in

necrotic patches of the mucosa of the gall-bladder.

The mucosa, being necrotic, is avascular and hence
the anti-bodies in the blood are unable to get at and
destroy these organisms. They are further pro-

tected by the fact that the bile-salts neutralize

certain of the anti-bodies which might otherwise

be excreted and attack the organisms by that

route. In this safe retreat the enteric bacilli

multiply, and may remain for months at a time

without sufficient numbers escaping in the faeces to

be detected. The occurrence of diarrhoea with

profuse biliary discharge may then sweep vast

numbers into the intestine, and infectivity of the

excreta results.

(2) Then there are the " contact-carriers

"

—
persons who appear to have had no disease corre-

sponding to typical enteric fever and who are in

apparently perfect health. Possibly they may
be liable to auto-infection from their own foci.

Their number among the whole population de-

pends upon the extent to which enteric is prevalent,

and hence upon the facilities afforded for acquiring

these undesirable alimentary guests. The pro-

portion may vary from '03 per mille (Germany)

to 3 per mille (United States).

(3) For the whole population the post-enteric

and the contact-carriers were estimated by Klinger
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Enteric-Carriers

to amount to a total of 'i per mille of the total

inhabitants.

Among our troops from stations giving so high
an enteric incidence as India, the proporti

would, of course, be very much greater. In ;

case one would not be far wrong in thinking

that the majority of our units in the field at the

beginning of a campaign have a carrier among
their number. This is a view the practical impor-
tance of which cannot be over-estimated, for.the

excreta of every unit must be regarded as poten-

tially infective, by the presence of enteric organ-

isms even if other infective bacteria be absent.

(c) Carrier Potentialities

The relation of carriers to enteric infections

has been proved in instances which have now
become so numerous that they cease to be of

interest enough to record. The following illustra-

tions are useful, without any claim to being the

most striking available.

(i) One hundred and ten cases and six deaths
from paratyphoid followed the eating of pies made
by a cook who proved to be a carrier. Such
startling epidemics lead to early detection of the

infected person.

(2) The infections are far more difficult to trace

when they occur as sporadic cases which mark
the way of the cook carrier of less degree, e.g. one

cook in six years was responsible for twenty-eight

cases and two deaths from enteric.

(3) Nor is the infectivity solely confined to

those who handle food. The instance of the

foVsle hand who infected thirteen other men with

enteric in eighteen months is most interesting,

because it indicates the importance of the part

played by infected hands apart from food con-
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Enteric-Carriers

siderations. In this case all the fo'c'sle inhabi-

tants handled the rungs of the ladder by which I

reached their quaiters.

Point is added to this last view by the results

of an experiment carried out in the enteric d<

at Naini Tal. A baciHuric carrier, taken without
warning, was made to stroke with his fingers the
surface of a culture plate. Five colonies of pure
enteric organisms subsequently developed on the

surface of the plate.

(d) Difficulty in Detecting Chronic
Carriers

It has been mentioned that enteric faeces may
contain as many as 16 million enteric bacilli

per grain. There are, however, some 70,000
million other organisms in that weight of faeces,

and the B. Typhosus are therefore outnumbered
by 4000 to 1. The odds against finding B. Typho-
sus in any given examination of the faeces of a

chronic carrier are enhanced by the fact that there-

may be intermissions of three months or more
between the periods when infective organisms are

being passed. It was once calculated that the

total odds against the detection of a carrier by
a single examination were 360 to 1. This is a

sufficient reply to those critics who ask why
medical officers do not make a determined attempt
to discover and weed out all carriers before the

army departs over-seas on active service.

It has been suggested that agglutination re-

actions afford a certain and simple means of

carrier detection. While there is a certain amount
of support for this view as far as persons carrying

paratyphoid " A " bacilli are concerned, the method
is inapplicable to the discovery of carriers of true

enteric.
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Other Disease Carriers

Although the whole personnel cannot be ex-

amined for carriers, those who are concerned with
preparation and service of food may—and in

view of their potentialities should—have their

medical histories investigated and their excreta

examined if possible, while they should be kept con-

stantly under observation subsequently.

It must not be inferred from the fact that the

enteric carrier has been used to illustrate the fo

going points that he is the only infective human
agent with whom we have to deal. The
dysentery carrier is extremely important, and the

cholera carrier is possibly even more dangerous
under given conditions. It has been calculated

that, in areas where cholera is markedly endemic,

no less than 80 per cent, of the apparently healthy

population may be thus infective.

The diphtheritic carrier you are already un-

pleasantly familiar with, and I fear that you
will have the carrier of cerebro-spinal meningitis

as a sinister disturber of your peace of mind
during this war.

(e) Insect Carriers

In>ect carriers of infection will be dealt with

fully later, as of sufficient importance to require a

section to themselves. They are here mentioned

adjuncts to the human agent.

One has but to realize fully t! of infective

misms which may be excreted in the numl
indicated, to appreciate the part which can be

played by insects in bridging the gulf 1

the human earner and his victim.
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Sickness in War

B. SICKNESS IN ARMIES ON ACTIVE
SERVICE

1. Historic losses from sickness in the wars of

the past century

From the mass of available records, certain may
be selected to illustrate both the part which sick-

ness has played in the course of campaigns, and
the diseases which have been chiefly responsible

for the high incidence of sickness on armies in

the field during last century.

Yellow fever carried off 50,000 out of 58,000 men
in the San Domingan expedition of 1802.

Typhus so decimated a Bavarian army in 181

2

that, when it had run its course, the force could

only muster 3000 of the original 28,000. By the

same scourge the Russians lost half their strength

of 120,000 men after Plevna.

From cholera the Allies lost 10,000 men in the

Crimea in 1854, and it has been stated that the

Turks at one time during the last Balkan War
were losing upwards of 500 men a day.

Plague in 1828 took a toll of 6000 lives in one

month from the Russian army in Turkey. From
all causes that army, which left Russia 100,000

strong, left 85,000 dead on Turkish soil and had

half its total strength in hospital at one time.

Dysentery caused 1342 deaths and 38,000 eases

of sickness during the South African war.

Enteric in 1870-1 was responsible for 73,000

cases and 6900 deaths in the German army.

From the same disease in the South African war

we suffered a loss of 57,000 men infected—one

third the striking force at the commencement of

the present hostilities—and over 8000 deaths

—

the equivalent of two brigades.
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Factors concerned

In our wars of the past thirty years, for every
one man killed by act of the enemy we have 1

forty hospital admissions and lost 4*8 lives from
disease, while in the South African war sickness

was responsible for a loss of 86,000 men by death
and by invaliding.

In the presence of figures such as these, the

historian cannot be accused of hyperbole in saying

that sickness has " so ravaged armies, victorious

in the field, that the surviving hale have scarce

sufficed to bury their dead and care for the dying."

2. Factors determining the high sickness incidences

of war

The first fact which arrests attention in con-

sidering these losses is that the diseases responsible

are practically all of two main classes : (a) those

of the infective intestinal type—enteric, dysentery,

and cholera, or (b) those conveyed by vermin

—

typhus and plague.

The diseases and their specific organisms b«

the same as those met with in peace, the hi

sickness rates of active service must be due either

to lowered resistance of the troops or to increa^

facilities for infection.

These increased facilities are obvious. Im-
provisation of measures to supply pure water and
dispose of excreta ; overcrowding in tents to an

extent (500 per acre) which is five times that

obtaining in the worst civil rookery ; absence of

suitable means of isolation and disinfection ; un-

avoidable insanitary conditions ins le from

the stress of a campaign—all play their part in the

causation of these deplorable sickness rates of war.
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RATIO BETWEEN SICKNESS & CASUALTIES
IN BRITISH WARS OP LAST 30 YEARS
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Infective Intestinal Diseases

3. Diseases of the infective intestinal type

These may be considered here, leaving until

later the diseases conveyed by vermin. Again
enteric is taken to illustrate the facts relating to

this group of diseases, which in South Africa

caused 42 per cent, of the total death-rate.

Enteric has hitherto broken out in expeditionary

forces towards the end of a month on service,

despite every care to avoid taking men who are

under suspicion of being in the incubation stage.

The early sporadic cases have been followed by
outbreaks assuming epidemic proportions about a
fortnight later. The experience may be quoted of

the American camps established for concentration

of troops about to proceed to Cuba ; every camp
was infected by enteric within seven weeks, and
to this cause was attributable 1580 deaths, while

20 per cent, of the total personnel in the camps
got typhoid, and 98'n per cent, of regiments

were infected.

For long the attitude towards this inevitable

occurrence of enteric after a month in the field

was that it either showed the medical examina-
tion of the personnel before departure to have
been slip-shod, or that it proved the spontaneous
development of specific disease. Discovery of

the " carrier " solved much of the mystery. It

gave rise to the view that the chain of events

is : The force includes earners ; their specific

organisms are of low virulence; "pa
these organisms through the bodies of a series of

men exalts the virulence ; the men with lowered

resistance provide the early sporadic cases ; the

outbreak assumes epidemic proportions after
*

interval required for development of secondary

infections.
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Contact Infections

It is thus unnecessary to invoke the unptw
hypotheses of spontaneous development of spa ific

disease or the mutation of onanisms.
This leads us to consider what ;nv the modes

by which these secondary infections are caused
in war.

(a) Contact Infections

The extent to which this means is responsible

was realised during the Hispano-American war,

when (>6 per cent, of enteric cases were traced to

infection by other men in the same tent. It w.

striking fact that certain tents in heavily infected

camps remained free from cases throughout,
although their occupants mixed freely with the

rest of the personnel and used the same latrines,

kitchens, and water.

Or, again, the 5000 Boer prisoners in Ceylon
had 700 cases of enteric, while their guard of

several hundred men had no single infection.

Apart from contact among the prisoners, both
bodies of men lived under similar conditions, and
at that time the enteric rate for British troops in

India was twenty per mille.

(b) Ambulatory Enteric and
Premonitory Diarrhoea

It has been constantly noted that outbreaks of

enteric have been preceded by epidemics of

apparently non-specific diarrhoea. It is possible

thatthis fact is related to the gradual exaltation

of the virulence of specific enteric organisms by
passage, and that this initial diarrhoea represents

a stage a', which ihe organisms, vhile incapable

of causing h'aernic infections, can give lise to

intestinal irritation. This wa lered to be

fully established by the Reid Board of Am< rem
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Ambulatory Enteric

experts, who found that in 1898 those who had
suffered from the initial diarrhoea were less liable

to subsequent attacks of clinically typical enteric.

Whether these cases be regarded as mild cases

of enteric or not, outbreaks of diarrhoea on active

service are of great practical importance. Diar-

rhoea should be carefully watched for, and reported

by latrine orderlies to the medical officer, to whom
the onset of marked prevalence should be a warn-
ing that more stringent precautions are required.

Ambulatory typhoid has long been recognized,

but its prevalence is still perhaps not fully appre-

ciated. The Reid Board considered that the

diarrhoea cases gradually merged into ambulatory
typhoid, and, after a most careful analysis of the

records, estimated that only 46 per cent, of the

cases of genuine enteric were diagnosed as such.

(c) Infectivity of Enteric at various
Stages of an Attack

Coming now to clinically typical enteric, a

most important point to which attention is

drawn is that infectivity is marked in the in-

cubation stage. It has been thought that if

cases were detected at the earliest stage of the

developed disease, and promptly isolated, there

was little probability of harm having been already

done. Some 812 cases of contact infections

definitely traced to previous cases have been

analysed, and the results of this analysis are

shown in graphic form on Fig. 14. From this

analysis it appears that during the second week

of incubation, the infectivity; is: little: less than

that (A tba first 'fortnight of the developed disease,

and is responsible lor more than double as many
infections as the convalescent period.
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Infective Agencies

(d) Dust and Mud

There is one other infective agency which is in

danger of being overlooked or underestimated, and
that is dust. While it is admitted thai the in-

fectivity of dust is short-lived, it musl also be
admitted that it is apt to be intense, and it is only

necessary to recall the enormous numbers <»)

enteric organisms in bacilluric urine to appreci
this fact.

Those who have messed with a South African
" dust-devil " as attendant need no reminder
the geophagism which marked the experience,

A time-honoured service habit which must be

checked resolutely is that of scouring kitchen

utensils with mud taken from anywhere near

the kitchen. This mud is apt to be fouled in

many ways, not the least obvious of which is

that the path may lie on the direct road of men
passing to and from latrines and urinals. 'I

store of wood-ash or burnt sand which is suppos

to be kept for this purpose is seldom forthcoming

on investigation.

(e) Responsibility for Sanitary Personn

This section would be incomplete without a

reference to the special responsibility of medi

officers for the safety of their subordinate jh rsonnelj

who are subject continually to t ial dan§

already indicated. It is one of the deal

duties of the sanitary officer to impress upon his

-tail the absolute necessity of precautions

which he should instruct them personally and in

detail. The following incident is of vain

means of forcing matters home upon their minds :

Five boys proceeded to the Aldei ge farm,

and mischievously disconnected the troughs by
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which effluenl was distributed^ Foui hard
sinners returned to barracks in time to wash their

hands before tea and paid no penalty. The usual

Nemesis followed the one repentant, who stayed

behind to make the mischief good : lie got back
late for tea ; did not W$sh his hands ; and came
down with enteric twelve days later.

(/) Other Diseases of the Infective
Intestinal Type

Attention has been concentrated upon enteric,

firstly as the most important disease of this group,

and secondly because, having been more thoroughly

investigated, it better illustrates facts applicable

to the other members of the class.

Most of what has been said of enteric is equally

applicable to its next important ally—dysentery

—and to that most alarming cause of field

epidemics—cholera—which is so fixedly endemic
in the territory of certain of our present and
prospective Allies that it assumes an importance

unusual in our campaigns.

4. Other diseases of practical interest

(a) Other Specific Infective Diseases of

interest in the present wTar are so fully described

in text-books as to call for only cursory noti-

(i) Cerebrospinal meningitis has been intro-

duced among the troops at the front and may
cause some anxiety, both from its high mortality

(70 per cent, in untreated cases) and from the

fact that 40 per cent, of contact^ an said to

become temporary carriers by a nasopharyngeal
infection which persists for some thirty doy* on

the average.

(2) Typhus has in historic times been the most
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dreaded scourge of besieged forces. Its immediate
associations are famine, filth, and vermin, i laving

been for centuries endemic in South-Eastern

Europe, it lias an importance which is emphasize d

by the fact thai the infection-carrying vermin

—

lice are so difficult to deal with at the front.

It only needs the introduction of the infer;

organism to light up an epidemic in trendies and
billets, the dread of whieh lias spurred us to

strenuous endeavours to deal with the vermin
difficulty.

(3) Relapsing fever—also carried by lice—will

claim the attention of medical officers, especially

in the wanner climates.

(4) Plague—another vermin disease, conveyed
by fleas—must be guarded against, seeing that we
have troops serving who come from the home of

endemic plague, whence so many epidemics have
Commenced their sinister course.

(b) The only Deficiency Disease with which we
are concerned is scurvy—another product of the

ge. At Port Arthur, e.g., 83 per cent, of the

garrison suffered from this disease.

There are two practical points whieh may be
noted. One is that gingivitis, following the use

of hard rations in the early experience of un-
hardened units, has been mistaken for scurvy.

The differential diagnosis is readily made, owing to

the fact that in true scurvy the normal alkalinity of

the blood is reduced below the equivalent of

inormal acid diluted three times. The test is

easily applied by mixing in a pipette equal parts of

the diluted acid and of blood and dropping the

mixture on to the surface of litmus pa]

The other point is that, on the recommendation
of the medical officer, and in the absence of fre^h

tables, half an ounce of lime juice may be
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Measures for Reducing Sickness in War

issued with the rations daily. This issue will

effectually prevent the occurrence of scurvy.

(c) The diseases grouped— perhaps unscienti-

fically- as Exposure Diseases, and the disability

due to Dental Caries—which was one of the most
powerful causes of invaliding from South Africa

—

come under the ken of the medical officer in rela-

tion to the questions of clothing, rations, and
cooking. The policy of providing dental surgeons

for work with divisions in the field has effected

an enormous saving in the numbers of men in-

valided.

(d) Neurasthenia is a common result of the

stress of war.

MEASURES FOR DEALING WITH DISEASE

IN WAR
The measures available for dealing with sick-

ness in war are as complex and varied as are the

diseases with which they are designed to deal.

All that can be attempted here is to indicate

their general scope.

1. Indications of need for action

There are two essential methods of obtaining

the necessary information upon which the need

for any action must be based.

(a) The first is accurate diagnosis, which deter-

mines what are the special diseases which have
to be dealt with.

Accuracy in diagnosis presents great, but not

insuperable, difficulties in the field—difficulties

which have been enhanced by the growing tend-

ency to rely upon laboratory assistance, and to

neglect clinical observation.

This difficulty has been partly met by the
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Diagnosis and Statistics

novelty of travelling motor laboratories bei

provided lor each army at the front. Th<
laboratories are provided with full equipment for

such diagnostic work as may be needed, and it

is hoped that eventually one such may be pro-

vided for each division. Already the work done
has been excellent and important. In the first

three months of the war, in addition to diagnostic

work, two enteric carriers were detected—one being

a cook who had already caused five secondary
infections in his unit. A remarkable diminution

of infective cases results from a systematic

examination of the excreta of cases of diarrhoea

from divisions stationary in a hot climate for a

sufficient time for this to be done. The
detection of unsuspected cases of dysentery,

ambulatory enteric and protozoal infections,

Leads to their being effectively treated in

hospital, and either their cure or their disc Jut

leads, in turn, to a rapid fall in the si

of the division. The amount of equipment and
work required for this work is much less than would

be thought at first sight, and the amount of work
is automatically lessened by its suco the

diarrhoea rate falls towards zero.

(b) The second basis is accurate statistical

record of the prevalence of those diseases which
call most urgently for remedial action. 1

importance of this work is both immediate and

remote—the latter in relation to the subsequent

compilation of statistical returns which will

throw invaluable light upon the problems

preventive medicine and guide us in our prepara-

tions for the next great conflict.

Upon the sanitary officer falls the duty

keeping the statistical records of preventable

disease, and maintaining close touch with the
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progress of the remedial m< for which they
indicate the need.

A form on which infectious cases may be reported
is reproduced at the end of this chapter, and will

appeal to those 4 who have had experience of public

health administration, or compilation of statistics.

2. Preventive measures

Disease prevention is the essence of effective

sanitation. The inception and execution of

measures requisite to check the incidence of

preventable diseases make great demands upon
the army sanitarian both as regards his qualities

and his strength. He admittedly holds one of

the most responsible appointments in the army
overseas, for upon his knowledge, driving power
and executive ability depends to a very large

extent the maintenance of the fighting strength

of the force. Failure on the part of the medical
staff may involve heavier losses of personnel

than even the ablest dispositions of the higher

command can compensate.
The detailed measures are better dealt with

under the appropriate headings, but the outlines

of one limited outbreak may be sketched as illus-

trative of several important points.

An ambulant case of Paratyphoid B. fever

occurred in a unit imperfectly protected by in-

oculation ; he remained with the unit for eight days
before being ill enough to be sent to hospital,

and was only diagnosed when subsequent investi-

gation showed his agglutination figure to be I in

1280.

Fourteen days later a cook was slightly sick

for a couple of days, but returned to his duties,

being seen daily by the Regimental Medical Officer,
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Reduction of Disease

according to standing orders, during the kitchen
inspection.

A!t<r a further fifteen days, a series of febrile

cases began to come to hospital from this unit,

and the matter was reported when thii

had been admitted in four days. An immediate in-

vestigation showed that this cook was on duty,

stating that he was not si< k but having a tempera-
ture of 102°. He was at once sent to hospital,

and the diagnosis of Paratyphoid B. fever was fully

iblished bacterioscopically. Meanwhile cases

continued to occur, in this unit only, until the

outbreak ceased abruptly with the admission of

the twenty-ninth case on the thirteenth day after

this cook was sent to hospital. The whole strength

of this unit was inoculated as soon as the excessive

rate of its hospital admissions was brought to

notice.

The duties of the Divisional and Sanitary
A.D.'s M.S., the O.C.'s of the Field Ambulae
and the Regimental Medical Officers are obviously

indicated, and at no point more clearly than with

ard to the maintenance of divisional super-

vision of the monthly return by units of the per-

centages of men protected by the several inocula-

tions.

3. Remedial action

Next in importance to prevention is prompt
detection of wastage in the fighting strength and
removal of its cause. Herein lies the value of

statistical returns, which should be available

sufficiently early to make action effectr oon
as possible after the onset of any sickness excess.

The dis should be so grouped as to indicate

the presence of certain defects, e.g. disease of

malnutrition in relation to rations and cooking,
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Reduction of Disease

or "exposure diseases " in relation to clothing.

Comparison of the returns of the larger formations
will indicate to what extent the causes of relatively

high incidences in some of the formations are

remediable, while comparison of the returns of

units will indicate the possibility of relatively

excessive sick-rates being due to individual in-

efficiency among medical officers.

It may be frankly stated forthwith that it is

use less to rely upon data of certain infective disease

incidences based upon diagnoses made by Medical
Officers of regiments and field units, who have
patients under observation for a few hours or a
couple of days, and whose diagnoses are based
on personal idiosyncrasy or on experience of

tropical diseases which may be of the scantiest.

The attention of an A.D.M.S. was drawn, e.g. to

an excess of dysentery cases in the weekly return

of his unit ; he replied that his inexperienced

M.O.'s had diagnosed all cases of diarrhoea as

dysentery if the patients said (verbum sap.) they
were passing "slime." The result was that the

following weekly return showed no single case of

dysentery in this whole division, while the division

next it returned over sixty cases under that

heading.

The only satisfactory basis is that derived from
returns from hospitals equipped with the means
of making bacterioscopic diagnoses, and it is most
important that such returns should be passed as

early as possible to A.D/sM.S.—sanitary and
divisional—so that they may compile their com-
parative charts, which must form the basis of

effective control and remedial action. Graphics

are invaluable in this respect, and appeal alike

to the mind of the G.O.C. and the competitive

instincts of the divisional staffs who object to
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their divisional colour lowering above all

others on the graph.

There is. however, one datum which enables a

more rapid conclusion to be formed as to the

relative and actual health of formations. It is

that of the percentage of total cases admitted to

hospital per week, and careful investigation is

promptly required when that figure amounts to

more than 2 per cent. There is little wrong with
a division whose total hospital admissions per

week do not exceed 2 per cent.

The acute infective diseases are the most
urgently important, and demand prompt isolation

of the patient and equally prompt destruction of

the matcries morbi by disinfection.

{a) Isolation of infective cases. While matters
relating to care of the sick in hospital come under
the definition! and within the scope, of sanitation,

they are not under the direct care of specialist

sanitary officers, and hence will not be discussed

in detail lure. There is, however, one link in the

chain of disposal of infectives which calls for

discussion. It is that of the responsibility resting

upon medical officers of units, when faced by the

alternative of either sending all suspicious cases

to hospital at the earliest opportunity or of risking

keeping infectives in the unit by treating mild
suspicious cases themselves. In trench warfare
the decision is of less consequence ; upon the

march it affords scope for high qualities of pro-

sional ability and readiness to accept responsi-

bility. The first course Involves rapid decrease in

Strength ; the latter involves a risk which is only

justified by a well-founded confidence in diagnostic

ability.

The hour is 4 a.m. ; the force is about to move
off ; by flickering candlelight the medical officer
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of a unit sees around him a body of pert!

twenty or thirty men, who have all to be examined,
disposed of within a few minutes. A temperature
of ioo degrees, but no other signs or symptoms
—what is to be done with such cases ? The
keen medical officer will take a certain amount
of risk upon his own shoulders and let the man
come along with his unit, but he will also take

steps to reduce that risk to the minimum. The
first danger is that of carriage of the blanket of

such patients with the rest of the regimental

blankets, all thrown together. The blankets of

possibly infective cases which are taken along

should be carried on the Maltese cart which takes

the medical equipment. First they should, how-
ever, be soaked in antiseptic, which can be made
up in a ground sheet lining a hollow dug for it.

At night these blankets, having dried en route, are

served out to the suspicious cases, who bivouac
around the medical centre. On the following

morning—or perhaps that night—it is possible to

form a final conclusion as to the nature of the

case and dispose of it accordingly. By these

means—not recognized officially—the keen medical
officer will reduce by perhaps 50 per cent, the

hospital admissions of slight cases, which choke
the advance accommodation for patients.

(b) Disinfection in the field. While it is un-

necessary here to undertake a detailed description

of the apparatus provided and the methods
adopted—which are dealt with by the printed

instructions supplied—a word may be spared for

this subject.

(i) Thresh Apparatus

A large number of portable Thresh's steam
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disinfectors have been supplied and axe being
added to.

They are of the low-pressure, jacketed variety,

the temperature being raised a few degrees above
EOO C, by the use of a concentrated saline solu-

tion. They give space for sterilization of some
sixty blankets—or the equivalent—at one work-
ing. Thirty minutes should be allowed for expo-

sure, and each charge should be loaded, sterili/

dried and unloaded within an hour.

(it) " Field Slerilizing-box
"

This is a jacketed box into which steam is led

from a separate metal boiler—the whole weighing

400 lbs. It has been modified so that steam
enters the box at the top and emerges near the

bottom of the second of the two chambers.
The following results were obtained with this

modified type :

—

The boiler was placed over a rough stone work
furnace and embedded in stonework and mud.
The pipe was also jacketed by sacking and rope.

A vigorous wood fixe was maintained so that the

necessary steam was supplied for current-steam

disinfection

—

i.e. enough to fill the empty box in

forty seconds. When the water began to boil,

twelve thick new blankets were placed loosely and
unfolded in the box and the lid was firmly closed.

In seven minutes the temperature just within

the steam-exit pipe of the box was ioo° C, and
thirty minutes later an egg wrapped in the middle

of the blankets in the second chamber \

plated to the centre.

The modified box will thus sterilize 150 thick

blankets (or an equivalent charge) in nine hours
1

work, and at an expenditure of 3$ cwt. of woo
Further tests proved that lice and their eggs
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were all killed in the time given above. In many
tests I have found liee remarkably resist ant to

formaldehyde vapour, but for destruction of non-
sporing infective organisms (B. Coli group e.g.),

the exposure of thirty minutes quoted above may
be reduced to five minutes if six tablets of paraform

be added to the water in the boiler for each fresh

charge placed in the box.

(Hi) " Serbian Barrel
"

This is a large barrel the bottom end of which
is freely perforated, while the top is removed and
replaced by a weighted flat lid. At each end
there is a sandbag collar to check the escape of

steam, which enters the barrel from a metal
boiler upon which it rests ; both barrel and boiler

being preferably embedded at their junction in

the brickwork or baked mud forming the furnace.

The furnace may be made long and narrow, with
a chimney at one end and the boilers and barrels

placed in series.

The one essential condition to success is that

steam must be generated rapidly enough to fill

the barrels in forty seconds. This necessitates a

vigorous fire and a boiler having a due proportion

of surface to bulk for its contents. In my experi-

ence a cylinder, such as an oil drum, fails to supply
sufficient steam, and hence fails to give satisfactory

results. I have seen living lice on shirts after two
exposures of forty-five minutes each (although a

moderate charge was used), and have hatched out

lice from eggs after a third similar exposure.

For vermin-destruction the usual size barrel of

about sixty gallon capacity will deal with a charge

of seven blankets—or the equivalent—if unfolded
and thrown in loosely. After half an hour from
the time when steam begins to emerge freely
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from beneath the lid, no living li< e remain and no

hatching occurs from the eggs, which can be

seen to have become crinkled and lustreless.

The simple design of an installation of two
Serbian Barrels is shown in diagrammatic form.

A. BARRfcL

B. LID

C. 5AND-BAG COLLARS

D. B0IL£*(l8"DIAMETtR)

£. ARCH OF FURNACE
F. FURNACo
G. CHIMN£Y(4'HIGH)

Fig. 15

A scheme for using these barrels for de-lousing

of units is given in Chapter VI.

(iv) Disinfecting Train

This is a most excellent innovation, which has

s< Ived many practical difficulty

An old engine, of little use for ti action, usually

draws a couple of eighteeii-iect long closed and
lilted trucks. On arrival at the disinfecting side

the engine discharges steam into pipes openi

into the trucks. Two trucks of this length and
average height will sterilize the kits (including

greatcoat and two blankets per man) of about
150 men per hour. In order to sterilize each ma]
kit and blankets at maximal intervals of a fort-

night, each division should therefore have an
engine and three trucks, which allows el<

working days of eight hours each and three days
for travelling. It would be better to ha\

trucks, so that each brigade could be dealt with

in two days.
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Duplicate metal tallies are provided, each
stamped with a number and one set being attached

to stout strings. Each man rolls his own kit up
loosely in his blankets and ties the string around
the neck of the rough sack thus made, retaining

the duplicate tally until he recovers his sterilized

kit.

In cold weather a little organization ensures

that the nun get their greatcoat and one blanket

sterilized before giving up the rest of their kit.

(c) For the benefit of those who have no ex-

perience of military work, a final note may be
added re the disinfectants provided in the field.

The stock concentrated disinfectant is Liquor
Cresoli Saponatus, with a carbolic coefficient of

10 to 12. This forms a stable and excellent emul-
sion, and is used in the proportion of i| ounces
to the gallon of water for ordinary use, but four

ounces to the gallon are required for the soaking

of clothing which is to be thus sterilized in thirty

minutes. [Note.—The official instructions are

being modified in accordance with the results of

fresh research.)

Carbolic acid and formalin are also supplied,

and are used in the proportion of eight ounces of

either to the gallon of water.
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Form for Infective Disease

Form for Investigation, Report, and Record for

Cases of Infective Disease in the Army

Disease

Aim
Division
I Irigade

Unit
Regimental Number
Rank
Name
Age

Date of :

Onset of sickness
Reporting sick

Admission to Medical Unit
Investigation

Cluneal Features of Illness

Character of onset

—

Whether definite or obscure.
Character of illness

—

Whether acute, sub-acute, or chronic.

Whether typical or atypical.
Method of diagnosis

—

Whether by clinical or laboratory differentiation.

Other notes

Epidemiohgi
If within

if any similar cas Dato incubation
period*

In the company, or equi-
valent

In the unit Yes.
In the brigade \

In the division Y

* See page 1 18.
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Yes. No.
Yes. No.
Yes. No.
Yes. \n.

Form for Infective Disease

Employmenl of individual on, or shortly before, date of
onset of illness :

( )n food issuing

( to food preparation
( )n water duties
( h\ sanitary duties .

Probable source of infection ..,

Probable place of infection

if food or drink obtained from any un-

usual source .... Yes. No.

Source, if any

Other notes

Sanitary Features

At probable place of infection : Method If efficiently

^. , r r
conducted

Disposal of faeces . Yes No
Disposal of urine . Yes No
Disposal of refuse . Yes No
Disinfection . . . Yes No
Prevalence of flies

—

If marked, slight or medium.

Condition at time of inspection of :

Latrines mj
**
h u^als

Kitchens Lines

Precautions taken

Date Method
Disinfection of kit, &c. .

Isolation of patient .

Segregation of contacts .

Measures to deal with sanitary
defects noted . .

// applicable

Inoculation against Enteric Fever :

If completely protected (two doses within two years).

If partially protected (only one dose, or not within two
years).

Wholly unprotected (never inoculated).
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Vaccination against Small-pox :

Character of marks—whether good, faint or absent.

Number of years since last vaccination.

Signature of M.O

* Usual number of days of

:

Disease Incubation Segregation
period

Cholera
Chicken-pox
I diphtheria

Erysipelas

1 nfluenza
Measles
Mumps
Plague
Scarlet fever
Small-pox
Enteric fever
Typhus fever

Relapsing fever

Note.—This form consists of only one sheet—with the
table of incubation and segregation on the i

It is very rapidly filled in and enables cross-classifica-

tion for statistical purposes to be made with ease a

great speed.

The difficulties of obtaining information on some
points need not deter M.o.'s from giving what informa-
tion is at their disposal.

period period

3 to 6 1

2

10 to 16 20
2 tO IO 1 j

3 to IO ! 2

3 to •1 5
io to H [6

[O to 20 2 4
2 to 8 21

I to 4 1

12 tO 1 4 16

io to 14 23
5 to n M
2 tO IO M
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CHAPTER V*

THE ROLE OF INSECTS IN WAR

In this chapter it is proposed to deal with the
interesting and essentially practical matter of

the part played by insects in the conveyance of

infection to man, and their influence on the welfare

of troops in the field.

The subject naturally resolves itself into con-

sideration of (a) Mosquitoes, (b) Musca domestica,

(c) the Apterous ecto-parasites, and (d) certain

Lepidoptera.

A. MOSQUITOES
In certain theatres of war the sanitary officer

may be called upon to play a prominent part in

the prevention of highly important diseases such
as malaria and dengue fever, which are trans-

mitted by particular species of mosquitoes. All

mosquitoes breed in water, which may be either

stagnant or slowly flowing, fresh, brackish, or

even salt ; it is interesting to note that in Egypt
mosquitoes have been found breeding freely in

water having a salinity of nearly 9 per cent.

(8716 parts of NaCl per 100,000). Mosquitoes
are divided into two main groups or sub-families,

the Anophelinae and Culicinae, in both of which

* Whatever is valuable in this chapter is clue to Major
E. E. Austen ; the residue has been contributed by the
author.
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Mosquitoes

the females alone suck blood. Malaria-carrying

species belong exclusively to the Anophelinae,

while the Culicinae include Stegomyia fasciata,

the handsome black and white-striped spe<

which transmits yellow fever, and the common
brown Culex fatigans, which conveys dengue.

(a) Anopheline mosquitoes may be distinguished

from those of the Culicine group by :—the palpi

being as long as the proboscis in both sexes;

the body not being "humped," but forming a

straight line with the proboscis and palpi, and,

when the insect is at rest, projecting usually at

a conspicuous angle (of about 45° to nearly 90 ,

according to the species) from the supporting

surface ; and by the wings being as a rule con-

spicuously spotted, though in living specimens
of certain species this character is difficult to

recognize. The eggs of Anophelinae are provided

with lateral floats, and are laid singly or in star-

shaped clusters on the surface of the water. The
larvcB have small heads, and, being unprovided
with a breathing-tube at the posterior extremity,

rest horizontally at the surface of the water when
taking in air or feeding beneath the surface-film.

When disturbed, they dart backwards with a

rapid, side to side, jerking motion, diving or

sinking to the bottom if further alarmed.

(b) In Culicinae, on the other hand, the palpi,

while as long as or slightly longer than the pro-

boscis in the male, are quite short in the female,

looking like a pair of minute processes at the

extrenn base of the proboscis; the body is con-

spicuously " humped/ 1

the thorax and abdomen
forming an angle with the head, and, when the

insect is at rest, the axis of the abdomen is

parallel to the supporting surface ; the wings,

with rare exceptions, are not noticeably spotted.
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The skittle-shaped eggs of Culicinae have no
lateral floats, and are usually deposited in boat-

or raft-shaped masses, which rest lightly on
the surface of the water. Finally, the extremely
active larvae, popularly known as "wrigglers/'

have large heads, and at the posterior extremity
are provided with a conspicuous breathing-tube,

by aid of which, when breathing at or feeding

near the surface, they hang suspended head
downwards at an angle from the surface-film.

In both Anophelinae and Culicinae the pupa is a

comma-shaped creature, which breathes atmo-
spheric air by means of a pair of respiratory " trum-
pets " situated behind the head, and, although
usually remaining motionless at the surface, is

capable of darting rapidly through the water
by aid of powerful strokes of its tail. Anopheline
and Culicine pupae are indistinguishable to the

ordinary eye.

In Western Europe the usual malaria-carrying

mosquito is the species known as Anopheles macu-
lipennis / in Southern Europe the chief malaria-

carriers are A. maculipennis and A. superpictus ;

in Egypt the principal disseminator is A. (Celliu)

pharcensis. Altogether, some forty species of

Anopheles have been incriminated as transmitters

of malaria in different parts of the world. Since,

however, in most cases the trained eye of the
specialist is needed to distinguish these from species

known to be harmless, the only safe rule of conduct
for the sanitary officer is to regard all mosquitoes,

and especially all species of Anopheles, as potentially

dangerous, and immediately to search for and
take the necessary steps to destroy the breeding-

places whenever mosquitoes resting in the char-

acteristic Anopheline attitude, or the equally

characteristic larvae are found. Note that fresh
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water containing green algal growth is a favourite

breeding-place of Anophelines. In cases where
Anopheline larvae cannot be seen by merelj
gazing into a pool or stream, they can often be
delected without difficulty on scooping up a

sample of the water in a mug or ladle.

Whenever possible, mosquito breeding-places

should be destroyed by filling them in with earth or

sand. Stagnant pools to which this treatment
cannot be applied should be rendered harmless
by oiling the surface, at least once a week, with
a mixture of equal parts of green oil and petro-

leum, at the rate of half an ounce to the square
yard. Commencing always from the windward
side, the oil should be distributed over the water
with either a watering-can or a " Mackenzie "

sprayer ; if the latter be used, the rubber con-

nections, which are liable to be injured by the green

oil, must first be removed. As a substitute for

oil, and where the water is not used by human
beings or animals, Sanitas-Okol (i in 10,000) or

crude carbolic acid (1 oz. per 10 cubic feet) may
be employed. Prior to the treatment of pools or

swamps, all reeds or other vegetable growth should

so far as possible be cut down or otherwise de-

stn lyed ; if sprayed with green oil, reeds and rushes

rapidly die, and can be burned off. The oiling of

flowing streams or ditches is best accomplished

bv means of drip-cans or bottles so arranged

that some twenty drops of oil issue per minute
;

the container should be mounted over the centre

of the channel on a suitable support—tins having

a small hole in the bottom plugged with a wick

of flannelette, and bottles being stoppered with

a perforated cork and inverted. Constant sup

vision may be necessary 1<> prevenl interference or

removal by inhabitanl
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In Macedonia malarial mosquitoes, principally

Anopheles tnacnlipennis and A. superpictus, breed

freely in small, clear streams—chiefly in shallow

expansions where the water is nearly stagnant

and there are patches of the green algal growth
referred to above. In such cases, when for any
reason automatic oiling is impracticable, the green

weed should be thoroughly raked out, and the

stream should then be canalized where necessary

in such a way as to drain the lateral expansions,

and either prevent partial stagnation anywhere or

cause the water to collect in a few larger pools.

The latter, after the banks have been trimmed
and all aquatic vegetation has been cleared out,

should be oiled in the usual way by hand. Work-
ing on these lines, a few men equipped with spades

and rakes (the latter are easily improvised with
the help of long nails for the teeth) can in a short

time obliterate an extensive series of breeding-

places occurring along the course of a small stream.

In camps and their immediate vicinity, cisterns

and other receptacles for water, whether fresh or

brackish, as also wells, must be protected by
tightly-fitting covers, free from holes. Rain-water
must on no account be allowed to collect either in

old tins or similar vessels, or in tubs, buckets, etc.,

standing in Ordnance or R.E. dumps. Horse
troughs, especially such as are used but seldom,

sometimes become breeding-places both for Ano-
pheline and Culicine mosquitoes, and should

frequently be inspected. A trough, found to con-

tain mosquito larvae, should be emptied, scoured

out, and allowed to become thoroughly dry before

being refilled.

To prevent mosquitoes from biting, citronella

oil or cassia oil should be applied to exposed parts

of the body. It should be remembered that mos-
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quitoes are capable of biting through fairly thick

clothing ; in localities where these insects, especi-

ally Anophrlines, occur, "shorts" should not be

worn at night! and trousers, if worn without
puttees, should be tucked inside socks. Although
most species of mosquitoes are nocturnal or cre-

puscular, and Anophelines are supposed to bite

only after sundown, in Egypt, in the vicinity of

its breeding-places, Anopheles pharcensis some-
times sucks blood during the day.

To clear mosquitoes out of a room, tent, or dug-

out, burn powdered sulphur by aid of methylated
spirit ; heap pyrethrum powder in the lid of a

cigarette-tin and convert it into smoke by placing

the lid over a candle-flame ; or heat cresol (about

4 ozs. per 1,000 cubic feet) in a shallow vessel over

a flame until it is vapourized.

For the cure of mosquito -bites, the application

of a mixture of equal parts of alcohol and glycerine

is recommended.

B. MUSCA DOMESTICA

It is only in comparatively recent times that

the facts have been fully established, and the

importance of this familiar insect, the common
house-fly, has been realized. Formerly the fly

was classed, without question, among the friends

of man, and it was even described by one poetic

enthusiast as "A dipterous angel dancing light

attendance upon Hygeia."
More recently the unmasked traitor was de-

nounced by the late Lord Avebury (Sir John
Lubbock) as " A winged sponge flying hither and
thither to fulfil the foul behests of Contagion."

This latter view is supported by no less an author-

ity than the Book of Exodus in which we read that,
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after a due interval presumably for incubation,

the plague of flies was followed by death of the

firstborn.

The interesting points about Musca domestica

may be thus grouped :

(i) Relevant facts concerning the morphology
and habits of flies.

(2) The relation of those facts to the problems

of fly-borne infection.

MORPHOLOGY AND HABITS OF THE FLY
As it is impossible in the space at our disposal

to deal with so great a subject satisfactorily, the

best procedure is briefly to discuss such aspects of

fly life as have a practical bearing.

1. Morphology

Metamorphosis : The fly develops, by metamor-
phosis, through successive stages so dissimilar as

to suggest wholly different forms of life. The
stages and their durations in temperate climates

under the most favourable conditions are :

Duration
in days.

Ovum or egg . . . . \ to 1

Larva or maggot . . . 4 to 8

Pupa or chrysalis . . . 3 to 5
Adult

Total 7 to 14

In hot climates the average period is reduced,

and the minimal period given above may be taken

as the rule. Cold may prolong it for three months
or more.

The ovum must be kept warm if it is to develop,

and it is therefore usually laid in vegetable or
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faecal matter which is about to ferment, the rapidity

of chemical change in which supplies the needed
heat.

The larva has no digestive glands, and is th<

fore dependent upon predigested or other readily

assimilable food- another reason for the fly

ovipositing in faeces. Its most interesting habil

is that of burrowing, it does so first to reach

moist er areas of its habitat ; if disturbed, it hi<

with great speed; finally, in the prepupal st;

il comes to rest an inch or two beneath the surf;

the ground in the vicinity of its feeding-pl;

Having reached this haven its skin contra<

hardens and darkens, thus forming the pupa-ease

within which the change to the perfect insect takes

place.

The pupa remains without food for four days

while developing into the imago.

To (liable it to escape from the pupa-case and
force its way to the surface of the ground, the

adult is provided with a temporary strud u

in the shape of a dilatable frontal sac, the so-called

ptilvium, the first use of which is to prize open
the anterior end of the pupa-case. The young
adult then emerges, and will escape through a

depth of six inches of loose soil, and even thron

six feet of dry sand-—the latter being a truly

effort.

The adult provides the following points of

anatomical interest [vide Fig. 16) :

It is provided with a non-piercing i tile

proboscis through which food is sucked by t]

powerful pharyngeal muscles.

The salivary glands are large, and saliva is

I on to dry foods, which ai

•Ivc d prior t«» ing< stion.

The alimentary tract is provided with no ot
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digestive glands. In addition to the stomach,
the insect has a large crop capable of holding a four

days' food reserve.

The hairiness of body and legs is remarkable.
As indicated in the diagram, the feel arc provided
with minute hairs, bristles, terminal claws and
adhesive pads. The latter consist of surfaces

covered by multitudes of fine hairs, and moistened

HUSCA DOMESTICA

STOMACH INTESTINE

ENLARGED FOOT
FIG. [6.

by a glairy, sticky substance, by means of. which
the fly maintains its foothold when inverted.

For the conveyance of organisms in vast numbers,
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it would be difficult to imagine a more suitable

apparatus than the fly's foot.

2. Feeding habits

Having had no food for four days, the emerging
imago is so hungry that it seeks the nearest feeding

ground, and gorges up to 70 per cent, of its weight
at a single meal.

Its preferences for certain foods are dictated

by anatomical considerations. It must get either

soluble carbo-hydrate or predigested protein ; the
former from kitchens and swill-tubs, and the

latter preferably from faeces. When both sources

are available, the latrine and the kitchen are

frequented alternately.

When resting, the fly can often be observed
to regurgitate its crop contents, until there is sus-

pended from the end of its proboscis a drop nearly

as big as its head. This fluid is drawn in and out

with gusto so long as the fly is undisturbed, but

is dropped if alarm leads to hasty flight. A
cropful of faecal fluid may thus be deposited on
the surface of food ready for human consumption.

Well-fed house-flies defaecate about once every

five minutes.
3. Flight

One is constantly asked what is the avi

normal range of flight. This depends upon the

food-supply ; well-fed flies seldom travel more
than 1000 yards.

4. Reproduction

The fecundity of the fly is truly phenomenal,

since the female lays from 120 to 150 ova at 1

time, and may deposit live or six such batches

in the course of her life. The number of individuals

of each sex is about equal, and sexual maturity
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is attained a fortnight after emergence from the

pupa. On the basis of the data already given,

taking the minimal period for development, and
assuming thai each female hatched lays only a

single batch of eggs, it is interesting to note that

in the short space of seven weeks a single female
may be the ancestress of from 432,000 to 843,750
flies.

If, further, we take the number of generations

in a normal season in temperate climates to be
nine, a single fly might conceivably produce a

number represented by five followed by twenty-
nine noughts (5 X io29th

). Although fly mor-
tality must reduce this huge number to figures

more easily grasped, this datum is worth quoting

as an incentive to all anti-muscid measures, and
especially to those which are instituted before the

onset of spring.

The material suitable for breeding must possess

twTo properties—it must provide heat for the

ovum, and predigested or otherwise readily

assimilable food for the larva. Flies therefore

oviposit in faecal matter, which provides both
needs better than any other material ; they
prefer horse-droppings because of its freedom
from the continuous caking of the surface which
occurs with bovine faeces. In temperate climates

stable litter is chosen by the ovipositing fly in

90 per cent, of cases, and one pound of litter

has produced 455 larvae. Human faeces are

the next most common choice, especially in warm
climates, and in India 480 flies were actually

hatched out from one deposit. Other fermenting
or putrefying organic matter of vegetable origin will

also serve, but it is not generally known that—

-

as a last resource—ova may be deposited on
damp rags and even on paper,
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5. Natural enemies

It is interesting to consider the natural enemies
<of Musca dotnestica, although at present it would
seem useless to look to them for material assistance.

Ova are almost immune from attack, save by a

certain species of ant which, unfortunately, is

peculiar to the Philippines.

Larva are attacked, voraciously at times, by
fowls, but this appetite is an unreliable one.

The enemies of the adult are numerous, but only
call for enumeration and brief comment.
Empusa musca is the most effective. Its spores

enter the fly, possibly through the stigmata, and
the mould then develops and grows through
the body of the fly until its terminal fibrils pierce

the surface. Certain of these fibres attach the
fly to fixed objects, and others form conidiaphores

which contain sticky spores. The conidiaphores

remain quiescent until the moist warmth of spring

bursts the sheath, when the spores are projected

in all directions, some finding their way into other

flies, thus completing the cycle.

In America the clover weevil has been dealt

with by the use of a similar mould, but so far a

suitable medium has not been found tor t he-

culture of Empusa muscce.

Acari are occasionally found parasitic on flies,

but, unless in excessive numbers, do not appear

to be injurious to their hosts.

Spiders kill a certain number, by webs during

the day and by attack on sleeping flies at night.

Certain centipedes—e.g. Scutigera forceps—are

very active and leap upon the unsuspecting fly,

which they enclose with their legs like a hen

caught in a coop.

Occasionally a pseudo-scorpion will hang on
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until Vfly falls exhausted, and then suck its life-

blood.

Finally, t lure arc birds, but it is surprising to
find that, of 9000 birds' stomachs examined, flies

were only found in two, although numerous
lepidoptera were present.

It is thus evident that we are not likely to get
much assistance from the natural enemies of

the fly in our endeavours to reduce its numbers.

BEARINGS OF THE FOREGOING FACTS UPON
THE PROBLEMS OF FLY-BORNE INFECTION

1. The fly's skatophagism and capacity for germ
carriage

As flies alternate between human faeces and
human food, the fact that one grain of the former
may contain sixteen million infective organisms,

with a life of at least three days, becomes of

obvious importance. It must be considered in

the light of the capacity of the fly for carrying

those infective organisms and depositing them on
food.

The crop of a fly may contain some 20 million

organisms. By the ratio of 4000 to 1—already

quoted—that mass of bacteria may contain 5000
enteric bacilli or other intestinal infective organ-

isms. A large part of the crop contents may—as

described—be regurgitated on to the surface of food

within a few minutes of ingestion.

The numbers of organisms conveyed by the feet

is illustrated by a culture plate upon which a fly

has been allowed to walk : parallel lines of growing
colonies show every footprint.

The total number of organisms and the propor-
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tion of coliform representatives among them are

represented in graphic form in Fig. iy.

I'l; e greal increase in the numbers of organisms
in proportion to the foul nature of the habital

needs no emphasis, but attention may be drawn
to the increase in the relative proportion of coli-

form representatives. In the three groups of

flies examined this proportion increases thus :

3 per cent., 7 per cent., 27 per cent.

The aptness of the simile of " a winged sponge
N

is now apparent, and it needs little imagination to

appreciate the effect produced by flies on the

bacterial content of milk, in which two or three

such saturated sponges have struggled while

drowning.
It only remains to add that the most delicate

intestinal infective organism that we know—the

Spirillum cholera—is capable of living for eighteen

hours under the most adverse conditions to which
it would be exposed on the fly's foot.

2. The actual isolation of infective organisms from
flies

The question now arises as to how far these

presumptive calculations have borne the test of

actual proof. Much work has been done and
some of the results have been adversely criticized,

but three of the typical results obtained may be

mentioned.

Spirillum cholera was recovered from the first

fly examined in a post-mortem room in Hambi
during an outbreak of cholera. Bacillus typJw

was recovered up to the twenty-third day from I

legs of flies which were infected by pure culture

of that organism. Bacillus tuberculosis was found

in four of the first six fli( s ; xamined aftea I ion

from a consumptive patient's room.
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3. Evidence of the relation between fly prevalence
and disease incidence

The chain of argument can only be considered

complete if specific instances can be produced
which prove the presumptions to be correct. I

the most conclusive piece of evidence we
indebted to the records of the sister servi

Tn the year 1850 H.M.S. Superb was stationed

in the Mediterranean for some months, visiting

various ports and having sporadic cases of cholera

among the crew.

Then she put to sea for two months, and there

was no case of cholera after the fifth day out.

This practically eliminates carriers from the list

of possible infecting agents, and similarly fi

from suspicion the ingesta on board.

Next she put into Malta for a few days during

which there was no communication whatever with

shore, save that flies from the cholera-infest* d
|

swarmed on board. After the usual incubation

period of three days, cholera again broke out—to

again disappear when the ship had been five days

at sea.

'During the following winter the ship was in and
out of Mediterranean ports constantly, but th<

were no ilies and there was no cholera.

There are few conditions conceivable on land

which could afford clearer evidence as to t!

played by ilies in the conveyance of infection than

is afforded by the outbreak on this ship while

lying oft Malta.

There is also some interesting evidence from our

Indian records, and especially those from Mhow
and Poona.

At Mhow, as shown in Fig. 18, the ent<

rate was for years much above that for the whole

of the British troops in India. A most vigorous
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anti-muscid campaign was instituted in 2907, and
there immediately followed a fall in enteric inci-

dence to about one-third thai < i the wl

the British troops in India. This abrupt fall 1

more than can be accounted for by the wide
fluctuations of individual stations, and it is par-

ticularly noticeable that it preceded the date at

which anti-enteric inoculation had been adop
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by a sufficiently large proportion of nun to lower

the enteric rate materially.

Poona is a station in which the climate isdamp
and warm throughout the war, and hence one in

which flies are numerous at all times, fn Fig. 19

are shown the relations between curves indi

the number of flies present, the in<

infantile diarrhoea and the incii enteric.

The first 1- based on the nun
dailyon pieces of tanglefoot of similar size ra
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at fixed sites. The incubation period of infantile

diarrhoea is very short, and the chad shows thai

the curve of infantile diarrhoea incidence followed

that of fly prevalence with the utmost regularity,

and at precisely the short interval of delayed

response which would be expected if the causative

relation were established. Allowing for the longer

incubation period of enteric, there is a similar

correspondence between the curves, the delay in

the final fall being attributable to the incubation

period of secondary infections.

Finally, one can turn to evidence obtainable

nearer home, and consider certain Nottingham
records extending over a period of ten years.

Nottingham is divided into three districts according

to the method of conservancy adopted—w.c.

houses, houses treated on the bucket-removal
system and houses with middens. The possibilities

of flies gaining access to human excreta are

obviously least in the w.c. houses and greatest in

the houses with middens. The available statistics

state the enteric incidence upon the occupants of

these classes of houses during the ten years under
review, and do so in terms of the number of houses
which it took to provide one enteric case. The
data are :

w.c. houses one enteric case from 420 houses.

Bucket-removal
houses ,, ,, 151 houses.

Midden houses ,, ,, 42 houses.

This gives the ratios of enteric liability of the

occupants of these three classes of houses as

1, 3\ and 10 respectively.

Anti-muscid measures are discussed on pages
i53-I59-
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C. APTEROUS ECTO-PARASITES
The apterous ecto-parasites of man are

the name indicates- wingless insects, As a resull

of their parasitic habits they have suffered certain

penalties and gained certain compensating advan-
tages. Among the former are the loss of wings

—

by disuse atrophy—and, in some species, inability

to withstand loss of iood for more than a short

period. On the other hand they get free rati*

for life, so that in their case the struggle for

existence is reduced to a minimum.
Insects have one common feature of practi-

cal interest, since they respire through a series

of stigmata which may be occluded by oil drop].

with consequent asphyxia of the in-

Another practical point is that man and animal-,

usually have distinct parasitic species, which nor-

mally are seldom ready to exchange the human for

the animal host, or vice versa.

No detailed description of the various species

can be attempted in the limited space available,

but a few facts of interest or practical importance
will be noted concerning each species. The
means of their destruction will be summarized
in the succeeding section. Before passing on to

individual species, it will perhaps be found useful

to tabulate the biological classification of the

various insect ecto-parasites with which we are

concerned (see opposite page)

1. Fleas

The female flea at each oviposit ion lays ten i

which hatch in from two to ten days. The result-

ing larva, after twelve days, devel< >ps into the pupa,

which takes twelve days to mature into the adult.

The complete development takes four weeks in

summer and six weeks in winter. Ova are dropped
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a1 any convenient spot—on or off the body of the

host—and arc not attached to adjacent sulfa*

Apart from the irritation to which fleas give

rise, their importance in the present war lies in

the fact that they convey the B. pestis of plague
from the rat to man. B. pestis lives and multi-

plies in the stomach of the flea for seven da
and may be either passed in its faeces, whence it

is rubbed into the flea-bite by subsequent scratch-

ing ; or, as is more usually the case, may be
vomited into the wound by a flea in whose stomach
and gizzard the bacilli have developed to such an
extent as completely to obstruct the alimentary
canal (Bacot and Martin, 1914). In view of the

facts that plague is endemic in India, that most
European epidemics have had an Eastern origin,

and that so many Indian troops are engaged in

the Great War, this is a matter which we cannot

afford to lose sight of. There is further the con-

sideration that plague is now endemic in Tripoli,

and therefore liable to obtain a footing in the

forces of our Allies.

2. Bugs

Fifty ova are laid by each female, and the

hatch in sewn days. The larva takes about

months to develop into the adult, moulting five

times during the process. It feeds once between
each pair of moultings. The adult lives for four

months, and inhabits mattresses or cracks in bed-

steads, walls, and floors, only coming out at night

to suck blood. It can sub-ist on organic filth,

but likes a meal of blood before each of it- four

ovipositions. The period of subsistence without

blood-sucking is ten weeks.

The parasite, beside being passiw!

in bedsteads and matt has considerable
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migratory powers and finds its way from house to

house by means of walls and gutters,

It is said to have invaded Germany in the

eleventh, and England in the fourteenth century.

Its objectionable characters arc not confined

to the characteristic smell from the metathoracic

glands and the intense irritation to which its

bite gives rise ; it has been regarded as a means
whereby relapsing fever is conveyed from man
to man.

3. Lice

P. capitis. Some fifty ova are laid, and hatch

in a week. They are covered by chitin—which is

most resistant to acids and alkalies—and are

attached to the hairs by cement which also resists

most acids, but is soluble in 10 per cent, acetic

acid. The emerging young resemble the adults,

and mature so rapidly that oviposition occurs

three weeks later.

P. humanus. The female lays from three to

eight or more eggs daily during about forty days
of its mature adult life, the greatest number of

eggs so far observed to have been laid by any
one female under experimental conditions being

295. The eggs usually hatch in from seven to

ten days, producing young which resemble the

mature adult and reach sexual maturity about
twelve days later. The total life of the insect is

about seven to eight weeks, and in that time the

female may see some 6000 of her progeny.
Blood is sucked twice a day, and the newly

hatched louse dies of starvation in one and a

half days if unfed, while the mature adult can

survive nearly nine days without food.

The special habitat of the body louse is under
folds of the clothing, those next the trunk being
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the favourite haunts. There the female spends
most of her time, and there the ova are dt posited.

It requires the strictest search beneath all folds

of the clothing before absence of this parasite

can be definitely ascertained. The ova are tiny,

ovoid, opalescent or yellowish-brown bodies pro-

tected by chitin and attached to the clothing by
cement. They are as relatively resistant as the

adults are delicate, and " sterilized " clothing may
continue to yield young lice for a week after treat-

ment, as the ova successively hatch out. Hence
the problem of freeing an infected regiment from
lice is a most difficult one.

The body louse has always been a pest in the

Near East and was particularly so among the

Russian troops in the Crimea. To it is attributed

the role of infection carrier in typhus, which
decimated the Serbian army and civil population

in 1914, and still constitutes so great a menace
to all armies at the front, should the infective

organism be introduced among forces infested with

lice. The theory has been advanced (Dutton)

that the body louse is also capable of conveying
the infection of enteric. In view of these threat-

ened dangers, every effort is being made to rid

our troops of lice ;
practicable methods which

will go far towards solving the problem are dis-

cussed later.

Phthirius inguinalis. This is an alias of the

familiar Pediculus pubis, of which it need only

be said that it resembles the body louse in m<

points of its life history, but is seldom found in

clothing.

Before leaving this section to consider remedial

measures, it is only fair to the army and to medical

officers that a word should be said as to the condi-

tions which have led inevitably to extensive
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vermin infestation of troops, billets, and trenches

at the front.

Under normal conditions the British soldier of

the present day is extremely cleanly. When the

war broke out, men were crowded, to the utmost
capacity of tents, in camps in which the normal
routine of examination and the customary pro-

vision of bathing facilities were impossible under
the stress of unprecedented demands. Among
the men who occupied these camps at an early

stage were many reservists called to the colours.,

in some cases from sordid and verminous surround-

ings. This aggregation of men led to direct per-

sonal transference of lice, and to infection of the

tents which were used for successive bodies of men
assembled prior to being sent abroad. The
available supply, and speed of manufacture, of

steam disinfectors was for many weeks wholly
inadequate for our requirements, and hence many
units left this country with considerable numbers
of the men already verminous. The continuous

subsequent overcrowding has hitherto rendered

it impossible to eradicate the pest. It is obvious

that it is necessary to disinfect the clothing of

whole units in the same day, and the practical

difficulties in the way of achieving this at the

front are enormous. Even when this has been
done, the unit has had to occupy billets only that

morning evacuated by the troops which have
relieved them in the trenches—billets which it

would be most difficult to free of vermin even in

peace time, with every appliance readily available.

The inherent difficulties of the task are only fully

appreciated by those who have been called upon
to provide a practical solution ; but enough has

been said to indicate the nature of the problem,

and the alertness of the medical authorities in
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regard to its importance as a factor facilitati

epidemic outbreaks, and causing inevitabl

of efficiency by insomnia consequent upon con-

tinuous irritation.

D. LEPIDOPTERA

The pari played by moths in war requires but

brief comment. Weevilly biscuits have figured

prominently in fc/c'sle yarns and in the accounts
of many an old campaign, but the most striking

record is that of a British force in Jaffa which
had to consume its biscuits at night, when the

maggots could not be seen !

Investigation has shown that the maggots are

the larval stage of moths, which oviposit on the
surface of biscuits during the drying process.

This difficulty has been met, first by screening

the doors and windows of the drying rooms, and
secondly by making smaller biscuits which, by
more rapid drying, reduce the opportunity afforded

to moths for the d position of their ova.

PROTECTIVE MEASURES

(a) Against fly-borne infection

The protective measures at our disposal may
be thus classified

—

i. The destruction or protection of infective

material.

2. Anti-muscid meastu

i. The Destruction or Protection i

Infective Material

It is obvious that the potential menace ot the

fly as a carrier of infection can only become an

actual danger when the insect has access to ini<
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live material. The responsibility for precautionary

measures relating to materies morbi of a patho-

genic lKiiun as, e.g. the vomit of .1 cholera

patient or the exudate from small-pox pustules

—lies with the medical staff of hospitals. The
measures for disposal of excreta, winch may
be infective when derived from persons suffering

from disease, are the responsibility of the sanitary

officer, but will be better dealt with under the

section devoted to conservancy.

It only remains to point out here the obvious

generalization that the best methods are those

which effect the earliest destruction of the infective

organisms, with the least possibility of flies gain-

ing access to the infective material meanwhile.

2. Anti-muscid Measures

Reduced to essentials, these may be considered

briefly under four headings :

—

(a) Prevention of fly-breeding :

(i) In stable litter and horse dung,
(ii) In human excreta.

(b) Prevention of access of flies to human excreta.

(c) Destruction of flies.

(d) Protection of food.

(a) (i.) Prevention of fly-breeding in stable litter

and horse dung

For various reasons, the use of chemicals, such
as. borax or powdered hellebore, though effective,

is impracticable on active service. Three methods
remain :— (1) Incineration. (2) Close packing. (3)

Spreading.

Local, tactical, or meteorological conditions

may prevent the use of (1), and (3) can only be
employed with success in warm climates, during
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tlu 1 dry season; and on level ground. Under
conditions the desirability ol preserving manure
for future agricultural use must generally

disregarded, and need not be considered h«

(i) Incineration. For troops on active service,

incineration, if promptly and completely carried out,

so that each day's output is entirely consumed
within twenty-four houis, is a satisfactory method
of manure disposal, but there are various practical

difficulties. To deal with the output from a large

number of horses a liberal provision of efficient

incinerators is required ; the incinerators them-
selves need constant attention and supervision,

and an}/ material which may fall through the grids

without being consumed must be raked out daily

and burned, otherwise secondary foci of fly-breed-

ing will be established. Persistently wet weatl

may delay or prevent the burning of manure for

considerable periods, and if once accumulation be
permitted the work is seldom overtaken. On I

other hand, in desert countries the proportion

sand in the manure to be dealt with is often

very high, and may even amount to as much as

seven-eighths of the total bulk. Ul iich

conditions the manure cannot be incinerated until

the sand has been removed. For this purp
the litter after being collected from the \v

must first be dried by being spread out thinly,

preferably on boards, for from six to eight

and then riddled. The litter from 100 ho.

requires a drying space of about forty-five ^qt:

yards; to ensure 6omplet< litter

after being spread should occasionally be tun

over. An efficient riddle can be constructed of

expanded metal, and n riddle tic li;

from 130 horses in one hour. A " sand-pl<

and also a
u
sledge/

4 with riddle attached, for
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the simultaneous collection and riddling of manure
have been tried, but have no1 proved satisfai tory.

Some forms of incinerator are shown diagram-
matically in Chapter VIII, but no form in the

field ran be expected to deal with manure that
is heavily loaded with either water or sand.

(2) Close packing. The success of this method
depends upon the fact that, while house-fly larva
will not tolerate a temperature of 100" F., and arc

rapidly killed at any temperatures above ii4'8° F.,

the heat generated by fermentation in a closely

packed heap of fresh stable manure is as great

as from 136° to 169 F. four inches beneath the

surface. It may be added that temperatures like

e are as fatal to eggs as to larvae. For a

close-packed manure dump an area of hard, level

ground should be selected or prepared by puddling
and smoothing the surface, and allowing it to

dry in the sun. A separate dump can be made
each day, or the original dump can be extended
laterally, but the area of hard ground should

always extend three or four feet beyond the base

of the heap. . The manure should be made into

a compact rectangular block, not exceeding five

feet in height, and with slightly sloping sides.

Each load as delivered should be firmly beaten

down with shovels, and sprinkled with a little

water if the weather be dry ; beating and smooth-
ing the sides with shovels completes the process.

The above method has been found very suc-

cessful in England, but has not yet been tested

in warm climates. It may be noted that dead
larvae are very difficult to detect in manure, but

that an infallible indication of fly-breeding in a

manure heap deficient in straw is the " tritura-

tion " of the surface, due to the activity of large

numbers of larvae ; under such circumstances the
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entire surface of the heap, or that of certain an
is reduced to a condition resembling finely chopped
straw.

As a further test of the presence of larvae, bis-

cuit-tin traps may be employed. A trap of this

kind is made by cutting a half-inch wide slit in

a biscuit-tin two inches above the bottom, and
extending all round except at the angles ; w

the slit open with small stones if necessary
;

filling the tin to just above the height of the slit

with chopped straw or sand, and sinking it in the

heap to the level of the slit. Larvae which have
finished feeding and are about to pupate i

be caught in large numbers by the trap described.
• If for any reason close packing of manure fails

to prevent the appearance of larvae in a heap
treated, the surface of the manure (sides as well

as top) should be either (a) on the day follow

that on which the dump was made, and on I

two subsequent days, turned over with spades

in such a way as to bury the superficial layer

a depth of five or six inches, and again beaten

and smoothed down after each turning o\

that the excessive heat of fermentation at the

deeper levels may exert its full lethal effect en

the larvae ;
(b) puddled over with a four-inch

thick layer of clay, or clayey soil, mixed with

water and smoothed off with spades ; [c) covered

with a layer of sacking soaked in heavy oil,

weighted down with stones. After the lapse of a

week the sacking may be removed without risk

of breeding recommencing, and can if ne<

be used elsewhere.

(3) Spreading. Although it is only in ex

tional circumstances that this method can

employed with effect in Northern Europe, under

conditions such as those of Lower Egypt during
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the fly season, it has proved highly satisfactory.

On hard, level ground! freely exposed to sun and
wind, each day's litter and manure should be

spread ou1 in a thin, uniform layer not exceeding
one inch in depth, and well raked over in the

afternoon of the same day and on the two follow-

ing days, in order to break up the nodules of dung.
Owing to rapid desiccation, manure thus treated

soon ceases to be attractive to flies, and the heat
of the sun kills eggs and larvae exposed to it in

a very short time (in the Egyptiam Desert the

maximum daily temperature on the sand may
be as high as 145*4° F., or even more). One day's

manure from 500 horses standing continually in

the lines, when spread as described, covers an
area 25 yards by 25 yards. Three areas of the

required size, separated by roadways 12 feec in

width, should be marked out on a suitable spot

(which need only be a few hundred yards from
the lines), and used in succession for three days,

after which the first day's manure should be
completely dry ; the fourth day's output may
then be spread as before on top of the first, the

fifth on top of the second, and so on until the

blocks of dry manure become inconveniently high,

when fresh areas should be selected.

Dry manure forms excellent roadways over

desert sand, and if desired the fresh dung may
be spread as above described on the track to be

covered, care being taken that a fresh layer is

never more than one inch in depth, and is not

deposited on a previous one until the latter is

thoroughly dry.

N.B. Whichever of the three methods of

disposal be adopted, litter and dung as collected

from the lines prior to removal must be piled on
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an impervious platform provided with a raj ed

edge on three sides (see Chapter VIII., p. 261,

Fig. 33) J
platforms must be swept clean daily.

(a) (ii) Prevention of fly-breeding in human
excreta

(b) Prevention of access of flies to human excreta

Since (a) (ii) is primarily dependent upon (6),

which, as will readily be understood after what
has been stated earlier in this chapter, is of crucial

importance, these two headings may conveniently

be considered together.

The cardinal principle to be noted at the out-

set is that all latrines must be made as fly-proof

as possible, while every precaution must be taken
to prevent casual or promiscuous fouling of the

ground in or about camps or bivouacs, by eitl

troops or civilian followers or labourers. Note
also that the shallow, open latrine trench, besides

frequently attracting flies in large numbers, is

nothing less than a carefully constructed fly-

breeding place, and should never be employed if

it can possibly be avoided ; and that
t
pace popular

opinion, chloride of lime is absolutely useless for

the purpose of keeping flies out of latrines.

A latrine which will be completely flv-p

under all conditions of active sen
seek, and will probablv never be devised. The t>

types of latrine for use in the field are described

and figured in Chapter VIII., pp. 248-260, Figs. 25-

32, and need not be discussed in detail here, It

may, however, be pointed out that b< red
" fly-proof " deep trench latrin< n though,

as is sometimes the 1 ruble amount
of fly-breeding takes place in them, tend to retain

flies which hi ined access to them, and
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facilitate their destruction in situ. The system
of fly-proof buckets ami incineration on the other
hand, while certainly preventing breeding! and
working admirably when trained Indian sweepers
are available, under less efficient control is often

most unsatisfactory, and permits swarms of flies,

which under such circumstances collect at the
incinerators, to become loaded with faecal or-

ganisms.

To keep flies out of box-covered, "fly-proof"
deep-trench latrines, daily examination of the

covers by sanitary detachments of units is neces-

sary. Care must be taken to see that each lid

is really self-closing, and shuts down tightly when
closed. All holes or cracks, even the smallest, in

the cover must be carefully caulked with oiled tow
or sacking, and all parts of the woodwork rubbed
over twice a week with crude oil. Each morn-
ing solution " C," 5 per cent, cresol, or a mixture
of equal parts of 5 per cent, cresol and paraffin,

one pint to each seat, should be sprayed or sprin-

kled into the trench. Owing, however, to the

strong attraction of faecal matter for flies, these

measures, in the height of the fly-season, are

seldom more than partially effective. To test the

presence of flies, open the centre lid and cover

the hole with a square of flat wood, having a hole

in the centre into which an inverted, wide-mouthed,
glass pickle bottle, smeared inside with " tangle-

foot/' is inserted. Burn powdered sulphur mixed
with a little methylated spirit inside the trench,

lowering by means of a wire a tin containing the

mixture through the seat at each end, and im-

mediately closing the lids. Any flies present in

the trench are temporarily driven out by the

sulphur di-oxide, and, seeking the light, are caught

on the sticky inner surface of the bottle.
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The best methods of destroying flies in and
about latrines are given below, under (c).

Unless the soil is unusually hard, maggots which
have completed their development in a latri

trench still in use, bore into the sides of the

latter, passing between the sand-bags of the

revetment, if any, and work their way upwards
until they finally come to rest and pup;

inch or two beneath the surface of the ground.

In this way, in ordinary sand, maggots are capable
of ascending from a depth of five or six feel . To
prevent such escape of maggots, latrine ti

wherever possible, instead of being revetted with
sand-bags, should be lined with sacking soaked in

heavy oil and stretched on wooden frames. Where
this cannot be done, the area surrounding the

mouth of the trench, before the box-seat is pla<

in position, should be covered with a strip of

closely woven sacking, which must not be less

than 2^ feet, and need not be more than 3 f<

in total width. Sand-bags slit lengthwij tied

out, and sewn together by their sides may be

used for the purpose ; sacking used tor packing
clothing is also suitable, and it will seldom be

necessary to submit fresh indents. The inner

edge of the layer of sacking must be brought up
to the margin of the latrine trench all round, and
the outer six inches turned vertically downwar
Before applying this treatment to a trench already

revetted with sandbags, the upper layer of b

must be removed ; these must afterwards be

replaced. Finally, the sacking must be covered

with four inches of earth or sand. Pupating

larvae, on being checked by the kicking, pup
beneath it; newly-hatched flies are like*

unable to penetrate the sacking, and die under-

neath it. In this way 300 newly-hatched flies
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have been found dead beneath two square Eee1

of sacking. When the latrine is filled in. the

mouth of the trench should be sealed by sacking
in a similar manner. In dctaull of sacking, and
provided that the soil is such as to set into a

hard, cement-like layer when puddled, the fol-

lowing procedure is recommended after filling-in the

trench. At a distance of eighteen inches from the

mouth of the trench, dig a square furrow, six inches

in cross-section, all round it ; saturate the earth

taken out of the furrow with solution " C," or

5 per cent, cresol, and replace it; lastly, cover

the trench and surrounding area to a distance

of six inches beyond the furrow with a three-inch-

thick layer of puddled soil.

It should be borne in mind that in a latrine

trench fly-breeding usually proceeds more slowly

than in a manure heap, or than in exposed faeces,

and that in cool weather living maggots may be

found beneath the surface of the ground six or

eight weeks after the trench has been filled in.

(c) Destruction of flies

Effective measures for the destruction of adult

flies are fairly numerous, and may be classified

as :

—

(a) Mechanical means.

(f3) Flame,

(y) Poisons.

(a) Mechanical means

Traps. Wire .gauze " fly-balloons," glass bell-

traps, or box-traps are all efficient. Fly-balloons

should be baited with equal parts of cheese and
sugar, made into a paste with water, though any-

thing attractive to flies at the moment may be
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used ; for bell-traps the besl bail is sug

beer. The simplest form of box-trap deal

in shape, and may be of any desired Erom
one-foot eube upwards. The frame 19 ( <i w <

rests upon a flat wooden platform, to which 1

not attached, and from which the bottom bar ol

the frame is raised half an inch all round ; the

platform must be from four to six inches wider
than the trap, and this outer margin must
planed smooth. The roof and lower half of the

sides of the trap are covered with wire

canvas is used to cover the upper half of the
sides. From the bottom bar of the frame a flange

of wire gauze, four inches wide, projects inward
round, sloping downwards in such a way thai

inner edge is ^-inch from the platform. This trap

has been found to catch large numbers of flies in

the vicinity of kitchens, dining shelters, latrii

and other places where flies congregate, and
well adapted for use in hospital wards ; it :

baited with damp tea-leaves or fragment- of any
attractive food. When flies have been caught in

sufficient number, they may be killed by drench]

them with hot water, or may be poisoned with

a spray or fumes (see 7 below). Flies in a ball

trap are best killed by placing the trap for a I

moments in a heated oven.

Tanglefoot. To make the best form of the

sticky composition known as " tanglefoot." h<

together five parts of castor oil and eighl

of powdered resin (by weight in each case) until

the resin is completely dissolved ; the mixture
should not be brought to the boil, but should be

applied while hot, or heated K ion

(as thinly as possible), to the surfaces to ed.

Linseed oil, in the same proportion, may be sub-

stituted for castor oil, but in this case the ingredients
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should be brought to the boil separately, thoroughly

mixed! and the product, which is inferior to thai

obtained with castor oil, subsequently boiled for

a quarter of an hour.

Tanglefoot may be spread on glazed paper
(unglazed paper absorbs the oil, thus destroying

the adhesive properties of the mixture) ; lengths

of hoop iron, as used for binding compressed
forage ; wires (preferably two strands twisted

together)— such wires, stretched horizontally

across dining-huts or other shelters beneath the

roof, are favourite resting-places for flies, and
should be kept constantly coated with fresh tangle-

foot ; and the woodwork of latrine screens and
cooking shelters, in places where flies are observed
to congregate. Note that during the day flies

settle by preference on broad surfaces, but that

at night they rest whenever possible on hanging
cords, wires, and narrow pendant surfaces

generally ; note also that flies, while attracted

by sunshine when not too hot, in very hot weather
rest in the shade. To catch flies in box-seat-

covered, deep-trench latrines,—from the interspace

between the two seats at each end of a five-seat

latrine, suspend a four-foot length of tanglefoot

coated hoop iron (or twisted wire as an alterna-

tive), in such a way that the lower ends reach

to about six inches from the layer of faeces at

the bottom of the trench. The hoop iron or wires

should be left for two days ; cleaned by being

passed through a fire ; re-coated ; and replaced.

As showing the value of this method of destroying

flies in box-covered, deep-trench latrines, the

following data are of interest. In one latrine (of

five seats) 708 flies were thus caught in fifteen

minutes ; 12 17 flies were caught in the first

twenty-four hours ; the average daily catch for
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the first eight days of the experiment was 750
flies, and for the last eight days 417, while on the

seventeenth twenty-four hours the catch fell to

151. In six days' successive treatment of a ten-

seat latrine, 2013 flies were caught in the first

twenty-four hours ; the average daily catch was
1482, and 744 flies were caught in the sixth

twenty-four hours.

For the effective application of this method to

the latrine interiors of a division, the amounts oi

castor oil and resin required per month are 70 lb.

and 112 lb. respectively, but these amounts n<

to be increased by 20 per cent, if the latrine

screens are also to be treated.

The destruction of flies in latrines can be greatly

augmented by exposing tanglefoot on wires placed

within the angles of latrine screens, where in warm
weather large numbers of flies can be caught just

before sundown, as they congregate on the screens.

By using tanglefoot both inside and outside latrine

trenches in this manner, and trapping newly-

hatched flies at latrine edges by means of sacking,

as described above, latrines are converted into

huge fly-traps, naturally baited and most effective

in action. Failing any satisfactory means of

keeping flies out oi latrines, experience lias shown
this to be the best method of dealing with the

problem.

In practice it has been found desirable that

tanglefoot be made in bulk by divisional sanitary

sections, and issued, in closed tins, to units as

required.

(/3) Flame

Flies resting in clusters at night can be killed

in large numbers by flaming them with a torch

of brown paper or a swab of cotton wool soaked
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in methylated spirit. The danger of thus treating

inflammable textile surfaces is obvious,

(y) Poisons

Sodium arsenite (Na 2 HAs 3). This poison
is highly effective, but owing to its toxicity to

man should be prepared by medical officers as

required, and must not be used where it can find

its way into water or food for human consumption.
A one per cent, solution is made by dissolving, by
aid of heat, one gramme (15^ grains) in 100 c.c.

(3J ounces) of water, to which 25 per cent, of sugar
or ghur, should subsequently be added. For this

purpose the sodium arsenite is supplied in tablets

weighing one gramme, and coloured by aniline

dye. For use the poison is exposed in tin trays

containing pads of cotton wool ; by moistening
the pads with water as they become dry, one
dose of the poison may be made to last for a

week or longer.

In hospital wards, with due precautions, closed

tins of this solution may be used. If wicks be

passed through holes in the lid of the tin, knotted
on the surface, and allowed to dip into the solution,

they will suck up enough of the liquid to keep
the knots moist, especially if 10 per cent, of

glycerine be added to the mixture.

Formalin. This is also an excellent poison,

provided that all other sources whence flies might
drink be removed or covered. It is made by
adding 3 per cent, of formalin to sweetened milk
or milk and water, and exposing the mixture in

a shallow tray or soup plate, in the centre of which
a cube of bread is placed to afford flies a settling

and sucking place. The amount of formalin

should on no account be stronger than 3 per cent,

(roughly the proportion is a teaspoonful to each
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soup plate), and the characteristic odour should
only just be perceptible to the human nostril.

Sprays. The preparations known as " Cinol
"

and " Exol " (Lefroy's Fluid), of which th<

is the more effective, contain a basis of extract

of pyrethrum, and when sprayed on flies, first

paralyse and then kill them. For use, 10

should be diluted forty times with water, I

resultant 400 c.c. (14 ounces) being sufficient for

one treatment of the flies in 1000 c. feet oi

To treat the flies in a room or shelter of the dimen-
sions indicated may take about ten minutes each

evening; a sprayer, such as a "Mackenzie/
1

giving a fine, mist-like spray should be used, and
all flies should be wetted thoroughly by the

solution. Although pyrethrum extract is not

considered to be toxic to man, spraying of Inn

food should be avoided.

PyrctJiruni powder. In a carefully 1 room
or tent, pyrethrum powder may be distributed

through the air by being shaken from a muslin

j, or blown from a suitable bellows En*' 1

should be used to make the air distinctly 1

If all apertures be closed, the majority of fli< 6 Will

be killed rapidly. Although not toxic to man,
this powder is somewhat irritant to the tin <

and nose; the room or tent should therefore be

left unoccupied for a time after treatment.

Fumes. If pyrethrum powder be heaped on the

lid of a tobacco tin, and the latter be placed 0\

a candle flame, Hies, although not killed, become
stupefied to such an extent that the occupants

of a room can take a meal in com!
The fumes of petr< 1

means of destroying flies resting Jit on

horizontal wires, cords and other surfaces. li

soup plate, or the lid of a tin, containing a lii
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petrol be passed beneath the flies, the fall

into it and speedily die. Large numbers of flies

can often be killed in this way,
The irritating fumes produced by the burning

of a mixture 1 consisting of equal parts of phenol
and camphor are also said to kill such flies as

cannot escape from a room or tent, Four ounces
of the mixture are required per cooo cubic feet

;

all apertures should be closed, and the occupants
should leave before fumigation is commenced.

(d) Protection oj food

The last h.nk in the chain of defence is the

prevention of fiies from gaining access to food—

a

measure most difficult to carry out in the field,

and only to be applied satisfactorily in billets or

permanent camps, where buildings are available

both for cooking and messing. Too much em-
phasis cannot be laid upon the fact that, owing
to the fallibility of human nature, fly-proofing of

kitchens and dining-rooms is useless and mere
waste of money, unless the means of ingress and
egress is a porch ten feet in length, and fitted at

each end with an efficient self-closing door. Again,

seeing that meat is cooked before consumption, the

fly-proofing of meat-stores, though admirable in

intention, and as a rule efficiently carried out, is

less essential than similar protection afforded to

rations such as bread, biscuits, cheese and jam, all

of which are very attractive to flies, and are not
cooked before being eaten. Where men mess in

their tents, boxes for the protection and storage

of such rations prior to consumption, should always
be provided. Bags of sugar, which it may be
necessary to keep in kitchens or cook-houses, always
attract flies if exposed, and should be similarly

protected. Food such as bread, jam and milk on
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Anti-Vermin Measures

mess tables should invariably be protected by
weighted squares of muslin, which are issued for

the purpose. Finally, it is desirable to mention
that covered or screened receptacles should
provided for the storage of eating and drinking

Utensils, including plates, cups, mugs and kin

and forks, after being cleansed ; Hies may fre-

quently be seen to defecate on the edg< lips

washed and ready for the next meal.

While it is impossible to free camps wholly
from flies, it is possible—with so many cheap and
effective means at our disposal-—to redu< i

numbers enormously. The one essential that is

most commonly lacking is energy to undertake

the necessary organization of preventive measui
The keen sanitary officer wages one long unbroken
battle with fly hordes, and only keeps the ascendant

by perpetual energy and attention to a nia>> i f

apparently trivial details. His first difficulty is

that of arousing intelligent interest and enlisting

the essential co-operation of all ranks : when
that has been surmounted the battle is already

half won.

(b) Anti-vermin measures

This matter is so important that i:

needed for the following list of measures which,

while making no pretence of being compl
afford alternative- suitable for all conditions, and

ae of which are supplied by even th

meagre of equipments. Rather is an apol

due for the fact that lack of spa(

attempt to do more than list t! which

appear the most useful. Ua-

tions are described in Chapter VI.
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Destruction of Lice

Pediculus capitis

A mixture of kerosene and olive oil, equal parts,

rubbed on the head, and washed off after twenty-

four hours.

Kerosene and all volatile hydrocarbons applied

neat.

Ten per cent, acetic acid (or vinegar) and fine-

It combing.
Four per cent, formalin solution.

Ammoniated mercury ointment.

Five per cent, of oleate of mercury in ether.

The Germans have adopted the method of

shaving the head, which is as radical as most of

their methods, and is merely a reversion to the

days of our forefathers, who shaved their heads
and wore wigs less from foppery than from a

desire for sleep at night free from cephalic irrita-

tion.

Pediculus humanus

The body louse presents a distinct problem,

owing to the fact that it lives in the clothing.

There are two methods of attack.

(a) To kill both adults and ova forthwith.

Of the many means vaunted, steam sterilization,

although difficult and very expensive to apply

on the requisite scale, has borne the test of practical

trial in our hands. Hot ironing of the seams of

clothing has also been successful.

(b) To kill the adults forthwith and to smear
all the interior seams of clothing with grease

which will asphyxiate the young as they hatch

from the ova. It is obvious that by this means
cure will only be complete when the last batch

of eggs is hatched, which may not occur for six

weeks. Meanwhile, however, comfort i> assured,

and laying of more eggs is prevented.
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Destruction of Fleas

The adults are best killed by powdei hich

the following have been proved efiectn on-

junetion with grease on seams of clothing, in the

following order :

(i) N.C.I, powder consisting of 2 per cent. 1

of iodoform and creasote, with 96 per cent,

of naphthaline. One ounce per man should

dusted on the interior of all clothing once a week.
It is most effectual if the men dust their clothes

freely and roll themselves and their clothing tightly

in blankets for the night. Few, if any, lice will

be found alive on the following morning.
(ii) Zinc oxide and French chalk (magnesium

silicate) 25 per cent, of each, with 50 per cent, of

ammoniated mercury.
(iii) Keating's powTder (pyrethrum).

For asphyxiating the young as the}' hatch, the

most suitable grease is a jelly of crude mineral

oil 9 parts, soft soap 5 parts and water 1 part.

This compound is known as " verniijelli.
M One

ounce per man smeared once a week on all interior

seams of the clothing has been found effective

in conjunction with the above dusting powders.

It is claimed that benefit has also been derived

from wearing around the neck, waist, and cal

worsted fillets smeared with unguentum hvdrar-

gyri.

Other much advertised methods have proved
far le>> useful than the above forms of treatment,

and thus do net call for detailed mention here, the

majority being quite ineffective.

Pulex irritans

(a) Fleas may be dealt with on the body by :

Pyrethrum powder (Keating), which mu^t be

fresh.



Destruction of Bi

Oil of pennyroyal, which has considerable value
i repellent.

Iodoform sprinkled on the clothing. From
persona] experience in the Bea-rinfested stations in

the Himalayas one can confirm the statemenl
that sprinkling of iodoform under the doormat
is most effective in keeping fleas out of quart

(b) For killing fleas in the floors of infested

rooms, we have the methods proved to be effective

in the treatment of plague houses in India :

—

(i) The burning on the floor of a six-inch deep
layer of straw, which is applicable to native huts

with mud floors and walls. Fleas—which, as a

rule, can only jump about four inches—are burnt.

(ii) Saturating of floors by an emulsion in water
of 5 per cent, cresol, with or without 20 per cent, of

soft soap solution, gives excellent results.

Sprinkling a flea-infested floor with flaked

naphthaline and closing the room for twenty-four

hours is also effective. Prior to this treatment, all

cracks in the floor should be filled up, and into all

holes, such as mouse-holes, a solution of naphthaline

in benzine should be poured.

Cimex lectularius

As the bug lives mostly in cracks in walls and
furniture, it must be attacked there. This leads

to the mention of various fumigation methods,
which are also applicable to other vermin.

Sulphur dioxide may be used—one pound per

1000 cubic feet.

Camphor and phenol, equal parts—four ounces
per 1000 cubic feet.

Fresh pyrethrum powder—five ounces per 1000
cubic feet.

When any of these substances is used, it is

necessary that the exposure be as long as possible,
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Destruction of Rats

and it is further desirable thai the vermin- many
of which are merely stupefied—should be promptly
swept up and burnt.

Hydrocyanic acid gas is lethal, but is too dan-

gerous for practice.

Rats

This section would be incomplete withoul some
reference to the means of destruction of Brown
and Black Rat, seeing that this is so important a

part of the prophylaxis of plague, which is con-

veyed to man by Xenopsylla cheopis, and seven

other species of rat fleas.

The early successes claimed for various bacterial

poisons have not been confirmed.

The safest poison is phosphorus, which is made
up into pills containing 4 per cent.

Sulphur dioxide is effective if it can be con-

centrated and confined.
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CHAPTER VI

M EDICAL ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRA-
TION AND DUTIES IN THE FIELD

Having dealt with certain desiderata and dangers
of active service, we now turn to the organization

and administration by means of which field

sanitation is controlled.

Although—in its widest interpretation—sanita-

tion concerns all medical officers and all medical
organization, we may not now discuss matters
relating to the care of sick and wounded, save as

regards measures for dealing with cases of specific

infective disease.

Before proceeding to detailed descriptions,

there are certain prevalent misconceptions which
make it desirable to define the precise role of the
medical service in relation to war.

(a) The essential duty of the medical officer

The essential duty of the medical officer is the

first point to be considered. It is clearly enun-

ciated by Sir Evelyn Wood, after a long and varied

experience of the staff, in the following quotation :

"Medical officers are trusted staff officers whose
duty it is to guard the troops against disease, with

the object of increasing fire effect by raising the-



The Role of the Medical Service in War

fighting value of the troops and reducing hospital

transport and establishments.'
1

The primary duty of the medical offia r is thus

identical with that of every other m( mber of the

force, i.e. defeat of the enemy in the short
possible time and with the smallest national ]<

(b) Humanitarian considerations

How far is this primary duty compatible with
humanitarianism ? Colonel Melville tersely sum-
marizes his opinion on this interesting problem
thus :

" The price of success in war is human life

and suffering, and it is for the commander to decide

on the terms of payment. He may decide to p;

the price in exhaustion and disease, or in terms of

bayonet and gunshot wounds."
The matter is thus taken out of the hands of the

medical service, and humanitarian instincts may
only be afforded scope when they do not interfere

with the essential end of bringing the war to a

successful conclusion with the minimal ultimate

loss.

A moment's thought shows that this view is in

accordance with the generally accepted tenets of

all medical practice : the first aim of the prac-

titioner is not to -remove pain but to remove the

cause of the pain. As the cause of suffering in war
is the state of war itself, victory is the one remedy
for both the disease and the suffering which it

occasions. No individual considerations—whether

of suffering or death—can 1 itted to retard

the prosecution and progress of the national cure.

Further study however indicates that the

matter is not merely a physical one, to be ex-

pressed in terms of somany In : in balan<

results we have also to weigh p^

on fighting efficiency. This aspect of the pro-
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Humanitarianism

Mem demands careful consideration when a d

is being made .is to the extent to which the medical
officer is justified in jeopardizing his own life,

On the one hand loss by the unit of rts medical
officer at a critical juncture is a serious disaster.

On the other hand, the sense of security afforded

to the men by the assurance that medical aid is

close at hand in case of urgent need is a psycho-

logical factor the value of which in the fight may far

outweigh the risk of loss of medical personnel. It

is interesting to note that the most common
apprehension among men going into action is that

of death from haemorrhage, which they firmly

believe that the medical officer can always arrest

if only he can reach the wounded man in time.

Personally, one holds the view that the medical

officer should be near his unit in all engagements,
and it is certain that thereby he will enormously
enhance his influence with men who know that

he has shared their dangers in order to be at hand
to render prompt aid in the event of their dire

extremity.

This instance is illustrative of many in which
psychological factors justify the exercise of

humanitarian instincts which it would otherwise be

our duty to repress.

Fortescue, in his " History of the British Army,"
gives an account of Marlborough's last campaign
and a description of one remarkable forced march.

That account contains the following sentence :

" Hundreds dropped and many died there and
then, but they were left where they lay : . . .

each regiment pushed on with such men as still

survived." To the humanitarian of keen imagina-

tion there is something inexpressibly callous in this

bald narrative of the leaving of dying men by
the wayside, but to the combatant all is justified
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Relations of Medical and Combatant Officers

by the fact that the force of this reL ntless hui

wave swept it on to almost immediate \

which was thereby purchased at a comparatively
trivial cost.

(c) Professional interests

To turn for amoment to professional inter*

it must first be realized th-a medical knowledge and
sanitary art have but one value in the field, which
is gauged by their effect on the massing of rifles

at the decisive point and moment.
The medical officer who regards the campaign

as an expedition for the furtherance of medical
knowledge, regardless of all military considerations,

forgets that conservation of all national resources

is essential, and that economy is one of the dominant
factors in success—economy of money, of time and
of transport.

(d) The relation of the medical to the com-

batant branch

It is the duty of the medical officer, as regards

matters beyond the immediate professional care

of patients, to advise only. If he carefully frames

his advice in accordance with the foregoing prin-

ciples, and on lines of practical common sense,

he will establish a reputation for soundness, and
secure the combatant officer as his best ally.

The more able is he to put matters in a light which
will enable the combatant to understand the

scientific reasons for the measures advised, the

more likely is his advice to be followed.

On the commanding officer rests the whole

responsibility of either accepting or rejecting

medical advice. If he accepts it, he accepts a

the responsibility of providing for its being carried

into effect. The commanding officer alone is in
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Military Formations

ession of full knowledge oi the purely combat-
ant considerations which must determine wh<
the suggested measures are practicable and
pedient, and in some cases it is undesirabl
impossible for him to explain precisely to the
medical officer why medical suggestions cannot be
carried out.

The medical officer who takes it as a personal
affront, and sulks when his advice is not adopted,
is not only guilty of insubordination, but is liable

to proceed to a grave dereliction of duty by
abstaining from tendering further advice which
it is his duty to give. The only correct attitude
for the medical officer under the circumstances is

to assume, with a smile, that combatant exigencies
are responsible. He should renew his advice—if he
still considers it sound and important—in another
form or at a more opportune moment.

A. COMBATANT ORGANIZATION IN THE FIELD
1. Formations and distribution of the force

To the civilian practitioner, coming into touch
for the first time with military formations, the

classifications appear puzzling, and Fig. 20 may
prove useful.

This Table, and the definitions given in the

Field Service Pocket-book, should make the general

classification clear.

Administrative units are those whose primary
function is to maintain the efficiency of the fighting

units. In some cases they are armed and prepared
to give a good account of themselves in an emer-
gency. Some are permanently immobilized on
the lines of communication, and others form
integral. parts of the field army ; but in either 1
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An Army in the Field

the personnel comes under the definition of
" troops."

The relation of various formations, units and
personnel of the forces in the Hold to the line!

communication, from base to firing-lira own

FORCES IN FIELD

l

IELDARMY IMMOBILE SECTION

GARRISONS

FIELD UNITS L.OF C DEFENCE

UNITS
COAST
DEFENCES

L.O.C. ADMIN.
UNITSFIGHTING UNITS ADMIN. UNITS

(R.A.M.C. &)

Fig. 20

in the Frontispiece, which also indicates the

channels of supply.

The composition of these forces is stated in

detail in War Establishments, and summari.
in the Field Service Pocket-book. It thus calls

for no discussion here, but a few remarks on
distribution of these formations in relation to the

lines of communication may prove useful.

Whenever possible, the main line of communica-
tion is a railway, in connection with which a b

and an advanced base are located respectively as

near as is convenient to the overseas port and the

zone of active operations. The most advan
points on the rail to which stores can be sent are

known as the " rail-heads," and it is most desirable
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Composition and Distribution

thai each army should be supplied through a

separate rail-head of its own.
The point at which the main line divides into

branches feeding the several armies is known
the "regulating station," and it is in the neigh-

bourhood of the regulating station that the ad-

vanced base is usually located. Here too the

commander-in-chief may have his headquarters,

whence he can control both the lines of com-
munication and the fighting formations spread

out fan-like before him. This general head-

quarters is the centre of the great web, and on
its staff are the heads of all the administrative

services.

Behind the commander-in-chief is the next most
important officer of the force—the inspector-

general of communications (the " I.G.C."), who
controls the whole lines of communication up to the

refilling points to be described later. This officer

has upon his staff the second senior officers of the

administrative services.

The normal positions of these most important

headquarters are indicated in columns abreast of

the plate (frontispiece).

This preliminary sketch clears the way for

detailed notes on certain matters which more
particularly concern the medical service.

2. Supply Channels

The channels by which the forces are supplied

are indicated on the left-hand side of the frontis-

piece. This was formerly a matter of great medical

importance because the empty, returning supply-

transport was used to bring back the sick and

wounded. It may still be so used, and a brief

description of the procedure is therefore advisable.
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Channels of Supply

From the rail-heads, supplies arc conveyed by
motor-lorry supply-columns to " rendezvous

"

arranged in advance by the headquart
armies. There the columns are mel by divisional

staff officers who condud them to " refilli

points" when 1 the supplies are transferred to

divisional supply-trains, and where the sphere
control of the I.G.C. ends. The suppiy-tr.

u cany the loads to their divisions. This
procedure constitutes the daily routine, both the
supply-columns and trains making the double
journey to and from the refilling point each day.

The sick and wounded used formerly to be carried

by the wagons of the supply-train as far as the

refilling point, where they were transferred to

supply-columns and by them conveyed to rail-head.

The difficulties of this procedure were great. One
of the most trying duties of the medical servi

was that of getting patients, at odd hours, often at

night, to uncertain and constantly-changing start-

ing points for the wagons, which were frequently

missed, waited for, or delayed. The jolting in

rough, unfitted supply wagons inflicted much
suffering on the patients, while night travel made
it most difficult for the medical personnel to a<

quately attend to their needs. It was impossible

to disinfect the wragons after they had carried

infective cases, and before they were again us

to carry food to the troops—a most insanit

alternation of use.

The provision of light motor 1 1 1 has 1.

it possible to give separate vehicles for use

patients—to their gre l, to the relief of the

medical service, and with an actual reduction of

traffic congestion on the roads. Motor com
for sick and wounded, fully fitted and equipped

for the comfort and care of patients, now travel
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at their own time and speed. It is probable thai

the success which has attended this innovation
will prevent reversion to the former unsatisfactory

system of utilizing supply wagons for sick conv

3. Staff organization

The organization of the staff is popularly re-

garded as a matter which the newly-joined medical

officer finds it difficult to grasp, hence it calls for

attention.

The general staff overseas is responsible for the

whole conduct of military operations. For this

purpose it is organized in three branches, the first

of which retains the name of " general staff/' and
controls the actual fighting, while the other two
branches take over responsibility for all matters

accessory thereto. The responsibilities of the

branches—as far as they concern the medical ser-

vice—are summarized in the following Table.

Branch Responsibilities

i. " General Staff.' ' All matters concerning the

actual operations of war.

2. The Adjutant- Care of sick and wounded

—

General's accommodation, casualt y
lists, invaliding, burial of

the dead.

Medical equipment.

Supply and discipline of medi-

cal personnel.

Sanitary measures.

Reports and returns.
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3. The Quarter- (a) Director of Suppli

master- Food, forage, fuel, 1 i
;«_c

1 1 1 and
General's disinfectants.

(b) Director of Ordnance Sup-

plies.

Clothing, equipment and
non-medical stor<

(c) Director of Transport.

Transport, other than by
railway.

(d) Director of Railway Tl

port.

Railway transport.

(e) Director of Work
Buildings and camps on the

lines of communication.

These three branches have their representati

—either in a separate or in a combined capacity

—

on all headquarters down to those of divisions.

It is most important to realize that, quite rightly,

these staff officers insist that matters coik

their staff branches should be referred to them.

Any attempt, therefore, to short-circuit the

established channels of communication—by di:

application to higher authority, over the heads
of the staff officers of the formation concerned

—must necessarily lead to friction and, in the

long run, to delay. This aspeel is particularly

commended to the attention of the new-corn-

The medical service is under the control of the

general staff branch with regard to tactical dis-

positions, but for all other purposes is under I

adjutant-general 's branch.
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4. Orders

The distinction between operation routine and
standing orders is another difficulty to the new-
comer. Bu1 this is explained so clearly in Chapter
III ofthe Field Service Pocket-book thai it is only
necessary to give the reference to page 55 of that

compact mass of useful information.

B. MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN THE FIELD

The medical organization in the field may be
dealt with under the following heads :

(1) Personnel of medical officers.

(a) Administrative (Staff) officers.

(b) Executive officers.

(2) Medical units.

(a) Non-sanitary.

(b) Sanitary.

(3) Duties.

(a) Of officers.

(b) Of units.

1. Personnel of medical officers

The sanitary officers with the forces in the field

may, for our purposes, be grouped as (a) Adminis-
trative and (b) Executive ; although this classi-

fication is not official, it is convenient. Before

proceeding, it must be pointed out that the con-

ditions met with in the present war have necessi-

tated adaptations in organization, and may again

lead to modification of the frontispiece.

(a) Medical Staff Officers

(1) The Director-General of Medical Services

Overseas is attached to the Adjutant-General's
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Medical Staff Officers

branch of the Commander-in-Chi< n- i.e.

Genera] Headquarters, ist Echelon.

On the persona] stag of the Director-General is

the Assistant Director of Medical Services (Sanitary

duties).

(j) Nexi in seniority arc the Directors of Medical

Services. Formerly the senior medical officer with
the expeditionary fori 3 the D.M.S. of the

force, but it has been found necessary in I

present war to have several D.M.S. 's, and create

the higher appointment of Director-General.

There is thus a D.M.S. attached to the 1 the

I.G.C.J and this officer should have on his personal

staff an Assistant Director of Medical Services

(Sanitary).

F( r the Field Army it has been found 11

-

to have other D.M.S/s and it will probably pr<

necessary to provide one such officer and an
A. D.M.S. (Sanitary) for each army.

(j) Then come the Deputy Directors of Medical

Services attached to the staffs of army corps, and
each having under his orders an A.D.M.S, (Sanitary).

(4) The next senior medical-stall appointment
is that of Assistant Director of Medical Services,

re being one A.D.M.S. for each division, each

base and each advanced base, whose functions are

inly non-sanitary; while A.D/s M.S.

aie attached to the staffs of the D.G., each D.M.S.

and each D.D.M.S that all formations lai

than a division have the services of a

esp< cially for sanitary duti<

(5) There is a D.A.D.M.S. attached t<> each

divisional A.D.M.S..; ist him i:

duties and supervise the divisional sanitation.

That brings u> to the end of the

iel. for brigades an medically controlled

bv the divisional staff, and only in a



Sanitary Officers

being detached will its senior medical ofl

undertake staff duties.

(b) Sanitary Officers

In genera] it must be considered thai every
medical officer is a sanitary officer, but pra<

and nomenclature have led to certain officers bring

irded as having special sanitary duties.

The sanitary staff-officers have already been
designated, and it remains now to mention the
Specialist Sanitary officers, who are distributed to

each base, advanced base, rail-head, Sanitary

Section and Divisional Sanitary Section, and at

any other areas constituted sanitary districts by
the D.G.

Finally, each officer in medical charge of a unit

is essentially a sanitary officer to his unit.

It will conduce to clarity if the duties of the

medical personnel of the forces in the field be con-

sidered later separately from their distribution.

2. Medical units

The medical units in the field may be divided

into those whose duties are (a) principally sanitary

and (b) those whose duties are principally non-

sanitary ; with the latter we are not now directly

concerned, but it may be useful to simply enumer-
ate them and state their accommodation for

patients, seeing that this information is not con-

centrated at any one point in existing regulations.

(a) Medical Units without Special

Sanitary Duties

The division is the basis of military calculations,

for it is an army in miniature, with every arm and
service represented, and is capable of wholly
independent action. Consequently, the basis of
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Medical Units in the Field

calculation for a force, as regards medical units

required, is the number of units needed per division

in the field. Those units are indicated in the

frontispiece, with the approximate positions which
they may occupy on the lines of communication.

Per division in the jwld

Unit
Num-
ber.

Each unit gives Accommodation
t >r patienl -

Field Ambulances
(Infantry),

fCasualty Clearing
Station

Stationary Hospitals
( ieneral Hospitals .

Ambulance Train .

3

i

2

1

I

40 lying or 120 sitting 11p

200
200

100

* The Cavalry Field Ambulances with a Cavajry
division are 4 in number and each affords accommodation
for 28 lying or 96 sitting-up patients.

f The old Clearing Hospital has now become the
" Casualty Clearing .Station." It is provided with trans-

port by the I.G.C.

For the force—in addition to the ah

Certain other units are provided apart from thedivi

basis.

Convalescent depots—organized near General J

pitals, as needed.
Medical store depots advanced and base dej

Hospital ships— each to take jo officers and 200 other

patients.

(6) Medical Units with Special Sanitary
I M ill -

These units and the general scheme of their

distribution are indicated in the frontispiece.
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Sanitary Units in the Field

(i) Sanitary section

Sanitary sections are distributed similarly to

S.S.O.'s [vide p. 177) and may be attached to

circus on L. of C. or to divisions in the field. The
personnel consists of a nucleus of :

1 Specialist sanitary officer

2 Non-commissioned officers

23 Rank and file.

To this nucleus there may be added, at the di

tion of the Director-General, an indefinite number
of sanitary squads, with the following personnel :

1 Non-commissioned officer

5 Rank and file.

A sanitary squad is detachable to act as a small

independent unit posted at an outlying position

in a sanitary district, e.g. at a railway post, as

indicated in the frontispiece.

Additional labourers are attached to Sanitary

Sections as required, and are drawn from the

cheapest labour market.

(2) Regimental sanitary establishment

Although this establishment is not precisely

within the definition of a medical unit, it is under
the orders of the regimental medical officer and
may conveniently be considered at this point.

(i) Water-duty men. The R.A.M.C. personnel

consists of one N.C.O. and four rank and file per

infantry battalion—or proportionate numbers for

other units. They are specially trained in all

duties relating to the provision of a pure water-

supply.

Eight men per infantry battalion may U pro-

vided, on requisition by the medical officer, for

the purpose of special work in connection \
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Regimental Sanitary Establishment

water-supplies. As this fact is noi generally

known, and only one reference to these mc!H

made in regulations, it is advisable to quote the
reference. It is found in Field Service Regu-
lations, Part i, paragraph 46, page 70.

(ii) Sanitary detachment. This consists of I

mental personnel fully trained in duties relating to

field conservancy and disinfection. One N.C.O.
and eight men per battalion—or a proportional

number for other units as laid down in " V
Establishments "—are so employed under
orders of the regimental medical officer, and should

give their whole time to this work.
Full information regarding the personnel and

duties of medical units is given in the Field Sen
Manual, A.M.S. (Expeditionary Force) and in

R.A.M.C. Training, chaps, xiii to xvii.

3, Duties of medical personnel

In peace it is the duty of the War Office staff to

prepare for war at any time and in any country.

General preparations in the widest sens

organized, and the special conditions of possible

campaigns are studied. All relevant informati

re climate, epidemiology, endemic di- and
transport is collected and digested. On the

outbreak of war, these records should afford all

the necessary data upon which special u i

and calculations may be based. Upon the dis-

patch of a force to the scene ns, the

traditional policy of the service is that th

batant and administrative heads of tl

force should be controlled as litti ssible b

home, and that the War Office nld

devote their energies to providing the striking

force with whatev* mmander think- necessary

for tla- successful prosecution of the war.
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Importance of Sanitary Duties

Before proa eding to outline the dun.- ol the
medical personnel specially concerned with sanita-

tion, it is well to consider the relative importance
of certain spheres of energy.

It is impossible to over-emphasize the view,
already discussed, thai the essential aim of the

medical service is maintenance of fighting effi-

ciency. To this primary duty all othet consider-

ations must be wholly subordinated.

In tins connection the enormous importance of

sound sanitation on the lines of communication
is obvious. However satisfactory the civil sani-

tary organization in the zone of active opera I

may have been prior to hostilities, it is inevitable

that a certain amount of disorganization and
inefficiency must result from the increased demands
and stress of war. An advancing wave of fully

officered, equipped and organized units should
leave in its wake few insanitary conditions, but
the matter is very different when small detach-
ments subsequently use the lines of communica-
tion. These detachments lack equipment, trained

personnel and organized medical supervision,

and consequently the routes tend to become
progressively more insanitary. The consequent
potential danger becomes an actual menace when
the routes still later are traversed by returning

infective patients. The ultimate result is that

the lines of communication, which should serve

to maintain the fighting strength by a stream

of healthy reinforcements, are apt rather to prove

a source of weakness owing to men who hav< been

infected en route to the front becoming foci

of infection in the ranks. It is thus evident that

there can be few more important duties in the

field than those which deal with the maintenance
of sound sanitation along the whole lines of com-
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Duties of Medical Staff Officers

munication. As regards the measures to

adopted, those relating to conservancy and the
protection of water-supplies will be deall with in

detail under their respective sections, and only their

general scope need be indicated here.

Director-General of Medical Services overseas and

his Sanitary Staff

(i) The Director-General overseas controls the

medical service of the force and advises the Com-
mander-in-Chief on all matters concerning the
health of the troops. His expert adviser upon all

matters of hygiene and sanitation is his A. I). M.S.
(Sanitary), whose duty it is to keep in close touch
with the needs of the troops, both by constant

personal investigation and by careful analysis of all

available statistical returns of sickness ; to form-

ulate practical measures for the maintenance of

fighting efficiency—whether by improving the

genera] health, lessening the risk of preventable

disease, or by diminishing losses from such sickness

as must inevitably occur in spite of every sanitary

precaution ; to suggest, initiate and supervise such

work and organization as may be required to

achieve these objects. These duties must obvi-

ously begin by the earliest possible issr

as to the methods of sanitation which should

adopted, and the making of arrangements for

supply of the necessary sanitary equipment and
material.

The importance and onerous nature <>f tl

duties are so obvious that emphasis is unnecessary.

It is safe to say that there is no individual oft:

overseas whose ability and qnergy -hould h

more influence upon the maintenai

strength.
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Duties of Sanitary Staff Officers

Two points are evident in relation to the duties

of this appointment- the firsl is thai in a

campaign it is impossible for a single officer to

effectually with the whole area of operations ; the
second is that the A. I). M.S. (Sanitary) at G.H.Q.
should therefore himself undertake responsibility

for the most important zone, i.e. that in advance
of rail-heads, and Leave the lines of communication
up to and including rail-heads to the next most
senior sanitary officer with the force, i.e. the
A.D.M.S. (Sanitary) attached to the staff of the
I.G.C.

Directors of Medical Services and their Sanitary Staff

(2) Next we come to the Directors of Medical
Services, and the newness of these appointments
makes it impossible to speak definitely regarding
either their staff officers or their duties, as far as

the D.M.S.'s of armies are concerned.

The D.M.S. of the L. of C. is attached to the

staff of the I.G.C. and is responsible for the medical
service and sanitation of the lines of communica-
tion and for all arrangements concerning the con-

veyance of sick and wounded from refilling points

(or their modern equivalent) to the home port.

On his staff is an A.D.M.S. (Sanitary) whose
sphere of administrative (as distinct from execu-

tive) responsibility embraces the whole area con-

trolled by the I.G.C, and thus includes all not

administered as regards sanitation by the A.D.M.S.
(Sanitary) G.H.Q. whom he should constantly

consult and keep in touch with. These two
officers thus divide the sanitary administration of

the whole area of operations, including the work of

A.D/s M.S. with armies and army corps, which has

been outlined sufficiently in para. (1) of this section

and in Chapter IV as to make a detailed summa rv
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Specialist Sanitary Officers*—
unnecessary. The details of the executiveworkwhich
they supervise will be better dealt with when taking

the duties of subordinate officers engaged in sani-

tary duties.

Specialist Sanitary Officers

(3) It is convenient next to deal with the

Specialist Sanitary Officers, who arc distributed as

already indicated. Their functions are executive,

and may be summarized as those of a civilian

M.O.H. plus certain essentially military duties such
as the organization of sanitary policing, supervision

of all arrangements for the comfort, conservancy,

ablution and feeding of troops at railway stations,

control of all matters concerning the health of

military personnel employed on the railway lines

of communication, the cleanliness of billets in

billet-towns, etc.

It is thus indicated that among the most im-

portant duties of these officers are those relating

to the railway stations in their districts. The first

point to be noted is that of the conditions under
which the railway staff often live. The men are

scattered along the line and make what arrange-

ments they can, living in odd waiting-rooms or

railway carriages shunted on to sidings. Lack
of organized medical supervision and executive

responsibility leads to these habitations being

frequently in an insanitary condition. They
provide the first problem to be tackled by the

keen S.S.O.

The next point to be dealt with is that of the

arrangements necessary for the troops passing

through in troop trains. Water supplies and
conservancy are discussed elsewhere, but here it

is necessary to consider certain other needs. With
regard to the food supply, the S.S.O. should
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—Duties on L. of C.

ascertain that satisfactory arr;

made for provision of refreshments a1 the

where troop trains commonly halt. Entrained
troops sutler considerably from long sojourns
in trains, and the trouble spent in making ade-

quate arrangements for provision of ho1 tea or

bovri] is amply repaid by the appreciation of the

men.
The same remark applies to ablution facilil

Trains halt for quite long periods at certain points,

and at these points it is not difficult to provide
ablution enclosures close beside the line. A
kindly understanding with the local administrative

service representative will often achieve in a few-

hours what it would take as many days to procure

through the usual official channels. Railway Staff

and R.E. officers are among the best friends of the

S.S.O.

In these sanitary districts, well behind the

firing-line, civilian sanitary organization should

have been re-established, and work in connection

with conservancy should be far less than in billet-

towns beyond rail-heads. It is of the utmost
importance that cordial relations and effective co-

operation be maintained with the civil sanitary

administration. The S.S.O. has under his orders

a Sanitary Section, and is given such sanitary

squads in addition as may be considered necessary.

Sanitary Sections

(4) The fact that sanitary sections are a product

of the present war makes it necessary to deal with

their duties and organization at greater length,

for their services have proved so valuable is to

ensure the permanent inclusion of these units in

our army organization.
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Medical Staff of a Division

The duties of the personnel of sanitary sect;

are primarily those of inspection and advice on
all matters concerning sanitation : attention

should not be merely confined to questions of con-

servancy, but should be extended to all factors

affecting the physical well-being of the troops.

The responsibility of officers commanding units,

for the sanitary condition of their unit areas, is

laid down in para. 83, Field Service Regulations,

part ii, and remains unaffected by the organiza-

tion of special sanitary units. The expert adviser

of each C.O. being the medical officer of the unit,

who has regimental sanitary personnel at his

disposal, the utmost tact is required in order to

carry out inspection and to get defects remedied

without friction. A merely critical attitude

without readiness to assist, is to be deprecated.

On the other hand, work which should be under-

taken by unit personnel should not be assumed by
the personnel of sanitary sections, or they will

rapidly be prevented by overwork from carrying

out their proper duties as indicated above.

Scheme of Conservancy to be adopted

The general scheme of conservancy which is to

be adopted should have been laid down and

embodied in a circular issued to A.D.'s. M.S. of

divisions. This should be adhered to wherever

possible.

The scheme is not intended to check individual

initiative with regard to the details of execution

of the general policy adopted in order to insure

uniformity of procedure. Any difficulty, there-

fore, arising from special local conditions should be

met by appropriate adjustn*
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Sanitary Sections

Summary of Sanitary Sec/ion Organization

(a) Duties of Commanding
Ojffi

Arrangements should be made whereby the
office routine, and the interior economy of the

unit can be carried out with the minimal personnel,

so that the special duties for which the section

has been formed may be performed with the
utmost possible efficiency.

The area for the sanitation of which the section

is responsible should be mapped out, and the
boundaries of sub-areas allotted to N.C.O.'s
should be clearly defined on the map. The
positions of points at which grave sanitary defects

exist should be flagged.

If verbal representations by subordinates fail

to secure remedy of sanitary defects by the units

concerned, the O.C. Section should send a written

report to the medical officer of the unit ; if this

also fail, a report in writing should be made to

the A.D.M.S. (Sanitary) or D.A.D.M.S. Copies of

all such reports should be filed.

In the absence of the medical officer of a unit

the best time for making representations to

commanding officers is between 9 and 10 a.m.,

when the fatigues for the day are usually being

arranged. Urgent matters may be brought to

the notice of the adjutant at any time.

Special care should be taken to prevent, or

promptly report on, the leaving of occupied areas

in an insanitary condition.

When in sanitary charge of extra military ar<

the duties of the section are those performed in pe; 1 (i

-

time by medical officers of health and sanitary

inspectors. Special attention should be paid to the

location of cases of infectious disease among the

civil population, and detection of other
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Summary of Sanitary Section Organization

whence infection may be spread to the troo

This involves tactful co-operation with the civil

authorities.

(b) Dalies of subordinate personnel

The personnel available for sanitary duties

should be grouped under the N.C.O/s, each of

whom should have a dehnite area placed iind< r his

charge.

The N.C.O.'s are responsible for allotting duties

to their men, and for keeping suitable records

of the reports received from them. The i

should take the form of entries in a diary kept
by each N.C.O., the " Hospital Diary " being

suitable for this purpose. Items may be entered

under the following headings :

—

Current Defect noted and Result of Ftirt

number Date. action ta] action.

The senior N.C.O. is made responsible that the

day's notes are duly entered each night, and that

the positions of grave defects are flagged.

Artisans with a knowledge of carpentry, m<

working or building should instruct units regarding

structural improvements and repair of sanitary

appliances.

One man should be placed in charge of the office,

and make himself fully conversant with all details

of routine and records.

Two men are needed for cooking and servi<

food.

One man is required for the duties of camp
orderly.

A suitable division of the day's work is as

follows :

—
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Divisional Medical Staff

6.30 to 8.0 a.m.- -inspection.

9.45 to [2.30 p.m. -inspection.

1.0 to 3.0 p.m. -oflkluty.

to 5.0 p.m.- -inspection.

8.0 to co.o p.m.—occasional inspection, by
men excused the early in-

spection round lu-.xt day.

Divisional Medical Staff

(5) We can now pass on to the areas controlled

by divisions in advance of the rail-he. ids. For-
merly the A.D.MS, of each division was given
one staff officer—the D.A.D.M.S.—who was sup-

posed to assist in general staff duties, and to turn

his attention to sanitation in his spare hours. As
he had few spare hours, sanitation made a very
bad second to other staff duties, and it is obviou>lv

beyond the power of any one officer to effectually

carry out this double function. The institution

of divisional sanitary sections has solved the

difficulty, for the S.S.O. commanding the section

can act as sanitary officer to the division, under
the administrative supervision of the D.A.D.M.S.

It may be noted that in this advanced zone

civil sanitary control is largely disorganized, and
in consequence the armies must undertake far

more conservancy work and deal with infective

disease among the civil population to a greater

extent than is necessary on the lines of communica-
tion. For this purpose the personnel of the divi-

sional sanitary section is composed largely of men
trained as sanitary inspectors. The idea at presenl

is that the O.C. Sanitary Section should be pro-

vided with a motor bicycle and sidecar. When he

goes on his rounds to outlying villages in hi-

he takes a sanitary inspector with him, and, updn
finding matters urgently needing attention, he



Duties of Divisional D. A.D.M.S.—on the March

obtains the necessary labour, by fatigue or requisi-

tion on the civil population, and leaves the sanitary
inspector to supervise the work.
One of the most important duties is the sys-

tematic inspection of billets, both as to their con-

servancy and as to the arrangements made for the

cooking and service of food. Where, as is at

present frequently the case in quite small towi

there are upwards of a hundred separate bill*

many of which are occupied by detachments not
forming a part of large units provided with medical
officers of their own, this involves a very con-

siderable amount of work. Overcrowding is often

unavoidable, but it is at least as often not uniform,

and adequate inspection leads to salutary redis-

tribution and adjustment.
It has been made evident that the sanitary

company is of most use when the division is

stationary. We must now turn to the duties of

the D.A.D.M.S. when it is on the mo\

(i) On the Line of March

The D.A.D.M.S. must supervise arrangements

for the replenishment of water-bottles from
water-carts ; choose the source whence the latter

are to be subsequently refilled ; and see that

sterilization of the contents is immediately a
menced. He must exercise supervision <

conservancy at halting-places, and ensure that

excreta deposited by the roadside are properly

covered. He must ascertain that the tro<

suitably cooked food at the proper interval on

long marches.
He must most carefully observe the marching

troops, to see that they air maintaining their

condition, and not being depressed by any pre-
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—on Approaching Camp

ventable conditions. In other words, on the
march- as at all other times- he must be alerl to

detect any factors which interfere with the tin.-

comfort, and well-being of the troops. In this he

serves as the second line of observation, and
supervises the work of regimental medical offi<

(ii) On Approaching Camp

He rides on ahead, with a staff officer and a R.E.
officer, to select the camp site and make certain

advance preparations. The general duties in this

connection are laid down in chapter xiii. of the

R.A.M.C. Training, and need not be repeat ed here.

One or two notes may be added.
He is responsible for the quality and purification

of the water ; the R.E. officer is responsible for

its quantity and conveyance to suitable delivery

points ; the staff officer arranges for the picket-

ing and flagging of the various water sources.

The ideal camp is divided into living and sanitary

areas. As the end in view would be defeated if

adjacent units fronted in opposite directions, the

D.A.D.M.S. should decide, in conjunction with the

staff officer, as to which aspect the sanitary areas

of all units should be located on, and the staff

officer will indicate this to the unit representatives

to whom he points out their camp sites.

He should select the site for camp abattoirs.

He must not only investigate the existence of

infective diseases in adjacent houses, but must
arrange for the picketing of the infected hou
farms or villages, to prevent their being visited.

It may also be necessary for him to arrange for

isolation and disinfection, either in conjunction

with the civil authorities or on lias own initia-

tive.
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General Duties of a D. A.D.M.S. of a Division

(iii) On Occupying a Billet-town

The sanitation methods must be arranged with
the civil authority {vide infra).

Infectious cases must be located and the houses
picketed to prevent the troops occupying or

entering them.
The number of men per billet must be decided

upon in conjunction with the staff and medical
officers of units. The following means of rapid

calculation will obviate much mental arithmetic :

For rooms of from 15 to 25 ft. in width, allow

l\ ft. of length per man along each side wall. For
rooms over 25 ft. wide, allow 1 ft. of length per

man similarly. For good agricultural districts,

allow for ten men being billeted per one inhabi-

tant. For towrns and industrial districts, allow for

five men per inhabitant.

Any building which provides roof covering will

sefve as a billet.

For hospitals, the following data are useful :

Per patient

Desiderata 12^ X 8' x 12' high X 1200 c

Minima 6' X q\
f X 9* high X 400 c. ft.

The term minima does not indicate that in no circum-

stances may patients be accommodated in buildings

giving smaller space, but that in the event of U

being provided the measure should be regard

temporary expedient and be remedied at the ear]

possible moment. Apart from the objection to crowi

s which may be infective or become septic, i

pat: lifficult if less than .jo sq. ft. of floor arc,

provided per man.

(iv) General Dutu

Whether the division be on the march

stationary, there is one important duty whi

demands the immediate personal care oi the
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Duties of Regimental Medical Officers

D.A.D.M.S., and il is thai oi maintaining the

closest touch with acute Infective disease incidence
and its control. 1 lo should scrutinize all returns of

sickness and percentages inoculated in units.

Maintenance of adequate sanitary equipnu m
and supplies is an essential function which calls

for constant vigilance and supervision,

Another staff function is that of putting up
drafts of sanitary standing orders for consideration

by the A.D.M.S. This introduces the difficulty

that is experienced by recently commissioned
officers in understanding the classification of

orders on active service—a difficulty which can be
disposed of in a few words.

Operation orders deal with matters relating to

the actual tactical and strategical operations of

war.

Routine orders deal with matters not concerned
with operations, and which are unaffected by war.

Standing orders are those which adapt existing

regulations to war conditions, or which obviate

frequent repetition of operation and routine

orders. Standing orders have the advantage
from the sanitary standpoint that it is the duty
of every person to make himself acquainted with
them as soon as possible after joining the i<

Ignorance of their nature hence cannot be pleaded
as an excuse for non-compliance. Once a standing

order is published, it remains in force until

plicitly cancelled by a further standing order.

Regimental Medical Officers

(6) The final link in the chain is the Regimental

Medical Officer in charge of an individual unit,

whose duties are not only concerned with main-

tenance of health and prevention of sickness, but

also involve the keeping of a watchful eye upon
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Duties of Regimental Medical Officers

every factor which affects the comfort and well-

being of his men.
The allocation of responsibility as between the

commanding officer and the medicaJ i B&cer oi a

unit is succinctly stated in Field Service Regula-
tions, Part ii, paragraphs 83 (ii) and 84 (i and ii).

The final responsibility lies wholly with the com-
manding officer ; the medical officer is under his

orders; the sanitary personnel is under the medical
officer's orders, and its strength is laid down in

War Establishments.

Infective Disease

The need for early diagnosis and certain aspects

of the disposal of infective cases have already

been dealt with. The prompt detection and
control of infectious disease depends most
largely upon the regimental medical officer,

who is the first line of defence against epidemic

disease. The efficiency with which measures of

precaution are carried out in the unit depends
upon the whole-hearted and intelligent co-opera-

tion of every member of that unit. This in turn

must depend upon the power of the medical officer

to make the whole personnel of the unit understand

the reason and importance of the measures required,

and to exert a personal influence which will ensure

their being thoroughly carried out. The ideal

regimental medical officer must thus poss<

versatile abilities of no mean order, and the most
powerful ally that he has is the men's knowh d

that he shares their dangers and devotes a la

part of his enei securing their comf<

He must see that indent- submitted by the

unit for all sanitary equipment and supplies, and

he should carefully study Routine hat

he may know exactly what the unit is entitled to.
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On the March In Billets

On the March

Until Hearing the end of the day's march, the
medical officer will gain the mosl useful informa-

tion regarding the fitness of the unit, and be «t

most service, among the stragglers at the tail <>i

the regiment. Being mounted, he can rapidly

push on if an engagement should occur,

When camp is approached he should always be

among the first to arrive, and should bring his

sanitary men along with the 1 advance party,

that all sanitary arrangements will be well

advanced by the time the main body arrives. The
positions of latrines, urinals, kitchens and sull

pits should be marked as soon as possible.

Water and conservancy duties are discussed

later, and matters relating to food and cooking

have been already dealt with, but it is wrorth noting

that the keen Regimental M.O. will know exactly

the ration-scale, and see that the men get full

issues and well-cooked meals.

In Billets

Adequate space, warmth, good cooking and ser-

vice of food, general cleanliness and suitable con-

servancy arrangements should be provided for in

the first instance, and subsequently maintained

by unremitting care. One of the needs which

receives the least adequate attention in proportion

to its importance is that of suitable mean
relaxation and healthy mental occupation.

General

For the information of regimental medical offt

new to the army, the following summary of matters

of sanitation requiring their attention should prove



Points needing Attention by Medical Officers

useful as epitomizing regulations scattered tl

the following books :

—

R.A.M.C. Training and Manual of Elementary
Military Hygiene (in the orderly room of all

medical units).

Field Service Regulations, pari ii, and Field

Service Pocket-book (in the orderly room oi

unit in the field).

While stress of war may prevent some of the

indicated measures from being carried out, the

efficiency with wThich those measures are carried

out when possible is a gauge of the level of sanita-

tion under more strenuous conditions.

In this list, which makes no pretence of being

exhaustive, the items needing daily attention by
the Regimental M.O. are starred.

Points needing attention by Medical Officers of Units

(a) Relative to food

*i. Quality, variety and cleanliness of rations

and canteen stores.

*2. Quality and variety of cooking.

*3. Scrupulous cleanliness in delivery, pre]

tion and service of food.

(a) Medical history of all persons issuing,

preparing or serving food.

*(b) Health of all persons issuing, preparing

or serving food.

*(r) Kitchens should be protect* d from dust.

Soda, soap, and scrubbing brush; sterile

scouring sand; separate receptacles

hing hands, a tin of disinfectant solu-

tion, and separate towels for hands ; fly-

proof receptacles and fly-killing

lidded refuse receptacles and gn
trapped sullage-pits close at hand ; are
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Points needing Att ntion by Medical Officers

all required, and need mosl detailed daily

attention.

*((/) All messes should be located, it possible,

in separate huts or tents. All food n

be protected by By-proof cupboard
weighted muslin squares,

*(e) Towels for both kitchens and mes
must be washed and dried in the kitchen,
and an adequate number shown clean at

the daily inspect ion.

*(/) No native should handle food, or enter
a kitchen or mess.

(b) Relative to drink.

I. Protection of drinking water from danger of

contamination at all stages of delivery and storage.

(a) Periodical cleaning of the interiors of all

receptacles, tanks, water-carts, water-

bottles, chatties or fant asses—and steriliz-

ing subsequently with bleaching powder.

*(&) Provision, and use, of means to keep
water hoses out of the mud.

*2. Maintenance of all parts of water-carts in

good condition—protection of cylinders from rust
;

wheels and hose from sun ; etc.

*3. Source of mineral-waters and ice and milk

supplied to all canteens and messes.

*4. Maintenance of an adequate supply of chemi-

cals for sterilizing water—bleaching powder, alum,

or bi-sulphate of soda.

5. Exclusion of water-bottles of copper, zinc or

alloys—all of which yield toxic metals to bi-

sulphate solutions.

(c) Relative to conservancy

*i. Disposal of excreta and other infeel

matter with the minimum of risk of spread



Points needing Attention by Medical Officers

infection, especially as regards all n i for the

exclusion of flies from access to exen
*2. Disposal of all organic refuse and liquid

without affording food or breeding facilities to

insect-carriers of disease.

*3. Allotment of definite areas and dl]

Regimental Sanitary personnel, and supervision

of every latrine, urinal, incinerate ,
n and

grease-trapped soakage-pit on the unit are

Observation should be also maintained over the

a'ea within ioo yards around the camp.
*4. Efforts to destroy all insect-carriers of dis<

by attacking them at every stage of development.
(a) The destruction of flies by heat, p

traps, and tangle-foot.

(b) The oiling of collections of water Likely

to contain larvae.

(d) Relative to fitness of Troops

i. Physiological conditions.

(a) Adaptation of diet, exercise, clothing,

shelter and recreation to maintaining
maximum fighting efficiency, under the

special local conditions obtaining.

*(b) Provision of facilities for maintenai

of personal cleanliness. Examinati
men, their clothing and tents should be

made, at intervals, and measures taken

to deal with lack of cleanliness and

sence of vermin. Native laundrymen
should not be employed.

(c) Overcrowding requires a<

tilation of tents and exposure of their

to sun must be ensured.

(e) Relative to sickness

I. In addition to the foregoing measures to
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rd troops the protection againsl sickness con-

ferred by physiological fitness, e\ art must
be made to gel all men protected by prophylactic

inoculation. Prophylactic inoculations should be

entered in the men's pay-books, and periodically

drafts and reinforcements should be dealt with.

2. Sick-ratios should be carefully studied, and
prompt action taken to deal with unduly high pro-

tions of sickness due to preventable cause.

In the Trendies

Here there is much to be done. Sanitation, dry-

ness, prevention of frostbite, the supply of w
meals and hot tea—all tax the ingenuity of the

medical officer to suggest suitable means of secur-

ing. When the men return from their spell of

trench duty, hot food and drink should be avail-

able promptly, their wet clothing should be dried,

and anti-frostbite precautions should be enforced.

Not the least important result will be the assurance

thus conveyed to the men that thoughtful con-

sideration and practical energy has been devoted
to measures for securing their comfort. Such an

assurance will go far towards promoting that good
feeling which is the foundation of satisfactory

moral in the unit.

De-lousing

For the fearsome but useful neologism " to de-

louse " we are more indebted to Mr. Atkins than

he is grateful for the conditions responsible for its

evolution.

The problems of personal cleanliness and de-

lousing are closely allied and both have been left

for discussion to the end of this chapter because

they concern the whole personnel in the field and

no sanitary officer in particular. The A.D.M.S.



Bionomics of Lice

(Sanitary) indicates the method to be adopted,
and obtains sanction for the apparatus required

;

(lie D.A.D.M.S. organizes the divisional centr<

i he O.C. Sanitary Section supervises the actual work
;

the keen Regimental M.O. inspects some of his tnen

daily, and by plea, loan or theft gets some make-
shift of his own going if he finds his men verminous.

Before describing certain de-lousing installa-

tions in the field, it is advisable to review some
data of practical importance.*

(a) Bionomics of Lice

The eggs are laid under the seams of clothing,

even in greatcoats. They usually hatch in from
seven to ten days, but hatching may be delayed

for as long as six weeks, during which time young
lice may hatch out day by day from a heavily

infected garment, even although those that have
hatched have been killed off by the fortnightly

treatment. This should be explained to tl

who insist that a method is useless if it does not

wholly rid the men of lice at one treatment. If

grease be smeared down a)l seams of clothing, it

not only smears and asphyxiates the young as

they hatch out, but kills the female seeking a

secluded spot in- which to oviposit.

The louse takes at least sixteen days after hatch-

ing before it can lay its eggs. If, therefore, cloth-

ing be freed from viable eggs at intervals of a

fortnight no second generation is bred on the men,
and they can only be slightly infested by the few

lice that may wander on to them. That raises the

question of the extent to which lice wander from
their host. If they be left alive in untreated outer

clothing, they will get on to clean underclothing

* Messrs. Bacot, Peacock and Kinloch.

—

B.M.J.,
June 3, 1916.
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within half an hour after it has Ixcn pu1 on ; only
few wander on to blankets ; fewer still 1

1

as straw bedding ; and a most careful expert

search failed to find a single louse in five d

with a sinister reputation, even although the plank
lining was removed in two of them. The majority
of lice die within five days if removed from man,
and none survive after the ninth day. These I

dispose of the assertion that infestation occurs

when clean men return to " lousy dug-outs"

—

an assertion which is usually made by the do-

nothing brigade.

When once they infest a regiment, they breed
and spread with such speed that frequently over

95 per cent, of the men of regiments are host

the extent of an average of twenty lice per man.
The remaining 5 per cent, harbour over 100

apiece, and one observer (Peacock) has recorded a

man with over 10,000 live lice on him.

The lethal agents practically available are :

—

1. Heat.

ioo°C.—boiling water and steam kill lice in-

stantly, and eggs in i-| minutes.

6o°C.—if moist, kills lice in 6 minutes, and eggs

in 30 minutes.

6o
c
C.—if dry, kills lice in 4 minutes, and eggs in

20 minutes.

The heat at which a flat-iron is normally us

kills lice and eggs instantly.

2. Liquids.

Immersion in cresol is rapidly fatal.

Immersion in i\ per cent, cresol kills lice and

eggs within an hour.

3. Preparations for application to clothing.

These have been dealt with under insecticides,

in Chapter V. The combination of N.C.I. , a

dusting powder, with some such grease as "vermi-
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Equipment and Personnel Requirements

jelli "smeared down the clothing seams, stillremains
the most satisfactory for general use. One ounce
of each is required per man twice a week at first

,

and once a week later.

(b) Equipment and Personnel Requirements

These can best be based on divisional needs, and
160 men must be de-loused per hour, at nine hours'

work a day, if each man of the division is to be

treated at fortnightly intervals. Where and how
this can be done depends upon the tactical con-

siderations of whether troops can be brought to the

installation or whether the necessary apparatus
(described under field sterilization in Chapter IV)

must be brought to the division.

The kit for each man is given below, with a use-

ful calculation-datum of the equivalent, for sterili-

zation purposes, of thick blankets :

—

Kit. Equivalent in blankets

Greatcoat ...... t

Tunic and trousers (serge) . . . i

Underclothing and putt* . . . i

Blankets ...... 2

Total 5

The necessary exposure to si earn being 30
minutes, each charge should be loaded, de-lou^

and unloaded in 45 minutes. On this basis,

the capacities of apparatus and the numbers
required per division may be tabulated thus :

—

Kits par per
per hour. hour.

Serbian barrel (60 gall.

capacity) 2 7
10* So

Field sterilizing-box . 4 1 2 20* 4°
Thresh (small, portable

type) .... 10 33 50 16

Tram (2 trucks, each iS

ft. long) 150 450 600 1

* Proportion increased by saving of 5 minutes in load-

ing and unloading.
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If ironers be employed for treatmenl ol

clothing, each ironer takes 15 minutes to in n

each man's kit. Forty ironers per division n

therefore be permanently employed.

(c) De-lousing an Isolated Division

How difficult is the problem of organizin)

method which will permit of the necessary 1400

men a day being de-loused and afforded an oppor-

tunity of washing themselves all over with ;

ferably warm water, only those who have tried

to solve the problem know. The blankets must be

treated and dried in time for the men to sleep in

them at night ; clothing must be ready for the nan
to march away in at a reasonable hour to allow of

their getting back to their quarters ; underck th-

ing must be de-loused before being handed to the

men to wash for themselves ; the men must wash
all over before resuming their treated clothing

;

the man must be left with something to cover him-
self with, save for the ten minutes which he is

allowed for his ablutions.

This can only be accomplished by most careful

organization, by strict adherence to the time-table,

and by maintaining vigorous fires—the efficacy

of treatment being controlled by periodical exam-
ination to treated clothes to see that no live lice

remain.

The manner in which this can be done has, with

manifold adjustments and re-adjustments, been

worked out as follows for desert conditions.

There are required :

—

80 Serbian barrels.

500 feet length of canvas troughs.

140 shower-bath platforms, each fitted with a

kerosene tin finely perforated at the b;

or alternatively the same number oi

washing-basins. 203
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1400 spare blankets.

90 lb. each of N.C.I, and vermijelli.

14 trench furnaces, each to heat a row

kerosene tins, the whole domed over with
a mixture of one part of chopped straw
(tibbin) to eight parts of clay 01 desert-

sand made into a thick paste with water

q.s. and baked,

q.s. of water and fuel.

q.s. of a mixture of kerosene and olive oil aa.

The time-table works out thus :

—

Charges.

1 fnder-

clothes

and
put tecs.

So

Tunics
and

trousers.

Great-
coats. Blankets.

Serbian
barrel,

starts.

8 a.m.

80 — — — 8.40

40 4° — - — (>20

200 80 — — 10.0

80 — —
. IO. }<>

200 1 \.2

80 — I2.0

40 4° ! 2.4O

200 So 1.20 All clothii
c- f f >r 1

1

1 7f*il

So

So

40

400

2.40 ( toe blank

3.20

. 4.0

to

4.40 All clothing

one blank
man shoul .

dry.
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Ablution

Ablution

E ich man strips and hands in his clothing, tied

up into three bundles (as shown under equiva-

lents) to each of which is attached one of 1

1

of four metal discs given him, and bearing the same
number, while he retains the fourth disc by which
he identifies his clothing when it has been de-

loused.

He then soaps himself all over into a lather,

after which he brings his kerosene tin of hot water
from the furnace and tips it into the tin over his

shower-bath platform. He is allowed two quarts,

and the flow can be maintained for 5 minutes il

the perforations be small, while he lathers him-
self and is flushed clean. 140 men can wash every
10 minutes, if the attendant at once refills the

boiling tins and replaces them on the fire. The
whole 1400 men should have washed by 10.0, and
heads that are verminous should be rubbed with
a mixture of equal parts of kerosene and olive

oil, which may be removed the last thing the same
night.

Each man then wraps himself in his blankets

until his clothing is dry, or may wear his great-

coat until it is wanted for treatment.

Washing of underclothing

250 men, standing alternately on opposite sides,

can wash their underclothing at one time in the

troughs provided. Hot water is available as soon

as the ablution is finished. The last batch of

underclothing should be sterilized by 10.0, and
all should be washed by 1.0, if each man be

allowed a half-hour. It is then dried, and
being put on, is dusted with \ oz. of N.C.I. , while

vermijelli should be smeared on the outer seams.



Treatment of Outer Clothing

Greatcoats and blankets should be handed in

before the clean underclothing is put on.

Treatment of outer clothing

After the men have had their dinners, the outer
clothing should be dry and is put on, a hi smeai
the inner seams with i oz. of vermijelli per m<
By 4.40 the whole cfething and one blank* I per

man should be clean and dry. The detachmi
then draws a clean extra blanket from the reserve,

and returns to its quarters in time for tea.

Subsequently the blankets left behind are treated

by 4.40, and are then dried in readiness for issue

to the detachment due on the following day.

It only remains to mention that when water is

scarce it may be re-used after precipitation by
alum and sterilization of the syphoned-off clear

layer by addition of sufficient bleaching powder to

give a chlorine reaction (with the test-box sup-

plied) after 30 minutes.

(d) De-lousing Centres

1. Fixed installations

The organization required here may be illus-

trated by a brief description of a modus operandi

which achieved marked success at the from in

France. The buildings were those of a Large cloth-

ing factory, which proved most suitable for the

purpose. One regiment was dealt with per diem,

and marched from the trenches to the pi

where batches of the men were dealt with at a

time. They first shed their outer clothing, which
was removed on lorries to be dealt with as will be

presently described. The men then p into

the old soaking-room, where there were thr<

vats filled with hot water. The und
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thrown off and put into tub h infectanl

.

while the men go1 into th< ten a1 .1 time
and washed themselves thoroughly with soap.
As considerations of time, space, and facilities for

heating water did not permil of fresh w
brin-- provided in the vats for each lot of men,
two lots had to use t ho same water in mi«

and in the interim the vat contents had to ho

chlorinated to reduce the impurities to reasonable
proportions. On emerging from the hath the

men rubbed themselves with the lysol soft-soap
lather, and then rapidly got into clean under-
clothing left over from the regimenl treated on
the preceding day and meanwhile sterilized and
washed. While the men bathed, an army of

women were employed in an adjacent room in

hot ironing the inner seams of the men's outer

clothing, into which some of the lather was sub-
sequently rubbed. The men then donned their

serge and marched off to their billets. Such men
as specially required it got their hair cut and soaked
their heads in the mixture of kerosene and olive

oil.

One regiment could just be run through this

cleaning station in a day, and then the men had to

occupy billets vacated that morning by the unit

which had just relieved them in the trenches.

Lack of quarters made this Box-and-Cox arrange-

ment unavoidable. The condition of the bedding
in the billet, thus in permanent occupation with-

out an interval for treatment—even had any
means of treatment been available—in dm
discounted what benefit had been achieved, but it

was something to know that the whole unit had
least been clean and vermin-free for an interval,

however brief. There being only the one buil<

large enough and capable of b< ing spared for this
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purpose for a division of 20,000 men, it follows that
continuous work at the maximum capacity only
enabled each unit to be dealt with once in twenty
days.

This description serves twro purposes—it indi-

cates something of the difficulties which were
experienced at the front, and something of the
energy and ingenuity which were expended by
our medical officers in the attempt to cope with
those difficulties.

2. Disinfecting train

This has many advantages, apart from such
obvious points as mobility, over other install a-

tions.

The cost of ironers' wages is sared by steaming
all clothing, and a further economy can

effected by having only the one furnace at work,

and by the train fetching its own fuel.

Weight being no object, folding canvas
and pipe systems can be carried and rapidly fit I

to supply the shower-baths required.

The clothing can be rapidly dried in the trucks

where sterilized.

The number of trucks is easily increa that

when required the train can deal simultaneously

with one full regiment on either side., and thus

de-louse a brigade in a couple of days.

Being so light, it can be drawn by an engine

too decrepit to be of use for heavy military work,

and so senile as to have one wheel in the serap-

heap.

List of Regulations and Books

So many questions have been asked as to the

regulations with which medical officers should be
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List of Regulations and Books

familiar, that a list of those dealing with active

service conditions may prove acceptable.

R.A.M.C. Training.

Field Service Manual—A.M>., Expedition
Force.

Manual of Elementary Military Hygien< .

Regulations lor Mobilization.

Field Service Pocket-book.

Field Service Regulations, Parts i and ii.

War Establishments, Part i—Expeditionary
Force.

Certain information embodied in the Regula-

tions for Army Medical Services and Standing
Orders for the R.A.M.C. will repay a rapid perusal

of those works.

Many matters extracted from various sou,

an very conveniently summarized in Banning's
" Organization, Administration and Equipment
Made Easy," which is a popular work among
officers preparing for promotion examinations.

For newly-joined officers wanting to get the

most rapid insight into regulations directly con-

cerning the Army Medical Service, the following

list of relevant references will prove useful.

(a) R.A.M.C. Training, 1911.

Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 26, 56.

It is perhaps owing to their obvious and
elementary nature that the points therein

dealt with receive such scanty attention

by regimental medical officers.

(b) Field Service pocket-book. Relevant parts

of:—
Chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, Appendix 5.

(c) Field Service Regulations, pari i.

Sections 25, 26, 31, 126.

Chapter 4,
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(d) Field Service Regulations! part ii.

Sections 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22,

23, 30, 34> 40, 45> 46, 47> 5*i 52, 54> 68,

69, 108, 129.

Chapter 11.

CIVIL SANITARY ADMINISTRATION
This section may be fittingly concluded by a

few brief notes on the civil sanitary administration

in the zone of present and prospective operations.

(a) France

Departments. France is divided into eighty-six

departments, each controlled by a prefect. This
officer is appointed by the Minister of the Interior,

and is a civil service representative of the Govern-
ment .

He is advised, but not controlled by, a local

prefectorial council.

He controls the communal mayors and the

police in his department.
Communes. The departments are divided into

communes, each with a mayor, who controls con-

servancy measures—with the exception of str<

cleaning—and also acts as the military agent of

government in his commune.
He and his deputies are elected by the muni-

cipal council. He appoints all communal officials,

and exercises all controlover civil administrate

The medical officer of health (directeur) is'usually

a general practitioner in small communes, but a

whole-time officer in the more important.

The sanitary inspector [agent technique) su]

vises the staff which deals with water-suppli

sewage disposal, abattoirs and housing probL 1

A laboratory and disinfecting station must be

provided.
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Civil Sanitary Administration in Germany

An isolation hospital may be provid
Notification of infectious d >tional, And

is made to the mayor, who notifies the police and
sanitary inspector, who take joint action.

Police. The police are controlled by the
|

feet of the department, and deal with street cl(

ing and the investigation of such cases of infec-

tious disease as may be reported.

It is thus evident that in billet towns the mayor
is the official who should be consulted first, and
action should be taken in conjunction with him
on sanitary matters.

(b) Germany
(i) The German system is highly complicated

and its head is the Chancellor, who is advised by
a Central Health Department wrhich investigates ;

records ; issues regulations ; and prepares !< gisl itive

measures.

(2) The separate States are controlled by their

Ministers of Education.

(3) Within the States are Provinces ruled by
Governors, who are assisted in medical matters

by Provincial Medical Colleges.

(4) Next come Districts, each under a President,

who has an inspecting Medical Officer of Health

on his staff.

(5) The Districts are divided into Circles, each

administered by a Landrat, who is appointed by
Government and assisted by :

An Assembly—with deliberative functions.

A Committee—with executive functions.

A M.O.H.—for executive control of all medical

measures, this officer being a state

official.

There is in each circle :

A laboratory.
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A disinfecting station.

An isolation hospital.

(6) Finally there is the Municipality.

Each Municipality is under the control of a

Burgomaster, who is a salaried but elected official.

He exercises disciplinary control over all personnel!

whom he may fine or imprison, but cannot engage
or dismiss.

The Magistrat—under the presidency of the

Burgomaster—is a body which exercises all actual

executive functions, and deals with water, sew

disposal, street cleaning, housing, abattoirs and
isolation hospitals.

Infectious cases are compulsorily notifiable.

Police. The police deal with all measures for

the prevention of infective disease, save that the

civil authority provides and administers the isola-

tion hospitals.
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CHAPTER VII

CONSERVANCY IN THE FIELD

The subject of this chapter is the most important
one of field conservancy—the disposal of waste
products.

The first feature which arrests attention is that

of the ignorance of conservancy matters and the

helplessness to deal with them which are engen-

dered in the individual by the perfection of our
municipal sanitary organization. This attitude

is not peculiar to the layman : it is sometimes
assumed by the medical officer who has never
been under canvas in his life, and has never had
need to consider on practical lines the solution of

the problems of camp and field.

One can illustrate many points by a simple

enumeration of the defects noted in an inspection

of a latrine in a fixed camp on British soil. It was
constructed with so great a space between the

seat and the receptacle that no person of normal
anatomy could possibly succeed in getting all

his excreta—solid and fluid—into the bucket
;

the interspace between every pair of buckets was
heaped with faeces, owing to vain endeavotu
locate the positions of the buckets at night v.

no light was provided ; there were no paper, dry

earth, disinfectant, orderly, or orders. If

thin^ wen- needed to call attention to this con
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dition of affairs, the admission of a case of

pected enteric from this fly-infested camp) on the

day prior to inspection supplied the need, but no
remedial action had been formulated—much !

taken.

It is probable that it is on this subject

—next, perhaps, to that of army organization

—

that the civilian, approaching these problems for

the first time, is likely to be most appreciative of

some practical hints from a military colleague

who has perforce had to turn his attention in this

direction with considerable thoroughness.

The main problem presents for consideration

the universal hygienic law that all life is arrested

by accumulation of its products, from the lowly

micro-organism to the highest product of biological

evolution—man. When faced by the necessity

of disposing of our own wTaste products, we must
either revert to the method taught bj- the dog to

Adam, some 500,000 years ago, or we must adopt

one of the alternatives which Indian experience

has taught to generations of medical officers.

It is convenient to consider the various matters

of which we must dispose, and to take in detail

the methods of disposal appropriate for each. It

may be noted here that various field-conservancy

devices evolved during this war are included, with

other novelties of sanitation, in note form in

Chapter VIII.

DISPOSAL OF SOLIDS

1. Surface disposal

To our simian ancestor there was no conservancy

problem : no injunctions from the nether levels

as to nuisance reached the well-disconnected!

swaying bough.
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Disposal of Solid Excreta

Descent to terra &rma broughl for awhile no
difficulties, but, as our rude forefathei late]

surveyed his rapidly growing family in its first

hutments, vague fears of a coming problem dis-

turbed his malodorous peace.
As the community increased, and fixity of

tenure became established, the difficulties grew
apace until the advent of the hyperosmic landed-
proprietor, whose strong views as to the right s of

property brought the problem to an acute stage

and ended the era of surface disposal.

2. Burial

The result was the introduction of the excellent

method of burial, which obviated many objections

to surface disposal which are so familiar to the

wanderer among native villages. This method
takes us back to the pentateuch, but, since Mosaic
instructions dealt with the individualistic needs

of a nomadic population, there are certain modifi-

cations necessary for communities which, in view
of uncertainty as to duration of halts, must sub-

stitute deep trenching for shallow covering.

(a) Fmcal Trenches

Type. Originally the single, long, deep trench

was used, but presented the objection that one side

was heavily fouled by faeces right up to the ground
level, while an area in front of the trench was
saturated by urine. Infective material was thus

liable to be brought back into the living area by
feet and flies.

The modern narrow trench obviates this by
enabling the user to stand with one foot on either

side. Its dimensions are 3 ft. by 1 ft. area, and
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Latrine Trenches

i ft. is the regulation depth for each day's use,

although it would be better if the minimal depth
were increased to 2 ft.

Calculations. One such trench accommod
one person at a time and provides for 33 per cent,

of the strength of the unit for one day's stay, or
20 per cent, for a longer halt. The frontage in

I

should be one-fifth of the total strength of the
force, and the width of the latrine area is 4 ft. for

every two days' stay.

Another useful datum is that the average man
in average soil should excavate 30 cubic ft. in the
first hour, and 80 cubic ft. in four hours' continuous
work.
For the new type of box-covered deep-

trench latrine and the portable box-latrine, see

Chapter VIII.

Site. The latrines should be sited where no
contamination of the water supply is possible, and
not less than 100 yards from, and to leeward of,

the kitchens. The standard pattern of fixed

camps, figured on page 68 of Manual of Elementary
Military Hygiene, should be adhered to as far as

possible in camps and bivouacs, especially as

regards the subdivision into distinct living, trans-

port and conservancy areas. The urine tubs and
urinal are of the type formerly in use.

Care. Paper should be provided, and " camp
butterflies " should not be allowed to blow about

the camp.
The footholds should be boarded, in fixed camps,

if possible. The excreta should be covered with

earth by each man using the latrine, and as soon

as possible. The method of kicking earth in is

unsatisfactory, and tins should be provided.

Flies should be kept off by sprinkling the trench

contents and surroundings at frequent intervals
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with " Solution C/ 1

g per cent, cresol, or equal
parts of 5 per cent, cresol and kerosene.

These measures should be laid down in standing
orders, and an orderly should be posted to

that the orders are obeyed. Failure should be
severely dealt with, for individual car<

endangers the health of the whole unit.

The occurrence of an undue amount of diarrhoea

should be carefully watched for and reported to

the medical officer.

It is very useful to know that sub-paragraph 12

of paragraph 60 of the Manual of Military Hygiene
lays down that the orderly officer should inspect

the latrines at least once daily, for there is a
tendency among junior combatant officers to

relegate all such duties to the medical service.

It is the duty of the officer in command of the

rearguard, before moving off the ground, to see

that all latrines of the unit are filled in, banked
over, and marked so as to indicate their site to

subsequent occupants of the camp. Special care

is needed to ensure that this duty is carried out,

for open latrines involve a danger which is indi-

cated by the following extract from a report on the

South African War :
" On visiting deserted camps

there would frequently be found half a dozen

open latrines containing a foetid mass of excreta

and maggots, while swarms of flies rose with a

hum when disturbed/' The importance of all

measures for keeping flies away from human
excreta has been fully dealt with in previous

chapters.

(b) Pits for Organic Refuse

In addition to human faeces there are other

organic refuse matters which may be buried. They
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are usually disposed of in pits, for which a 3 ft.

cube is a convenient size.

The desirability of periodical disposal of stable

litter has been fully discussed, but a few words
may be said about offal. This affords considerable

trouble in camp, for it is too wet to be burnt, and
large amounts must be dealt with. The abattoirs

should be placed well away from living areas, and
offal and blood should be disposed of in large pits,

the contents of which should be treated by the

same anti-muscid measures as are adopted for

latrines, otherwise large numbers of hatched
imagines will reach the surface through the loose

earth covering.

(c) The methods for disposal of horse manure
are dealt with in Chapter V, and call for no further

mention here.

3. Incineration

The alternative to burial is incineration, and
this method is of such enormous importance that

it demands most thorough consideration.

(a) General Principles

There is much to be said for the peace-time view

that burning of organic refuse involves a constant

and unnecessary drain of nitrogen from the soil.

On active service, incineration obviates so many
dangers and difficulties that economic ethics

cannot be considered, and this method should be

adopted whenever possible.

(1) The desiderata are : the most rapid destruc-

tion of infective material; the least exposure to

disease-disseminating agencies ; economy in fuel,

labour and transport.

(2) Evaporation capacity. This provides the
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Evaporation Data

chief preliminary study, for the materials needing
to be burnt are all moist, and upon their cap
to supply sufficient heat to evaporate their fluids

depends the possibility of combustion without the
additional fuel which so greatly increases both the
difficulty and the cost-

On the daily average, each person contributes
to the latrine bucket 4^ oz. of faeces, containing

3 oz. of water, and 5 oz. of " Defaecation urine
"

which is not separable from the faeces. The
latrine bucket thus receives a total of 8 oz. of

liquid per person per diem.

The first question to be asked is : can this liquid

be satisfactorily disposed of by evaporation from
bulk surfaces ? From the army standpoint, and
as far as research has taken us, the answer is an
unhesitating " No !

" Even if a body of liquid

be maintained at 8o° C. for twenty-four hours, it

will only lose 6 gallons per sq. ft. of surface in that

time. In India an incinerator was made which
dealt with the excreta of some 750 persons daily,

and was provided with a urine evaporating tray

giving 20 sq. ft. of surface and only 6 in. of depth.

Even with this ratio of surface to bulk, only I ]

gallons per sq. ft. per twenty-four hours was
evaporated when the incinerator furnace was
worked at its own rate of economical combustion.

In devising evaporators for fluid, the usual

mistake is made of providing a cylinder instead of

a tray, and, further, the point is lost sight of thai

the surface tension of urine is so high that the

liquid froths over if the receptacle be filled more
than about one-third full. These defects in design

are illustrated by a device in which a tank v

fitted with a central pipe, stopping jusl short of

the clamped-down lid. The iaea was that the

fumes would pass down the central pipe and be
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destroyed in the fire beneath the tank. Tin
practical result was that, if the receptacle were
filled more than one-third full, the contents w I

boiling drove enough froth down the pipe to put
out the fire, while if the boiling point were not
reached the amount of fluid evaporated v.

negligible. These practical points are commended
to the notice of the prospective designers i

porators, for such devices are constantly being
suggested, with demands for trial and claims that

they will deal easily with the 300 gallons of urine

provided by a unit daily. Moreover, the boiling

of such tanks involves a great waste of fuel by
the escape of heat up the flue, thus making the

expense prohibitive.

An experiment was tried in India by which an
attempt was made to evaporate urine from the

double surface of cotton textile, which fed itself

by capillarity from the tank from which it v

suspended. Although the total evaporating sur-

face was 360 sq. ft. the evaporation rate was so

reduced by the consequent absorption of heat that

only 10 gallons an hour were evaporated in an

atmospheric temperature of 30 C.

The next question is : Can better results be

obtained by soaking urine up in absorbent material,

which must thus get rid of its charge of liquid

before it can itself burn ? Experiment pro\

that evaporation from a bulk surface is increased

by 37 per cent, if charcoal be floated on the fluid.

Theoretically such a " matrix " will evaporate

95 per cent, of the total fluid which its caloric

value is capable of evaporating, if combustion is

slow enough to be just maintained by the remain-

ing 5 per cent, of the total caloric value of the

matrix.

Practically, it has been found that, under
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Incineration for a Battalion

conditions, fluid is evaporated by 66 per cent, oi

its weight of combustible matrix, such as sawdusl
or dry stable litter, Under more Favourable con
ditions this ratio n( efficiency is doubled.

(b) Practical Application of the foregoing
Data

A battalion of standard strength of iooo men
provides 600 lb. of filth a day in the latrine

buckets—500 lb. of this being liquid and 100 lb.

solid. Normally this is collected in ten buckets
of 00 lb. each.

The fluid in one such bucket is absorbed by
10 lb. of sawdust, and the regiment thus needs
100 lb. per diem of absorbent matrix, of the

equivalent value of sawdust, to take up the liquid.

The total fuel of that value which is required to

completely incinerate the 500 lb. of liquid is (on

the datum of 66 per cent, by weight) 330 lb. As
the total combustible refuse from the standard
unit averages 1500 lb. per diem, the unit should be
self-supporting in its incineration, and this has

been found to be the case. At most, all that is

needed extra a day, if the ordinary refuse be found
insufficiently absorbent, is some 50 or 60 lb. of

sawdust.

Two lb. of dried horse manure give enough fuel

for the incineration in rough camp incinerators

of the closed type. The average droppings avail-

able weigh 20 lb. per horse per 24 hours if the

animals do not leave camp, and 8 lb. if they are out

of camp during the day.

In the light of these essentially practical data

it is evident that the contents of filth buckets in

fixed camps can be economically burnt if a suitable

incinerator be used, but that some other means
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Incinerators

must be found for dealing with the remaini
urine. It is also evident that stable litter, whi
contains far less fluid, can be incinerated without
any difficulty save that consequent upon its bulk :

in fact, apart from saturation by rain, litter has
to spare for the combustion of the contents of

filth buckets, a certain amount of caloric value

beyond that required to evaporate its own moist i.

4. Incinerators (see also CHAPTER VIII)

We have now to discuss the types and working
details of various forms of incinerator, but before

proceeding to detail it is interesting to comment
upon the range and genuine nature of the objections

which are raised to this method of conservancy.

The odour of burning organic matter is much
the same, whatever the nature of the matter, so

long as it is fresh and undried, but it throws an
interesting light upon the relation between the

special and aesthetic senses to note the abrupt

change in public opinion when the nature of the

burning matter becomes known. The " odour of

burning peat, so delightfully reminiscent of I

(otter's hearth " becomes "the intolerable efflu-

vium of burning matter of an indescribably ob-

jectionable nature " when it is discovered that

reta are being burnt. The latter quotation is

from a letter of complaint written by a lady in

India immediately a preliminary trial with wood
fuel was commenced to test the combustion

efficiency of a new destructor designed to deal with

tilth. This intelligent anticipation proved most
useful in discounting subsequent objections wh
the genuine processes were commenced ! 1

indicates that many of the L ions

are merely obstructionist, and their ingenuity

illustrated by the mental i t one anxious
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Types of Incinerator

inquirer as to the effects which would follow it an
iron incinerator were struck by lightning. I

I

objections must, however, be faced, whatever one'n

views of their nature.

Types

(n) Open types. There arc two main types

—

the open and the closed. The former type varieties

give rise to complaints that they are ;

Slow to make and start.

Wasteful of fuel.

Productive of offence,

Liable to be put out by rain.

Certain to have their contents blown all over the

camp.
These objections are all well-founded, and open

types should never be used if closed patterns are

available. On the other hand they can be impro-

vised from materials always at hand, while the

portable varieties—consisting merely of a grid and
its supports—are cheap and light. Having no
effective draught, the contents simply smoulder,

and genuine offence is due to the resultant products

of partial oxidation.

Various patterns are described in paragraph 68
of the Manual of Elementary Military Hygiene.

The closed types are numerous, and the portable

and fixed forms call for separate consideration.

(b) Closed types. (i) Portable. The simplest

form is that provided by two rolls of corrugated

iron, one of which forms the wall and the other

the roof. The former is perforated by I

of holes which support the ends of bars thrust

through them from side to side to form a grid near

the base.

The next advance was the invention of a box
formed by sheets of flat iron, of 23 S.W.G., hinged
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Portable Incinerators—Closed Type

to a grid, upon which they fold for packing, and to

which they are fixed by angle-iron uprights
extended to form short legs. To the roof is

hinged a chimney, which also folds up for transport

and fits into the roof concavity. The whole weighs

I cwt., costs £i, and gives a 2 ft. cube of space.

It is thus extremely light, cheap and convenient
for transport, and will stand the wear and tear of

several months' work in the field. Its life, how-
ever, depends upon the fierceness of combustion,
for the thin side-plates will soon burn through if a
roaring fire be maintained. If such material

damp manure be burnt, the apparatus will last for

a considerable time—three or four months at least.

These incinerators have served well in India, and
several dozen have been sent to the Field Force
during the present war. They need little atten-

tion, and will burn all night if well damped down.
A still more modern device is figured in Chapter

VIII.

For these small regimental incinerators it is

advisable to make on either side of them a small

tray similar to that shown in Fig. 33, Chapter VIII.

One is used for collected refuse, and is covered by
oiled sacking to keep Hies away and prevent wind
from blowing the refuse back into camp bef<

it is burnt. The other is used for ashes and burnt

tins.

The design of an excellent field incinerator of the

closed type is given in Fig. 21, which hat the

most important feature is a baffle pi orating

the furnace from the bottom of the flue. As each

charge of moist material falls in the furnace it

gradually dries, and the ^discharged gases .

aspirated down through the red-hot heart

the lire, where they are fully oxidized to inodorous

products before they reach the base of the flue.
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Portable Incinerators—Working Details

If the apparatus be well worked there is little

offence from either smoke or gas escaping from the

flue-top. Owing to there being a half-inch air

space between the iron walls and their firebrick

lining, the heat reached is well over 500 F., which
is the minimum effective flue temperature.

The necessary accessories are—a shed in which
to dry the fuel, a roof to prevent rain cracking the

plates, and a perforated iron cone to rest on the

grid and prevent wet faeces from falling right

through the furnace unburnt if the stoking be
defective.

The working is simple. It is important, re the

prevention of offence, that filth should not be

burnt until there is a full depth of fire, white-hot

at its core. To half a bucket of latrine filth there

should be added a like amount of absorbent fuel,

and the whole thoroughly mixed before being

thrown on to the fire. This should be repeated

every half-hour, and the other combustible refuse

should be added at intervals so as to maintain

a fierce fire throughout. The whole 600 lb. of

filth, and the total combustible refuse from a

unit 1000 strong, should be destroyed in ten hours

by one destructor of this type and size (16 cubic ft.

furnace capacity). If well damped down at night,

the fire burns until morning without further

attention ; the stoker should force the combustion

rate in the early morning so that the furnace is

working at full blast by the time the morning
filth arrives at the installation.

The buckets may be brought to the destructor

on low lorries fitted with hoops and swivel hooks

from which the buckets are suspended by their

handles. This device prevents the contents being

slopped as the lorry traverses rough ground. The
whole load is readily pushed by two men if there
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Fixed Incinerators

be a slight downward incline from the latrines

to the incinerator. These details have i><

at length, as of considerable value to the medical
officer who is called upon to supervise in fixed

camps the working of a novel method concerning
which he can find no literature. For single units

there is no doubt that this type of destructor
affords a simple, effective and economical method
for the disposal of latrine filth and all organic
refuse in fixed camps.

(ii) Fixed. Progressive improvements in the
art of incineration have led to the evolution of

the destructor cell, which plays so important a
part in the municipal conservancy of to-day, but
is unsuited for camp use. Military needs have led

to renewed attempts to deal with urine, and these

attempts call for review. The endeavour has been
made to evaporate from bulk, with the familiar

errors and the familiar results already noted.

The most interesting product of inventive in-

genuity has been an installation which aims at

destroying organic matter by a process of fractional

distillation, the final product of which resembles

coke. The gases are aspirated off by means of a

fan and are condensed, with the recovery of a

valuable ammoniacal disinfectant and sufficient oil

to work the oil-engine. The non-condensible gas

is highly combustible, and is led into a hopper where
it is used to burn off the coke-like product of the

distillation process. The oil-engine supplies all

the power required to make the installation wholly

self-supporting when once the cycle has been fully

established. Urine is dealt with by evaporation

in the interior of the furnace. The whole exci

are thus disposed of without the discharge of any
product into the air save carbonic oxide.

For large concentrations of troops an economy
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Incineration of Non-Excretal Refuse

fleeted, both in initial cosl and in the main-
tenance expense of labour, by the erection •

single large destructor instead of separate incine
rators for each unit. A suitable type is shown in

Fig, 22, The filth undergoes preliminary drying
on a solid slab and is thru raked on to the grid.

Forced draught is maintained by steam blowers
discharging into the furnace, the heal escaping
through the chimney being utilized to generate
steam in a boiler placed at this point. Much of

the heat going to waste might be used to provide
hot water for baths.

5. Kitchen Refuse, Carcases and Corpses

Before leaving the subject of incineration there

is a word to be said with regard to kitchen refuse

and carcases.

Kitchen refuse burns well, and it is necessary
that it should be disposed of owing to its attraction

for flies. With regard to the larger masses of

waste matter there is no difficulty, save that of

getting cooks to collect them in a receptacle, but
the smaller greasy particles interfere with disposal

of kitchen sullage in soakage pits. Removal of

grease will be dealt with later when considering

ablution sullage. The waste kitchen solids may
be readily removed by passing the sullage through
a box perforated at the bottom, and filled witli a

filtering matrix. The matrix and entangled solids

may be burnt twice daily. Meanwhile flies can be

kept at bay by sprinkling the filter with kerosene

or 5 per cent, cresol, alone or mixed.

All those who have had to dispose of the carcases

of animals—or have suffered from their not being

disposed of—will agree that this is a difficult

problem. The labour involved in burial of the
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Incineration of Dead Bodies

carcase of a horse is far more than appears at

first sight. One most convenient method i

combination of burial and burning. A hole is dug
beside the body, which is then disembowelled, and
the viscera are buried and well covered. The
carcase is dragged over the buried viscera and
blood- saturated soil. Into the coelom and over
the surface there is distributed 30 or 40 lb. of

dry grass, or litter, which is soaked with a quart
of kerosene and set fire to. The method aims at

sterilization of the surface, and not at incineration.

If the work is done before the saprophytic organ-

isms have had time to penetrate any but the very
superficial tissues, the result is that the whole
exposed surface is sterilized and so charred that it

affords no attraction for flies. Further, the method
also achieves the purpose of sterilizing the surface

of the soil which has been fouled by blood, possibly

highly infective. This is of the utmost import n;

where the animal has died of infective disease due
to sporing organisms, such as anthrax or tetanus.

In dry climates—suclt as that of South Africa

—

it will be found that the carcase so treated shrivels

and undergoes what was formerly known as

eremacausis which causes no offence.

No carcase should be buried without slashing

the intestine freely, so that gases may i and
not force open the covering earth so that flies can

breed in the exposed cor]

Some foreign armies have incinerated the corps

of their dead on huge stone cairns upon which

there were piled alternate layers of corpses and
wood, the whole mass being saturated with tar

and kerosene and set fire to. It is claimed that

this method proved practically satisfactory in

Manchuria, but it is probable that public sentiment

in this country would not permit of its adoption,
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Disposal of Liquids

illogical as this attitude appears when thought hillj

considered.

A final note is necessary on the importano
having a tin placed outside each tent, for the

collection of food fragments and other combustible

refuse which should be incinerated. If this be not

done, the habitual carelessness of the men leads

to the throwing on the ground of waste 4 which
attracts and feeds flies. Having got the tins

provided it needs much persistence to get them
used. It may be mentioned that 1200 blow- Hies

hatched from a single tin of bully beef, opened

and thrown away (Austen). It is thus very

necessary that meat and jam tins when done with

should be scorched before being crushed in to

reduce the bulk for burial.

DISPOSAL OF LIQUIDS

Coming now to the means of disposing of liquids,

we have to deal with dangerously infective urine

and grease-laden sullage, which require separate

consideration. It may first be remarked that, to

the uninitiated, the amounts to be dealt with in

camps are surprisingly great. The standard unit

of 1000 men daily produces 300 gallons of urine,

and is given from 3000 to 5000 gallons of water,

the whole of which must somehow be got rid of

without the aid of drains. It may at the outset

be said that this constitutes one of the most

difficult problems of camp sanitation.

{a) Urine

The potentialities of the bacilluric carrier for

adding to urine vast numbers of infective organisms

have been fully indicated in a previous section,

and need only be referred to here, but it may be

noted that it is difficult to' get the men to realize
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Soakage-pits for Urine

that urine is possibly more dangerous than Ea&

and hence difficult to obtain their necessary

operation in precautionary measures. The means
of disposing of defalcation urine have been dis-

cussed, and we must now consider the methods of

disposal of the balance. Evaporation having been
dismissed as impracticable, there remain open
trenches and closed soakage-pits to discuss.

Trenches. The form of trench is figured on
page 66 of the Manual of Elementary Military

Hygiene. This has the objectionable feature that

the men stand on one side of the trench instead

of straddling across it. The result is that one
edge of the trench gets sodden with urine, and the

consequent tendency of successive users to stand
further from the trench leads to the fouling of an
increasingly wide surface of adjoining ground.
Flies are provided with free access to large quan-
tities of infective urine, and dangerous matter is

carried back on the men's feet into the living area

of the camp. As the urine finally flows into a pit

and soaks thence into the subsoil levels, it would
involve far less danger if it were taken direct

into the pit, thus avoiding use of the wholly un-

necessary and dangerous open trench. This can

be done without additional labour by means of

the modern soakage-pit.

Soakage-pits. The small additional equipment
required consists of two dozen funnels per unit.

As these are nested for transport, they may be

made of light metal. They should be 4J- ft. long,

and tapered from a diameter of 6 in. at one end to

2 in. at the other.

A 4 ft. cube pit is dug, and the soil at the bottom
is thoroughly loosened; the pit is then filled to

near the top with empty tins or graded stones,

and when a suitable height is reached the funnels
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Soakage-pits for Urine

are inserted obliquely one in each cornei ; when
nearly full a layer 8f brushwood,

|

is laid on top, and earth is then spread ovei it

until level with the surrounding surface,

Fig. 25, Chapter VIII.)

The tops of the funnels being at the corred
height, there should be little fouling of the ground.
If kerosene or 5 per cent, cresol be sprinkled twice

daily over the area and on grass lightly plugged
just within the mouths of the funnels, the whole
urine can be disposed of by this method without
flies gaining access to it.

In India two such soakage pits were sited outside

the canteen of a unit 1100 strong, and they
disposed of the large volume of urine from that

source for fifteen months without causing any
offence or receiving any attention. When they
were finally opened only the bottom six inches

were found to contain urine, lying among stones

covered with blackish slime. There are always
two stock questions which are asked about this

method. The first—as to what happens in wet
weather when the ground is saturated—leads

to the reply that, as the urine must in any 1

be run into the soil, the soakage-pit is no worse

than the trench. The next—as to the danger
of infecting the subsoil water—raises a point

of great practical importance, which also is common
to all methods of urine disposal in the field.

If bacilluric urine may contain one hundred
million motile enteric organisms per cubie centi-

metre, there apparently must be a grave risk in

running this highly infective liquid into the sub-

soil water levels whence drinking water is drawn.

Every care must, therefore, be taken to sit. the

soakage-pits so that the subsoil flow is directed

from the wells towards the pit. It has been
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Disposal of Sullage Water

mentioned that the best technique does nol enable
us to recover />. Typhosus from bacillurk; urine

after the third or fourth day, and this fact—

-

although it does not prove that enteric organisms
are absent—proves that they have been reduced
in number at a rate which justifies the belief that

few, if any, could survive for long in soil teeming
with vigorous saprophytes which arc known to

outgrow and destroy them. It is satisfactory

to know that, if every care be exercised, the only

method available for urine disposal in the field

is certainly reasonably safe.

If these premises be admitted, it follows that

the soakage-pits may be sited close to the living

area. This does away with the necessity for

having urine tubs for night use at the end of each
row of tents—a former necessity when the urinals

had to be placed at a distance, and one which led

to fouling of the living area by slopping of urine

as the tub§ were carried every morning to their

stand by day in the conservancy area.

(£>) Sullage water

The minimal amount of water required daily

per man for drinking and cooking is i gallon. In

camps 5 gallons' per man per diem arc supplied if

laundry work be done, and 3 gallons otherwi

There is never need for more than 5 gallons : a

larger supply only leads to waste and greatly

increases the difficulty of disposal of sullage.

The first practical point to note is that laundry

work should always be done at a distance from

camp, and where natural conditions enable the

waste to be disposed of without difficulty. The
ablution benches must be nearer the tent-, but it

is better that the men should walk a few yards
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Grease-Strainers

further to wash than that their camp should be
waterlogged.

Grease Removal

The large bulk of sullage must be disposed of on
or in the soil, and the fa titial is thai it

should be freed as far as possible from the finely

emulsified fat which clogs absorbent surfaces and
is so unsightly and offensive when undergoing
decomposition. As regards the former point one
has seen camp sullage, wholly untreated, run into

huge pits where the rapid fluctuations of level

have resulted in successive deposits of gr<

collecting on the pit sides until they have I

rendered as impervious to water as if lined by
puddled clay. This has led to the first pit rapidly
filling and another pit being dug, until finally

there has been a series of huge pits amounting to

half a dozen, each full of water covered bv an
offensive scum, and it has been reported that the

soil is unabsorbent and the site unsuitable for a

camp. It is remarkable that the myth that grease

can be effectively removed from sullage by gorse

or bracken should have survived so long : a

moment's consideration shows the idea to be

impracticable. One has seen camps in which this

method was adopted with a faith so simple that it

was unshaken by the sight of long channels winding
into the distance, lined by black and decomposing
grease, and ever being prolonged a few more yards

as each successive section became 1 grease-saturated,

until finally discharging into a foul-smelling

pond.

The most universally available material, for

filtration of finely divided grease from sullage, is

sand. A box, or a pit lined by puddled (lay, should

have a few inches of sand placed in it and be then
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Surface-Irrigation

divided by a transverse vertical partition which
dips into the sand for a couple of inches at the
bottom end. (See Fig. 38, Chapter VIII.) Sulla

discharges into one compartment, and its head
of pressure forces the contents through the sand
underneath the partition, until a clean effluent

flows away from the top of the distal chamber.
The tax on the sand is lessened if the sullage be

first freed from gross particles by passing it

through a kerosene tin covered by sacking and
half full of such material as hay or chopped straw
(tibbin) ; this plug entangles the floating grease,

and the whole mass can be removed and burnt.

As the sand gets clogged with grease the surface

layers must be periodically renewed, and this

should be done at intervals not exceeding a week,

the sand being burnt and replaced if scarce.

Having removed the grease, disposal of the

effluent is usually not difficult. In geological

formations in this country where clay exists it is

usually in " pockets " with intervening porous

material, and the porous interspaces can be found

by trial borings. If there be a continuous clay

layer, sullage cannot be absorbed and the site

is so damp and cold that it is not suitable for

camping on.

Given a good effluent and absorbent soil, the

sullage may be disposed of either by soakage-pits

or broad irrigation. The former are similar to

those just described for urine. The latter method
is applicable to sloping surfaces, which may either

allow the liquid to soak into the soil or drain down
the surface into a discharge runnel. Parallel

runnels should be dug along the contours and the

fluid allowed to fill them by sue

The ground should be divided into areas which

should be used for a day and then allowed to dry
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Field Conservancy Organization

for a day or more, when the soil lining the rm
should be turned and loosened preparatory to

being again used. The general arrangement
figured on page 73 of the R.A.M.C. [raining

Manual. In arras of dry sand in hot dimai
similar series of shallow trenches may be used on

1 ground, when 1 linear foot of trench of 1

square foot sectional area will deal with the

sullage of live men for long periods if rested, allowed

to dry, and superficially scraped every alternate

day.

CONSERVANCY IN THE ZONE OF OPERATION
The general measures of field conservancy

having been described, we are in a position to con-

sider certain points of special application to various

areas in the zone of operations.

(a) On the lines of communication. Stress has

already been laid on the importance of sound
sanitation on the lines of communication. No
special methods are required at the bases, where
the usual arrangements can be continued or

organized. Troop trains must be provided with
conveniences, and in many cases this has been
done by fitting one compartment up as a latrine,

with a receptacle slid under the seat. Arrange-

ments must be made for emptying the bucket

and disposing of its contents at fixed points on
the line. At places where long halts are u

it is also desirable that latrines and urinals should

be provided so that they afford ample accommoda-
tion close beside the rails. It must be remem-
bered that most station premises are occupied

by railway defence troops and personnel of t lie

railway transport staff.

At detraining points, permanent camps must be

established and a permanent staff and organization
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Sanitation of Camps and Billet Towns

provided. Special care is required here to deal

with detachments of inexperienced soldiers in

charge of young officers. Similar arrangements
are required at halting camps along the roads
beyond rail-heads, for it is here that the streams
of on-going reinforcements and returning sick

come into closest contact, thus establishing

channels of possible infection which require m
careful watching.

(b) Camps. With regard to camps there is little

calling for special note, but the general arrange-

ment and division into living, transport and con-

servancy areas should be adopted in all fixed

camps. These fixed camps represent the furthest

points to which heavy types of incinerator can

be taken, and such should be used whenever it is

possible. Beyond the area of fixed camps the

small portable incinerators will do much to solve

the difficulties of disposing of the mass of fly-

breeding material which it is one of the principal

duties of sanitary officers to cope with. It is the

transport units which need the most attention :

their duties, small numbers and lack of trained

sanitary men, make it difficult for the officers to

detail a sufficient strength to deal with the

enormous quantity of manure which is apt to

accumulate near their lines. The use of median i<

transport should greatly lessen these difficult:

All commanding officers are made responsible, by
regulations, that camps are maintained and kit

in a sanitary condition, but it is in connection

with the cleaning of extra-unit areas and the dis-

posal of horse manure that the employment of

additional civilian labour under the orders of

C.O/s. of sanitary sections is so necessary—and

often so difficult to get sanction for.

(c) In billet tonus. It is in billet towns that the
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Municipal Sanitation in France

disadvantages of campaigning in a friendly country
are most acutely felt, and sanitary offio

their utmost tact. The method- to which we
are accustomed sure nol always those which com
mend themselves most to the officials upon whose
co-operation depends the extent to which the

billeted force can secure the methods of sanitation

which we think desirable. The divergence between
British and Continental practice in conservancy
matters is best indicated by a brief sketch of the

municipal sanitation of a typical town now occu-

pied by our troops.

Some 90 per cent, of the houses are provided
with cess-pits. The closet in these houses con-

tains a funnel, level with the ground at the top and
opening at the untrapped apex directly into a 1

pit below. There is no water flush; when the

funnel is full the contents are pushed down by a
stick, and a little water is poured in from a can.

Gas from the cess-pit escapes freely through the

open funnel.

The cess-pit (fosse) is fitted with only 1 lo<

cover ; it is usually not imperviously steined, so

that its contents leak freely into the surrounding

soil, in which shallow wells are situated. The free-

dom of leakage is indicated by the fact that many
houses containing half a dozen persons have not

had the contents of the pits removed for four or

six years. When the pit is full, the municipal

staff remove the contents by means of a suction

apparatus—as this is done at the householder's

expense, the operation is not carried out until

absolutely necessary, and there is an incentive

not to provide the fosses with impermeable linings.

The urinals leave little to the imagination of

the opposite sex. Some are provided with fos

and some discharge into the street gutters.



Sanitation in Billet Towns

Refuse is deposited daily by househ .

the street in front of their premises, and is ?•imply
dumped in the gutter. As much of th
as is left by wind, rain and dogs is collected daily

by municipal carts, which, however, make uo
rounds on Sundays.

There is thus a large amount of organic refuse

carried into the storm-water drains and, as these

are untrapped and communicate with the gut-

by large holes, there are many and powerful odours
in the streets in hot weather. It is probable that

considerable amounts of cess-pit contents leak

into the storm-water drains, and so pass untreated

into the rivei

Every allowance must be made for disorganiza-

tion consequent upon the war, and no comment
is added to this plain account of the conditions

met. It is not an easy task to hit upon precis

the most tactful method of approaching local

authorities with suggestions for bringing municipal

conservancy into conformity with our own ideals.

In billet towns the divisional sanitary com-
panies find most useful spheres of action, and they

must frequently co-operate with the municipal

:i in carrying out the >ted m<

Maintenan< individual billets in a cleanly

condition involves the issue of standing orde

operation on the part of regimental

officii > : constant inspect tiled super-

vision. The more the unit is broken up into

ill numbers of men in separate billets the more
regimental discipline tends to be r

tvntration of the force n - billets being

occupied alternately by troops which relieve each

other in the trenches : there is thus continuous

occupation which affords little opportunity for

thorough cleansing of the dormitories and premis
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Conservancy in the Trenches

(d) 1)1 the trenches. The extraordinary devel
ment of trench warfare has created the need
so many new devices, to meet the consequent new
conditions, that their demands for

comment far exceed the available space. I

23 has therefore been prepared, as showing
columns parallel with a diagrammatic repr<

tation of the defences, the relative organizations

required as regards water supply, food and con-

servancy. It will perhaps forestall criticism to

state that general applicability has been aimed
at and not military accuracy.

Economy in space has been attempted by the

insertion of notes on the diagram, which must 1 e

left to tell its own story as regards the necessary

measures in connection with food and water
supplies. Taken in conjunction with the diagrams
and notes on new devices given in Chapter VIII,

this will probably suffice, but extra attention is

demanded for consideration of modifications

required, as a result of trench warfare, in our

methods of field conservancy with which this

chapter is concerned.

The conditions as regards conservancy are

practically those of a siege. Disposal of excreta

has been attempted by various means which may
be briefly indicated.

The trench within a trench was first tried

—

faeces being buried in short off-shoots from the

communication trenches. The probable length oi

occupation and the onset of rains soon led to this

method being abandoned.
Then ordinary filth trenches were made, wh<

possible, behind contours which afforded cover

from rifle-fire and were approached by ti

At first an excess of bloodthirstiness and ammuni-
tion led to so severe shelling by the enemy tli.it
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Conservancy in the Trenches"

every ruined house and barn was razed to the
ground, but it is practically impossible to destroy
all cover against rifle-fire, and now many well-

constructed latrines have been sited behind such
ruins, and are approached by communication
trenches.

Finally it has been found most satisfactory in

the majority of cases to place buckets in bomb-
proof dug-outs in the trenches. The buckets I

removed by the relieved troops, who bury the

contents and bring the buckets back with them
on their return. Certain improvisations figure

in Chapter VIII, where there is also shown a

diagram of the portable latrine box which econo-

mizes the weight and labour involved in carriage

of excreta.

There is another method—an unofficial one

—

which represents a reversion to the Chin-

method of fighting by stink-pots. It consists in

placing excreta in empty tins and lobbing them
into enemy trenches which happen to be n

enough. Reprisals were found so unpleasant

that apparently this method has been abandoned
by mutual consent.

Where the level of subsoil water permits, the

urine soakage-pits and funnels are as useful 1

as elsewhere, or even more so.

Much must be done to secure such comfort for

the men as is possible under the exacting conditio tas

of trench warfare. Increase of available strength

has resulted in the occupants of the trenches t>

on guard and at rest alternately. Dug-outs hi

been made and protected from water in the main
trench by low clay partitions. In these dens the

off-duty men warm and dry themsel

braziers, and here they can warm their food and

make themselves hot drinks, for which purpose
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Comparative Enteric Ratio

certain devices are shown in diagrammatic form in

Chapter VIII. In many cases provision has been
made for ablution by a short length of trench
containing a small boiler heated by a coal brazier.

Water obtained by hand-pumping from a short

tube- well is thus warmed, and the men are able

to get an occasional wash, the sullage being flung

from the basin on to the ground as far as possible

from the trench.

The most important result of trench warfare in

winter has been the occurrence of frostbite in men
who have stood for many hours immersed con-

tinuously up to their knees, or above, in icy water.

Every effort has been made by the Royal Engineers
to reduce the water in the trenches to the lowest

possible level, but in many cases the subsoil

saturation has brought water levels almost up to

the surface.
rJC 5jC 9|C 5^ ^

Before concluding this section it is interesting

to record the effect produced on the mind of the

sanitary officer by personal inspection of municipal

sanitation in the zone of operations. The first

impression made was one of misgiving as to justi-

fication for many recommendations made for

conservancy improvements which have involved

considerable expenditure : if the conditions de-

scribed be found to give good results as regards the

health of the population, then British conservancy
stands convicted of much waste of money on un-

necessary refinements. This led to a comparison of

the enteric statistics of the capitals of various

belligerent countries, for the last year in which all

are available. The comparison is shown in Fig. 24.

It is seen that the amount of enteric in France
is approximately three times that in England, and
this disparity would be considerably more marked
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Comparative Enteric Ratio

if compulsory notification were enforced there

it is with us. Further, there is a very large

amount of sickness among children in the French
towns, and the liability to infection of water-

J

•336

sax cj

•094

•03
»04-2

•066

LONDON BERLIN BRUSSELS PARIS PETROGRAD

Fig. 24.

supplies by the leakage into them of cess-pit

contents justifies the view that many of these cases

of sickness in the child population may be due to
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Compatire Enteric Ratio

enteric, which is known to occur in children

in a mild form difficult of diagnosis. If this

be so, it follows logically that these juvenile

cases of enteric supply a proportion of the

adult population which is immune to enteric

itself but which increases the ratio of carriers to

an extent which makes the area the more danger-

ous to our troops, while reducing the apparent
rate of enteric incidence on the civil population.

The conclusion is, therefore, that not only is

there thus afforded a full vindication of the ex-

penditure recommended for improvements in

our conservancy methods, but also support for

the opinion that that expenditure represents the

soundest economic policy.
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CHAPTER VIII

SOME NEW DEPARTURES IN FIELD
SANITATION

The great war has brought in its train many
novel phases of the time-old problems of sanita-

tion, but it has also reinforced the Army Medical

Service by many keen and brilliant workers whose
scientific training and ripe experience have led

to the successful adoption of many novel methods
of dealing with those problems, and the value of

whose aid is gratefully acknowledged.
While it would be far beyond the scope of this

little book to attempt a comprehensive, detailed

description of the great number of sanitary inno-

vations which the army has witnessed with satis-

faction during the course of the last two years, it

is advisable that an account be given of some of

them. In order to afford this useful information

in the minimum of space, this chapter is devoted

to diagrams and notes of certain devices which
are thought to call for mention as of general inter-

est or special importance. They have been selected

with a view to providing practicable solutions to

the difficulties of field sanitation under widely

different conditions of climate, under which no
single method could be universally applicable, and
some can lay no claim to novelty save for the

practitioner who has seen nothing of army sani-

tation in warm climates.

The institution of demonstration centres, in

which sanitary devices are concentrated and
shown in actual use,has proved most valuable educa-

tionally, both for medical officers and combatants.
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URINE 50AKAGE-PIT
WITH FUNNEL5.

SCALE IN FLIT.

Fig. 25.
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A. DISPOSAL OF URINE

. 25. Urine soakage pit with funnels.

Notes—
1

.

The absorptive capacity depends upon the nature
of the surrounding soil, but usually one such
pit should serve for 200 to 250 men. Each
regiment therefore needs four such pits for the
men and a smaller one for officers, the total

funnels being 17.

2. The pits may be sited at the four corners of the
camp, close to the tents, or one may be placed
in the centre of the camp and one near the
canteen.

3. The funnels should be inclined so that the tops
are at exactly the correct height, and the com-
mon mistake of building earth around them
should be avoided, as it prevents the users

from standing almost touching the funnel-top.

They should be whitened outside, so as to be
easily located at night, and the loose plug of

hay just inside the mouth should be sprinkled

twice a day with 5 per cent, cresol or " Solution

C." The plugs keep flies out and prevent the
funnels being blocked by the odds and ends
which are always thrown into them.

4. The surrounding stones should be whitened, and
the ground surface should be raked over and
sprinkled twice daily with 5 per cent, cresol.

5. If filled by empty tins, these should be perforated

or turned on their sides so that they do not re-

tain urine and so form so much " dead-space.

"

6. A low wind-screen is an advantage.
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B. DISPOSAL OF F^CES

Fig. 26. Deep-trench, box-seat, fly-proof latrine cover,

Notes—
1. Each regiment needs four such latrines for men

and a two-seater for officers.

2. When the contents reach 3 feet from the surface,

the latrine should be filled in (slowly, lest the
contents be forced to the surface)

;
covered

by oiled sacking ; earthed over ; and the site

marked.

3. The latrine should last at least 36 days, and longer
in pervious soil.

4. If subsoil water occupy 2 or 3 feet this facilitates

septic-tank action, but necessitates care lest

the direction of subsoil flow be towards any
water source.

5. The measures needed to deal with flies are dis-

cussed in Chapter V.

6. The revetment is unnecessary in stiff soil, and
even in the desert it can, in most cases, be done
by struts and wattle more economically. One
latrine of the size shown needs 650 sandbags
20 x 10 x 5 in. in size.

7. It is important that the " stop " which prevents

the lid being raised to a vertical position, and so

ensures automatic closure, is high enough, or

else it serves as a lever and the hinge is forced off.

8. The tin urine shield prevents escape of urine

between the planks in front of the box-seat.

9. If the box cover be made with the sides splayed

out, and the whole be divided transversely

on one side of the central seats, the halves

would nest for transport and the " stop " bar

could be unshipped.

to. The best hinge for the lid is an iron rod working
loosely at its ends in two screw hooks in the seat.
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FIG.27. PAIL-LATRINE COVER, WITH URINE
GUTTER

Notes—
i. This sketch shows a means of lessening the amount

of fluid when the contents of the latrine buckets
have to be incinerated.

The defalcation urine is received by a metal
gutter, placed as shown in the diagram, along
which it gravitates until discharging into a

soakage-pit.

2. This reduces by 30 gallons the bulk of the bucket
contents for a regiment, and enables the com-
paratively dry residue to be removed without
danger of spillage, and burnt easily without
any extra fuel.

3. The correct height of the " stop " bar is well

shown, as is the height of the bucket, so that

there is little space by which flies can enter it.

(For this sketch, acknowledgments and
thanks are due to Colonel W. W. O. Beveridge,
C.B., D.S.O., R.A.M.C.)
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1 i , 28. LATRINE-PAIL FLY-PROOF S] \ I

Notes—
i . This is an admirable arrangement as regards fly-

proofing and ease of working, but is only applic-

able to flat-topped buckets.

2. The simple lift-off cover may be used for single

seat latrines. It needs no other support than
a flat-topped bucket on which the simple scat

rests.

3. Although somewhat heavy, the whole is readily

portable, as the cover and sides pack flat together.

It is ready for use immediately it is unpacked
on arrival in camp. If a few such be provided
for each unit, they serve to bridge the interval

while latrines are being dug, after which they
can be used as officers ' latrines—the contents
being buried daily.
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Fig. 29. PORTABLE BOX-LATRINE FOR NATIVES
OR FOR TRENCHES

Notes—
1. This is most useful for gangs of labourers whose

sphere of work is constantly shifting.

2. It is also applicable for trench use, being only 18

inches wide, and easily carried without spillage.

3. The sliding lid may be made of tin, as wood is

apt to jamb when swollen or sandy.

4. The removal of the whole cover enables the
contents to be poured into a pit and buried.
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Fig 32.

Figs. 30, 3, 32-. IMPROVISED PORTABLE
LATRINES FOR TRENCHES

Notes— '

1. These represent the simplest and lightest arrange-

ment possible, and can be improvised from oil-

drums and biscuit box

2. The ingenious method of securing that the lid is

pressed down more tightly as the weight of the
contents increases, is an important precaution
against spillage.
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DRYING PLATFORM FOR HORSE-MANURE BEFORE INCINERATION

Fig. 33.

Fig. 33. DRYING PLATFORM FOR ORGANIC
REFUSE, WHICH DEPRIVES FLY LAI;

OF FACILITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT

A'otes-

Suitable dimensions are—10 ft. square ; walls,

6 inches high ; floor, 4 inches thick, and sloping

towards the front edge to allow moisture to

drain away.
It can be made of a mixture of 1 part sand to 7
of chopped straw (" tibbin "), mixed with the
minimum of water to give plasticity. Addition
of 1 part of cement gives a hard smooth surface.

It should be allowed to dry in the sun for 24 hours,

and drying then completed by burning litter

on the surface. The less water that has been usee 1

in mixing, the less likelihood will there be of

cracks forming and needing to be rilled in with
more of the plaster. Finally, the whole surface

should be treated freely with heavy oil.

Litter should be spread so as to leave a clear

margin of 1 foot wide at the edges, and tin 1 whole
surface should be swept clean every day.

This platform is most useful in hot, dry climates,

and especially for horse manure which has to be
burnt.
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IMPROVISED INCLINED-PLANE INCINERATOR
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Fig. 34.
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FIG. 34- FIXED INCLINED-PLANE [NCINERATOR

Notes—
i. This simple but effective incinerator can be made

out of four kerosene tins, cut and joined as

shown, and arched over an inclined plane built

of stones (or tins) and plastered over smoothly.
The side flanges of the tin cover are embedded
in the plaster, which is then heaped over the
outer surface of the cover—as shown by the

end elevation.

2. The refuse is tipped in at the top of the half-

cylinder thus formed, and is prevented from
sliding down by a series of long nails imbedded
in the plaster, as shown by the transverse

section.

3. If made tail-on to the prevailing wind, this adds
to the aspiration draught. If the wind blows
in the opposite direction, a tin plate placed as

shown by dotted lines across the feeding-hole

induces an aspirating action which is also

effective.

4. Two such incinerators have dealt with all the

organic refuse (save faeces) of a regiment for

some weeks in a dry, hot climate.

5. Plaster can usually be made by a puddled mixture
of one part of chopped hay (tibbin) to 7 parts

of earth (or even sand) with just enough water
to render the mass plastic. A hard surface can
be obtained by the addition of 1 part of cement
to the mixture.

6. A suitable plan for the incineration area is shown.
The drying area should be covered by oiled

sacking, to protect the refuse from wind and
flies.
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Fig. 35. PORTABLE INCLINED-PLANE
INCINERATOR

Notes—
1. This pattern was produced after trial had proved

the value of the principle embodied in the fonri

shown in Fig. 34, i.e. that the choking of com
bustion by ashes in vertical incinerators is

largely prevented by a sloping platform in which
the ash falls vertically, while the flames pass
obliquely upward above the ash level. The
holes left by cutting and turning down V-shaped
tongues form triangles with 2-inch sides through
which ashes fall and air rises. These holes

should be made in rows 6 inches apart at the

bottom of the curves of the corrugated-iron

plane. The tongues keep the incinerator contents
from sliding down the surface of the plane too
rapidly. Tapping the plane shakes the ashes

out and the contents down.

2. The apparatus has the advantage that it can
always be turned tail-on to the wind, as it is

easily rotated as the wind changes, and the plane

can be inclined to any required angle.

3. One, or possibly two incinerators, of the dimen-
sions given in the diagram, will deal with the

organic refuse of a regiment (except as regards

faeces)

.

4. The facilities for transport are obvious, as the whole
folds together flat, and there are no detached
parts.

5. The two sides are laced together at the root of

the chamber by wire, and are also hinged to the

base by wire, which can be easily replace* I.
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Fig. 36. FIXED INCINERATOR, WITH DRYING
SHELF

Notes—
1. The damp refuse is thrown into the hinged hopper,

and pushed across the plate on to the drying
shelf, where it is exposed to the heat of the furnace
below, while hot air passing freely around the

upper edge of the shelf facilitates drying. (The
plate A merely bridges the space between the
hopper and the drying shelf, and can be wholly
withdrawn.) When dry, the refuse slides—or

is pushed—over the lower edge of the shelf and
falls into the fire, burning on the fire-bars beneath,
which are sloped so that the dried refuse may
be raked down and distributed on the fire.

2. The drying shelf may be made of " expanded
metal "or a freely perforated sheet of corrugated
iron.

3. In the field, a rough similar device can be impro-

vised, if bricks are available for the furnace.

4. If fly-proof, this pattern may be used for incinera-

tion of faeces.
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Fig. 37. "THE McMUNN" COMBINED
INCINERATOR AND EVAPORATOR FOR

HOSPITALS

Notes—
1. This ingenious combination of preliminary eva-

poration and final combustion is most valuable
for dealing with highly infective liquids from
field hospitals, and fully justifies the fuel de-

mands.

2. The metal tray in the roof is partly filled with
urine and bed-pan contents,and sawdust is added

;

the fire in the furnace is got burning vigorously

;

the sawdust increases the rate of evaporation
from the tray by about 30 per cent. ; when the
tray contents are thoroughly hot, the saturated
sawdust is raked out over the sloping edge
on to the sloping iron plates, where it is rapidly
dried off, and is then pushed on to the fire be-

neath. Meanwhile, faeces mixed with sawdust
is thrown down through the hopper, and follows

the same route. More liquid and sawdust are

put in the tray as required, and the fire burns
all night if well banked up.

3. One such installation gave the following data for

24 hours' work :

—

130 gallons of liquid disposed of

200 patients' excreta disposed of

180 lbs. wood \

50 lbs. sawdust [fuel

hospital refuse J

4. A good deal of attention is required, but in a
hospital one man can be told off for this most
important work.
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Fig. 38. STRAINER, GREASE-TRAP AND
SOAKAGE-PITS FOR SULLAGE

Notes—
1. This method is suitable for highly absorbent soils

—in other areas shallow evaporation trenches
may be used as described in Chapter VII.

2. The hay (a) must be burnt daily; the sacking
strainer needs frequent renewal ; the gravel
requires to have the surface scraped daily and
the whole needs renewal fortnightly or, prefer-

ably, weekly.

3. The diaphragm (d) should not go closer than 3
inches to the bottom of the box.

4. Chamber C ' should be large enough to hold two
dixies (big camp-kettles) of water above the

level of the exit pipe from chamber C" and this

pipe must be of large bore.

5. The bent pipe between the two pits prevents

greasy scum from passing over into the second
pit.

6. The covers should fit moderately well, and be
covered by a layer of earth or sand to keep
mosquitoes out ; or they will ovulate and their

larvae may live in the water if grease has been
effectually removed by the time the affluent

reaches the second pit.

7. Occasionally the sides of the pits may be lightly

scraped, to remove the superficial greasy layer.
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BUCKET WITH
PERFORATED BOTTOM

tibbin(chopped straw)

SAND

FEET

PIT FOR KITCHEN
T
'SULLAGE WATER

Fig. 39.

Fig. 39. S< ;T FOR KITCHEN
SULLAGE

Xotes—
1. Instead of filling the pit, it may be lined by freely

perforated sheets of corrugated iron, which
can be removed while the sides of the pit are

being periodically scraped. This makes it

necessary to replace the sacking by a wooden
cover. When the corrugated-iron sheets are re-

placed, the layer removed from the sides of the

pit can be replaced by fresh sand around the

metal sheets. This is also applicable to smaller

pits, which can be lined by freely perforated

kerosene tins to form a cylinder which can be
withdrawn for daily scraping and renewal of

the sides of the pit.
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METHOD OF FIXING SERBIAN BARREL
/COVER

FELT RING

PERFORATED WOODEN FRAME

GROUND LEVEL

STOKING PIT
BEE-HIVE FURNACE
OF 5AND AND
TIBBIN OR MUD

-TANK SUPPORTS

Fig. 40.

Fig. 40. UNDERGROUND, BEEHIVE FURNACE
FOR A " SERBIAN BARREL "

Notes—
1. This underground furnace economizes heat

and brings the top of the barrel to a convenient
level for loading.

2. If there be several barrels, they may be arranged
in a row over a trench (vide Chapter IV), and
this has the advantage that the barrels may be
embedded in a dome of dry mud, thus conserving
heat and increasing efficiency. The stokehole

would then be at one end of the trench and the
chimney at the other.

3. A suitable relation between the sizes of tank and
barrel is shown in this diagram. The common
error is to make the tank a long cylinder with a

small surface in relation to a large bulk of water.

4. The working of the barrel method for de-lousing

is described in Chapter VI.
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IMPROVISED SHOWER BATH
KER05INE TIN
WITH PERFORATED

BOTTOM

WOODEN
TROUGH

-V4

Fig. 41.



I io. 4i. IMPROVISED SHOWKR-BATH

Notes—
i . Where water economy is imperative, it is suffi-

cient to supply | a gallon of water a man, for the

shower, after he has lathered himself all over by
dipping his soap in a bucket.

2. If the perforations be made very fine, the flow

may be maintained at the necessary trickle for

a couple of minutes, while all soap is flushed off.

3. As the water only needs to be heated to 40 °C.

fuel requirements are moderate.

4. Further details of the working of a de-lousing

centre are given in Chapter VI.
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IMPROVISED CAMP KITCHEN

CHIMNEY FORMED OF-
TWO KEROSINE TINS

SKETCH SHOWING MUD COVERING

HOT AIR FLUE

DOOR HUNG-
W1TH WITIE

Fig. 42.



IMPROVISED FIELD KITCHEN
MADE WITH 7 KEROSINE TINS

Fig. 43.
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Figs. 42, 43, 44. IMPROVISED CAMP Kl I'M,

Notes—
1. It is of so great importance for troops in the field to

get a change of diet, thai all methods enabling
the men to bake is 6f Interest. The diagrams
show how simply this can be dour with a little

ingenuity, a few kerosene tins, and some bricks.

2. In this kitchen joints can be well roasted and kept
warm in the hot-air chambers until required.

3. In one instance a man on field service stated thai
he had no meat but stewed meat for eight con
secutive months, and little imagination is m
to appreciate the result on his appetite and
assimilative powers. This opportunity is taken
of mentioning a fact not commonly known and
usually denied by lazy cooks

—

i.e. that meat
can be well roasted in flanders kettles (or dixies)

as follows :—Into the kettle put 3 inches of fat

and J inch of water ; add joint and place on
fairly slow fire for 2 hours ; constantly watch
and turn. The spluttering of the mixtin
fat and boiling water bastes the meat excellent lv,

and 16 lbs. of meat can thus be roasted in one
dixie in y$ minutes— as proved by trial.

One dixie of fat can be collected from 5

dixies so used, and this fat is available for

re-use as required.

Each man should get baked meat twice B \\i

and this test shows that, with a little extra

trouble on the part of the cooks, it can be done
with the existing field equipment of one kettle

for 8 men—which cooks "for 8 men, or 13

without vegetables."

4. A great economy of fuel is effected by embedding
dixies in puddled clay, mud or other material

during heating, and this fact is seldom taken
advantage of.
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toEvices For keeping food hot
OR COLD

Fig. 45. Jacketted hot-box

Notes—
1. A tin receptacle is enclosed in a box, surrounded

by a 2 -inch layer of chopped straw or any dried

forage, in which it can be kept warm or carried

to the trenches.

2. A four-gallon tin was rilled with boiling water and
placed in this box ; at the end of 2 hours the

temperature of the tin contents was still 85° C.

(sufficient heat to continue the cooking process) ;

at the end of 24 hours the contents still had not
fallen below blood-heat.

3. The economy in fuel and time resulting from this

slow completion of cooking, after the food has

once been raised to boiling point, is very con-

siderable, and the food is better cooked finally,

to say nothing of the comfort to the men of

getting a hot meal.
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JACKETTED HOT BOX
ONE END REMOVED TO SHOY« CONSTRUCTION

ROUGH
HANDLES oh

TWO 5IDE5

CHOPPED STRAW

CHOPPED
'STRAW

)2"0VEfcLAP

INSIDE BOX
SUPPORTED ON
FOUR SHORT STRUTS

Fig. 45.
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Fig. 40. Cooling devices

Notes-

1. The " sweating chattie " cooling in a breeze, by
evaporation from its slightly porous surface,

a familiar sight during the hot seasons in Ind
As these porous flasks only cost a few \n

each, they have been made freely available in

Egypt also.

2. It is necessary that the interior be sterilized

before use, and weekly subsequently.

3. The figure shows an ingenious extension of the

principles involved.

Indebtedness to Captain and to

Sergeant Harrison of the 42nd Sanitary Section, for many
of the foregoing diagrams is gratefully acknowledged.
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IMPROVISED COLO STORL

KER05INE TINS WITH
COVERS HINGED WITH WIRE'

POROUS NATIVE
WATER JARS

j] RED NATIVE BRICKS;
VERY POROUS
WITH OPEN

JOINTS.

BRICKS TO BE
DRENCHED
WITH WATER
EVERY MORNING

BASIN MADE
OF DRIED MUD
OR PUDDLED
SAND AND
STRAW



CHAPTER IX

WATER AND WATER-SUPPLIES

There is one subject which has loomed larger

in the public mind than any other in relation to

preservation of the public health—it is that of

water-supply. This prominence is probably due
to the fact that, among the three primary needs
of man—air, water and food—municipal responsi-

bility has until comparatively recently been con-

cerned with wTater only.

The product of communal responsibility in this

matter has been a series of water experts, first the

engineers and then the bacteriologists, who are

concerned respectively with the quantity and th<

quality of water supplied. The present excellence

of our municipal supplies is due to the work
generations of .such experts, comparing results

and perfecting their methods by means
which wealthy communities have placed at ti

disposal. The quality of water, thus safeguarded

by all devices which science and accumulated
experience can suggest, is kept under constant

observation by means of the bacteriological

technique of elaborately equipped laboratories.

And, finally, the laboratory findings are again

controlled by careful study of statistical returns

sickness for fixed populations, by which
high incidences of water-borne diseases I
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War Problems in the Field

immediate investigation and prompt remedial
anion it' required.

The contrast which faces the force which
from the security of this organization u

conditions at the front might be laboured poinl

by point, but is perhaps more forcibly emphasi
by illustration.

There rises from memory the picture of a small

Boer farm lying at the bottom of a huge basin

stretching to the horizon unbroken by another
building, tree, or sign of animal life. The only
wdtcr sources in this expanse are the shallow well

and the pond which supply the farm. A division

of our army has just passed on, leaving the well

dry and the little remaining water in the pond so

fouled by the watering of a huge herd of transport

animals that it clogs the filter candles before a pint

has passed through them. Every fragment of

wood that could be torn from post and fitting and
roof has been carried off. The field hospital re-

mains behind with its 120 wounded men, who must
be fed, and whose wounds must be dressed.

Or again—on the verge of the Great Sahara
Desert there is a surface pool which affords the

only source of supply on an otherwise waterless

march of thirty-eight miles. The water in the

pool is covered by a green scum, which is so

offensive that even the horses, thirsty as they are,

turn away from it in disgust. By some means
this water must be rendered potable, and the means
must be provided by such apparatus as the party

can carry with them on their long journey.

In the face of problems such as these it is un-

necessary to labour minutiae of detailed compari-

son, and we may pass on to consider the means
whereby this apparently impossible task may be

accomplished. Before discussing in detail the
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Amounts of Water needed and yielded

various methods at our disposal, it is advisable to

note a few points regarding the amounts of water
required in the field, and the examination <.i watei
sources re their yield and liability of contamination.
All that may be attempted is to include some
odd notes of special use or interest.

1. The water requirements of a military force

[a) Each man requires daily the following

amounts :

In barracks .... 20 gall

In standing camps, when clothing

is washed . . . g ,,

In camps, when no clothing is

washed. . . . . 3 „
In bivouacs, for drinking and

cooking only. 1 gallon

For drinking only, as a minimum . 3 pints

(b) The daily requirements for animals are :

Horse or camel . . .10 gallons

Ox .

Mule
Donkey .

Sheep or pig

S

o

1

2. Methods of estimating the yield of water

(a) From wells. By pumping, the water-level

should be rapidly lowered by a measured depth.

The time occupied by the well in refilling to the

original level should be noted. The area of the

well is obtained by taking f (or more precisely 785)
of the square of the diameter and multiplying

the depth refilled to obtain the cubic capacity of the

space refilled. The number of cubic feet multiplied
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Water Sources

by 6J (or more precisely 6 -j;,) gives the number of

gallons yielded in the noted time of refilling.

(b) From streams. The mean velocity of the

stream i s arrived at by taking Four-fifths of the

surface velocity, as measured by the time a floating

stick takes to traverse a known distance. The
sectional area is obtained By taking the average
depth, as determined by several measurements on
a given section. The number of cubic feel of

water passing this sectional area in a given time
is thus obtained, and may be converted by the

above factor into terms of gallons.

3. The best sites for sinking trial borings for

water

In hilly districts the most promising site is the

base of the steeper side of a deep valley, just below
a point at which the valley bifurcates.

The most likely situations in a plain arc :

The lowest depression ; the points where ve

tation is greenest ; where the morning mist hangs
longest ; where the midges are most numerous.

4. Examination of water sources

(a) Wells. The old division of wells into shallow

and deep, in relation to some arbitrary standard
of depth which was supposed to afford an indica-

tion of the probable purity of the water, has been

abandoned. The essential point is whether or not

a well pierces an impermeable stratum, and this

should always be inquired into. Next the well

itself is examined as to whether it is fully protected,

by being :

(i) Wet-steined, i.e. lined by stone, or brick,

set in cement.

(2) Covered by a dust-and-water-proof cover.

(3) Provided with a coping, to prevent surf;
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Protection of Wells

washings flowing into the interior without filtra-

tion.

(4) Fitted with a pump, which obviates the
dangers of filth being carried into the contents by
rope and bucket, unless they be worked by a
Persian wheel.

(5) Of sufficient depth to ensure efficient filtra-

tion of the water, which can only enter it from
below if the foregoing measures be effective.

The next step is to ascertain if there be any
source of probable contamination within the

danger zone, the extent of which is estimated by
certain arbitrary standards. Sometimes the area

is regarded as that lying within a circle whose
centre is the well-mouth, and whose radius is an
absolute minimum of thirty feet. Or the radius

may be taken as four times the depth of the well.

As the subsoil water-level becomes parabolic

when the level of water in the well is much de-

pressed, a more reliable datum for the radiu-

that of 150 times the depression of the well con-

tents produced in an hour by vigorous pumping.
All these data must obviously be taken in con-

junction with the ground slope, the direction of

flow of subsoil water, the porosity of the soil,

and the speed of pumping.
(b) Springs. The important distinction be-

tween springs is that of whether they are " land
"

or " main " springs.

The former are derived from water percolating

through superficial strata and reaching a lo\

ground surface by flowing above an impermeable

stratum. They are almost always intermittent,

and the water is to be regarded with suspicion

qualified by the extent of the zone around them
which is free from contamination.

Main springs are derived from underground
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Examination of Waters

reservoirs in water-bearing veen
two impermeable strata, rhe water rea<

tins interspace at a distance, and thu tally

efficiently filtered by the time it from a

hillside. Owing to the large bulk <>i water in

these underground reservoirs, main springs usually

give a continuous flow. It is important to note

that if the water-bearing stratum be of chalk or

limestone it is liable to be fissured, and thus the

length of percolation affords an unreliable criterion

as to the probable purity of the water yielded.

(c) Streams. Streams must be regarded as not
only liable to contamination in ways common to

all other surface waters, but also by deliberate use

of them as means of sewage disposal from habita-

tions on their banks. This sewage is disposed of

by sedimentation and oxidation, but no authority

can be found to state a distance of flow within

which these agencies will render polluted water
potable, seeing how variable are the important
factors of the ratio of sewage to flow and the degree

of effective oxidation. No stream can therefore be
regarded as a safe source of supply, unless it has

been examined throughout its whole length.

5. Examination of waters

(a) Inspection

The appearance and taste of waters afford no
warning of contamination : in fact, up to a certain

high degree of organic pollution, the more con-

taminated the water the more attractive are its

physical qualities. This is so important a point,

and one which it is so difficult to get the men to

realize, that illustrations are most useful to medical

officers whose duty it is to instruct all water-duty

personnel.
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Inspection of Waters

One illustration drawn from exp
conditions is that of a gaffer, lauding his well

giving " Powerful good water the best in four

parishes"; pointing with pride to the health ol

the villagers ; holding up a tumbler of the water to

demonstrate its exceptional qualities. Inquiry,
however, elicited the fact that in rainy weather
this "powerful good water" gave "a bit of a

niflf " when boiled. The unsteined, shallow weU
stood beside a high wall, on the other side- of which,
and not six feet from the well, was a cess-pit so

leaky that it had not been emptied for

This experience illustrates

—

i. The attractive physical properties of highly

polluted water.

2. The unsoundness of deducing the quality

of village water by the health of the \illae

3. The need for personal inspection of the whole
area around wells near camps: they will all be

used as drinking-water sources.

The classical illustration of the lack of relation

between the physical properties of water and it->

dangerous pollution is that afforded by the incid

of the Broad Street pump. This pump had ><>

great a reputation as to its water that a lady who
removed from its neighbourhood to Eiampstead,

sent daily to get a supply from the old source. A
sailor in a house near by was attacked by cholera,

and his infective dejecta leaked from a cess-pit into

the well. There was an epidemic of cholera in

the neighbourhood, the outbreak being 1

the users of the well. The only h<

which contributed cholera c the epidemic

was that of the lady in Hampstead : she and her

daughter died, and the maid who fetched the

pump water only recovered after a ick.

Mere inspection of water being thus obvio
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Bacterial Examination of Waters

oi no value, we must turn to other methods ol

examination.

(b) Bacterial Examinai eon

(i) Motor laboratories, h is obvious thai

difficult in the field to undertake a full bacterial

examination with the object of isolatingfpure B.

Colt (Escherich). That difficulty lias teen met
to a certain extent by the provision, during thr

present war, of motor laboratories fully equipped
•TOt carrying out the usual chemicarand bacterial

technique. They can, however, only deal with

a fraction of the needs of a large force, and the

question arises as to whether, in the absence of

means to conduct complete examinations on a

very large scale, valuable information may not

be obtained by a modified investigation which
can be carried out with much smaller apparatus.

(2) Portable boxes for bacterial examination of

water. A box has been devised which enables the

total organisms and the minimum amount con-

taining lactose-fractors to be estimated for sixteen

waters sampled at the well-mouth in a day's round.

Eight test-tubes are provided for each water—one

of agar for the total count, and seven of McConkey's
taurocholate-lactose-litmus broth for the lactose-

fractor estimation on amounts ranging from \ to

20 c.c. and totalling 50 ex. The sampling cabinet

is complete for work at the well-mouth, to which it

can be carried by hand, and is enclosed in a double

casing of tins which provide the necessary incu-

bator and sterilizer. All accessories and materials

for examination of some 500 samples are

in another box. The total weight is little o

cwt. Examination of sixteen waters a day may be

carried out continuously. The details of working

need not be described here, but it is instructs



Bacterial Examination of Waters

consider the value of the indications which may
be thus obtained, and to form a conclusion as to

whether that value justifies the additional equip-

ment required.

The following Table embodies the average
results obtained by using this apparatus for the

examination of 290 waters, from which upwards
of 2500 tubes of media were seeded. The various

water sources were classified according to the

conclusion formed on simple inspection, and for

this purpose the wells were divided into three

groups :

First class. Those fully,, protected.

Second class. Those imperfectly protected but
having no source of pollution within the danger
zone.

Third class. Those which were imperfectly pro-

tected and had a source of pollution within the

danger zone.

This investigation was conducted with two
objects—-to estimate the total bacterial impurity

by means of the total count, and, by means of the

lactose- tractor datum, to enable an opinion to be

formed as to the probability of that total impurity

being due in part to organisms derived from a

potentially dangerous source. Although the

presence of lactose-fractors has not the significance

of the presence of true B. Coli, it must have a

very distinct value—if only the negative one

that is afforded by the fact that if there be no
lactose-fractor present there can be no B. Coli.

As, however, the tendency of recent research is to

reduce the tests for excretal B. Coli to the reactions

of fermentation of lactose in the presence of bile-

salt and the production of indol, the most recent

improvements in tests for the latter enable that

control to be simply carried out with this method.
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Bacterial Examination of Waters

The important points which are indicated by this

Table are :

—

(i) There neral ;i the

indications afforded by these findings, and the
opinion formed by inspection as to the relative

safeties of these water souro

(2) The well data not only show a striking

difference between the safe and the unsafe son;

but a very marked difference between the doubt-

BXCTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF *

WELL WATERS IN RURAL DISTRICTS

CLASS
TOTAL

OR(iAMSMS

LEAST AMOUNT
CO MAI MIST,

LACTOSE TRACTORS

SPRINGS \

1

2

5 PER CC 3 9 C.C.

too •» 9

WELLS <

1

2

3

2 5 •• 50 "

70 • •• 5 ••

140 •» 2-5 ••

Fig. 47.

ful and the dangerous sources, as classified on
inspection.

Of fifty-three "doubtful" wells, 40 per (tut.

would be classed as dangerous on the lactose-

fractor figure, and in 40 per cent, of these that

opinion is confirmed by the total count.

It appears therefore that this method of ex-

amination has a very distinct value as soap as

* Bacteriological Examination of Waters in the Field.

Journal of the R.A.M .( ., 191 i, by the Author.



Water Purification

average figures fur these various da supply
can be determined. At the least it would enable
a definite conclusion to be drawn within twenty
four hours as to which were the worst and the 1

of various alternative sources of supply. Furl!
when once the findings from a given source have
been recorded, subsequent examinations should
indicate whether the bacterial purity wen
maintained, and so afford timely warning of any
deterioration in the efficiency of protective

sures. Such examinations are obviously im-
practicable in the zone of actual fighting, but they
might prove most useful on the lines of com-
munication, in billet towns, and in sanitary

districts.

WATER PURIFICATION

Having dealt with the sources and examination
of water irrthe field, we have now to consider the

methods of purification which may be adopted in

war.

In dealing with various branches of this im-

portant subject there are advantages in an initial

survey of means which have been discarded in the

course of evolution. Much time is v -of

their own and of other people's—by enthusiastic

amateurs who, with much declamation, rediscover

methods long since discarded as useless; means
not now generally practised may prove of great

value to medical officers who may have to imp
vise under circumstances which place the lat

improvements out of reach.

It is regrettable, from the standpoint of a desire

for completeness, that it is undesirable at present

to publish precise information regarding the

practical outcome of experimental work done ji
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Sterilization by Heat

before and since the outbreak of this w.

at the front will find full information at their
disposal.

(a) Heat

Sterilization by heat is the earliest, and -til!
i

of the most effective, methods of water steriliza

tion.

(i) BoiHng. The simplest means is that of boil-

ing water in the Flanders kettles supplied to

units for cooking purposes. The contents of the
kettles at one boiling suffice to fill the \\,

bottles. The procedure adopted is that overnighl
the water is heated to boiling-point and then
poured through funnels into the water-bottles,

which are thus sterilized. When the bottles

have been filled, a second boiling provides enough
to fill the water-carts. In the morning the unit

is ready to move off with all bottles full and the

carts containing a refill for the bottles, the whole
water being cool and sterile. If preferred, the

water may be made into weak tea, which is a

better thirst-quencher. Other points have been
dealt with under the heading of the needs of the

march.
An advance on this primitive method, and one

specially applicable to semi-permanent camps, is

that of providing fixed apparatus, consisting of

both boiling and cooling tanks. These should be

connected by pipes, and the cooler should he

covered so that the sterilized water is not exp
to risk of contamination by conve}'ance in bud
or by the settling of dust on the surface. ( hie has

seen a camp provided with such an installation.

but, the coolers having been left uncovered while

the transport mules passed, the history of the

regiment could have been written on the dusl
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Sterilization by Heat

covering the surface of water which had just

been so carefully sterilized.

They practical difficulty is that of obtaining
sufficient fuel, and when one has seen men carry
railway sleepers on their shoulders during the

whole length of a twelve-mile march, in order to

ensure getting a fire at night, the extent of this

difficulty is realized. This method, like that
of chemical purification, leaves unaffected the
particles of sand and mica which are so potent
factors in causing irritative diarrhoea in the field.

(2) Heat-exchange. The most economical means
of sterilization by heat is some form of " heat-

exchange " apparatus in which the outgoing hot
water is made to impart its heat to the incoming
stream. Sterile water is thus rapidly obtained a1

a temperature only io° or 12 above that of the

source, while the greater part of the heat given off

in cooling is taken up by the current of supply,

thus economizing both time and fuel.

The general construction of such apparatus is

shown in Fig. 48, in which the degree of heat of

the circulating water is indicated by the depth of

shading, and the direction of flow by arrows. An
oil lamp is used to heat the sterilizing chamb
in which the temperature of the contained water
rises to between 8o° and 90 C. The exit from

tins chamber is guarded by a valve so construe*

that it only opens when the desired temperature

has been reached, and an automatic control is

thus established which prevents the passage of

unsterilized water. The heat exchange is effected

in a cylinder divided by a vertical partition.

thin plicated copper, separating the outgoing

hot water from the incomi] I stream. Al-

though excellent in theory, this apparatus prest

a

eral defects in practice. The copper diaphragm
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Sterilization by Heat

is most difficult to secure to tl of the

cylinder, and dangerous short-circuil

which may result in unsterilized water l>

HEAT EXCHANGE
WATER STERILIZER

VERTICAL SECTION

VALVE

TRANSVERSE
SECTION

IAPHRaGM.

Fig. 48.

delivered without this being detectable by other

means than bacterial examination. The joint is

so extensive and the copper so thin that jolting on

rough roads is apt to cause detachment of the

diaphragm. The valve is apt to get out of order.

The weight, bulk and cost of oil are very con

siderable. The apparatus is heavy.
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Water Filtration

(b) Filtration

(i) Sand. On turning next to filtration, the
first filtering material to be considered is sand.

Unfortified sand will allow such organisms as

B. typhosus to pass through a depth 'of 15 ft., and
effective filtration is only secured by obtainii:

gelatinous layer on the surface, so that the gela-

tinous material becomes the actual filtering stratum
and the sand merely a supporting matrix. Such
a layer is provided by either zoogloea, which
forms naturally after a due interval for ripeninj

the filter, or by aluminium-hydroxide thrown down
by chemical action. In either case the sand must
be purified by washing in sterile water or by heat-

ing. Waiting for the zooglcea layer to form in-

volves delay ; removal becomes necessary when
it gets too thick ; and disturbance of its integrity

allows organisms to pass freely. Alum is more
manageable in that it can be made effective

rapidly, but it is more liable to be disturbed by
agitation. For these reasons sand is not us

alone and has a very limited applicability.

The existing zooglcea on the surface of river beds

may be utilized by digging a trench parallel

the bank, when well-filtered water percolates from
the stream into the trench. One simple method
is that of placing a cylinder, with a fenestral

base, in a barrel, partly tilling both with sand

and precipitating aluminium hydroxide upon the

surface of sand in the cylinder. If water

carefully syphoned into the cyl: that the

gelatinous layer be not disturbed, tie

until it finds its own level in the barrel, whei

it can be drawn off.

A more elaborate system on similar lii

shown m Fig. 40. A revetment is built parallel
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Filtration by Sand

to a hill-side contour, so thai a deep water trench
ismade. This is lined by puddled clay, thro
which, and the retaining wall, delivery pi
thrust into the bottom of the trench. Stoi
placed over the ends of the pipes in the
thm successive layers of smaller stones, gravel and
sand are added, and finally a layer of gelatinous
aluminium hydroxide is thrown' down on to the

METHOD OF TAK1IMG WATER

FOR ALUM & SAND FILTRATION

Fig. 49.

surface of the sand. It is necessary that water
from an adjoining stream should be run in by
syphonage—lest the filtering layer be disturbed

and this must be effected by making the trench at

a suitable level. The syphon is shown with an up-

turned end. Given a sufficient head of pressure

such an installation will yield a free supply of pure

water from the pipes, and feeds itself automatically

from the stream.



Water Filtration

Recently a most ingenious attempt has been
made to provide a portable sand-and-alum filtei

of a continuous-action, self-cleansing type, which
is shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 50. Wa
which contains sand and alum enters the top
the filtering chamber, and the precipitate falls on
to a funnel until a cone is formed. The natural

slope causes the surface layer, as it forms on the
cone, to slide down into an outer, concentric

funnel. From the apex of this outer funnel the

surface layer and its entangled impurities fall

into a washing chamber fed from the inlet pipe

by a small jet of water and provided with an
overflow escape. The constant current in this

chamber washes the sand, which then falls through
the jet—to re-enter the inlet pipe and compL
its cycle—while the impurities are carried away
and escape through the overflow. Meanwhile
water, which has filtered through the stable cone

of sand into the inner funnel, passes through a

discharge pipe into the storage tank. The points

in favour of this apparatus are : It is self-cleansing

and continuous in action
;

practically no sand
is lost in the process ; the water delivered has

been well filtered by passing through the gelatin-

ous layer on . the stable cone—sufficient alum
being delivered to the incoming water by auto-

matic feed from a mixing chamber on the inlet

pipe. Flow is maintained by a pump feed which
keeps up pressure in the clamp-lidded filtering

chamber. It would appear that installations of

this tvpe, while not being portable in the usual

sense, might be most useful if rapidly pushed up
in the wake of an advancing army, and worked to

supply the returning population in districts where

a retreating enemy had destroyed all the existing

permanent municipal filtering installation
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Portable Sand-Filter

efficiency must depend upon the relation betv

the amount of added alum
; the thickness oi the

resulting gelatinous layer ; the pumping pressure ;

the rate of delivery. As these factors are mutually

SELF CLEANING FILTER

CLEAR
WATER

Fig. 50.

interdependent, back to the amount of alum added

to the incoming water, a scale could be

mentally established for the alum required foi

given delivery rates.
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Water Filtration

—

(2) Filter-candles of porous material. The next
filtering material to be considered is infusorial

clay moulded into cylinders closed at one end and
fixed at the other end to metal delivery nozzles.

Each candle is placed in a metal case, through one
end of which the nozzle is screwed from the interior,

while the other end of the metal case is closed by a

screw cap. Into the space between the case and
the candle, water is pumped and can only escape

by passing through the thickness of the candle to

its interior and on through the delivery nozzle.

The efficiency of filtration depends upon certain

essentials : The candle must be of finely porous

material without cracks or flaws ; it must be
securely fixed to the metal nozzle—and the great

difficulty lies in making at this point a joint which
will prevent unfiltered water passing into the

delivery nozzle ; the nozzle must screw tightly

enough into the end of the metal case to prevent

water escaping at this point and running down the

outside of the delivery nozzle.

Even when these difficulties have been overcome,

others arise. Fine sand or clay will block the

filtering pores so rapidly that water can only be

forced through in driblets. The candle must
therefore be frequently taken out and brushed,

which involves risk of its being cracked and
rendered dangerous in proportion as the crack is

small enough to escape notice. Organisms which
are held up during a short test, gradually grow
through the candle interstices. The following

average numbers of organisms per c.c. in the

filtered water were obtained by leaving a culture

in the space between the metal case and the candle,

and pumping water through for fifteen minutes

on each of four successive mornings, samples being

taken at the end of the pumping period each day.
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—through Porous " Filter-Candles
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As this practically represents what might happen
with a candle not cleaned for four days, it is

obvious that the water delivered on the fourth day
would be unsafe, and it has been found that 1!

enteric organisms be placed in the interspace they
appear in the filtered water after that interval.

This makes it necessary that the candles should be

sterilized by boiling on every third day—the ob-

jections to which, from the practical standpoint,

are obvious.

Such candles of large size have been fitted to

water-carts, and used for filtration of water which
has undergone preliminary clarification by passage

through sponge and asbestos strainers. During

the rapid retreat from Mons, over rough cobbled

roads, many of the candles were broken or de-

tached, and the units to which they belonged were

thus abruptly deprived of all means of water

sterilization.

- (3) Norton's tube-well. This account of filtra-

tion methods would be incomplete without refer

ence to Norton's tube-well, which appeals so

strongly to the new-comer, and is shown in Fig,

51. It consists of lengths of iron piping, the first

having a pointed end which is driven into the

ground vertically. Other lengths are then suc-

cessively screwed on as preceding sections are

driven in by "monkey" arrangement. As soon

as water is reached a pump is screwed on, and

pure water should be obtained if the depth be

sufficient to ensure adequate filtration.
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Water Filtration

The practical objections are, however, numerous
and strong. The depth from which water can be

pumped is reduced from the theoretical 30 ft.

some 25 ft. The weight of the whole apparatu

1400 lb. The normal rate of penetration is only
10 ft. an hour, and moderately hard rock checks it

entirely. On the other hand sand is equally objec-

tionable, for it has to be pumped out with the

water until a large cavity has been cleared around
the end of the tube. The water has thus to be

settled for long periods before it can be drunk at

A= pump.
B = :ube.

C— cavity around tube tip.

Fig. 51.
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Chemical Purification of W«

all, and even then it contains much fin< tided

inorganic matter. In [ndiail was sometimes found
necessary to send a strong fatigue oul over n

in order to get the apparatus working satisfactorily

for the suppfy of troops on the following day,

(c) Ultra-violet rays

It has been suggested that ultra-violet n

should be used for sterilization of water in the field.

These rays, passing at the rate of 757 billion per

second, have a powerful lethal action on bacteria.

They are generated in vacuo by electrolysed

mercury vapour at incandescent heat, t

conditions being produced by an electric pressure

of 200 volts. It is evident that the apparatus is

heavy, fragile, and so intricate that it can only

be worked by experts. Further, it is found that

the bacteria are protected by suspended inorganic

particles, and hence good results are only obtain-

able with quite clear waters. The plant is. thus

useless for the very classes of water which most
need treatment. The suggestion that this appa-

ratus should be supplied for use in the field, and

worked by plant similar to that used for skiagraphy,

has now been abandoned.

(d) Chemical methods

As these various means of water purification

have one by one been tried and found difficult of

application or unsatisfactory in results, attention

has been more and more directed towards the hope

that some chemical method might afford a solu

tion of the problem. The use of chemicals

been directed towards either simple clarification

or sterilization.
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Alum Precipitation

(i) Clarification by precipitation

Alum is the substance most used for the former
purpose. It clarifies water by forming a gelatinous

precipitate of aluminium hydroxide which en-

tangles, and carries down, suspended matter

—

inorganic and organic, silicates and bacteria.

The most convenient form is potash alum, which
—in view of its extensive use—calls for some
description. It consists of a mixture of sulphates
of aluminium and potassium, with the approximate
formula and molecular weights of :

A1 2(S0 4 ) 3,K 2S0 4 ,24H 2

343 , 174 • 432 =^949

The potassium sulphate and water of crystalliza-

tion being inert as far as the essential reaction is

concerned, the remaining aluminium sulphate

forms only 36 per cent, of the total weight.

The aluminium hydroxide which forms has

the formula of Al(OH) 3 , and forms a fiocculent,

gelatinous precipitate which slowly settles to the

bottom of the receptacle. It is soluble in acid

solutions and in excess of fixed alkali, both of

which facts are of great practical importance.

Aluminium salts having an acid reaction—pro-

bably due to ionic dissociation—their solutions

in neutral water do not allow the hydroxide to

form. The addition of alkali is thus required, and

various considerations compel us to supply for this

purpose a fixed alkali, in excess of which the

hydroxide is again dissolved. It is therefore

necessary to calculate the relative weights of alum

and sodium carbonate which ensure a good pre-

cipitate. The reaction and weights are :

Al 2(S0 4) 3+3Na 2C0 3+3H 2

343 3lS

=2Al(OH) 3+3Na 2S0 4+3C0 2
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Alum Precipitation

JAPANESE
ISHIJI CLARIFIER

s

It was shown above that it required o
t

of potash alum to give 343 parts of aluminium
sulphate : it therefore follows that sodium
bonate should not be added to potash alum ma
much greater proportion than 318 to 949 pan
weight, or roughly one-third. These essentially

practical points are demonstrated by adding alum
to distilled water, when there is no precipitate ; by
then producing a copious

precipitate by the further

addition of sodium carbon-

ate, and finally redissolving

of precipitate by the addi-

tion of an excess of sodium
carbonate. These chemical

facts serve to explain many
failures and afford a simple

calculation by use of which
they may be avoided.

Five grains of potash
alum and i£ grains of so-

dium carbonate are the

amounts needed for a gallon

of water—or a heaped
tablespoonful of alum per

100 gals.—and the resultant

precipitate is allowed to

settle without being dis-

turbed by movement. In

an hour or two the muddiest
water has been clarified, and the precipitate and

suspended solids have settled to the bottom of tin

bucket. As very slight agitation reverses the

process, the clear supernatant water should bo

drawn off by syphonage. The use of alum in

conjunction with sand has been referred to, but

it may also be used with any matrix—such as
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Japanese Water-Filter

canvas or cloth—which will support the hydroxide
as a continuous layer. By these means the
organisms may be reduced by 95 per cent., but
this is insufficient when one is dealing with highly
polluted waters, and hence this method is regarded
as merely a preliminary clarification preparatory
to true sterilization.

One simple and effective application of this

method is that of the Japanese " Ishiji
,;

filter,

which is shown in Fig. 52. The heavier im-

purities settle to the apex of the cone, whence they
are discharged through a scour pipe. A short

distance from the apex are hollow radial arms in

which are boxes containing a mixture of alum,

charcoal, silicon and potassium permangan;
The water is charged with certain of these sub-

stances as it percolates through the boxes, and
it then deposits hydroxide on sponges throu

which it subsequently passes to discharge from
the ends of the radial arms. The canvas com
suspended from a wooden tripod and the parts

fold together for transport, while the cone can be

detached and boiled.

(2) Chemical Sterilization

Before proceeding to the details of various

means of chemical sterilization of water, it

necessary to deal with one important generaliza-

tion which has hardly received the attention which it

demands. It is that of the need of some form of pre-

liminary straining to remove such grosser parti*

of infective material as faecal fragments or flakes of

dysenteric mucus. The power of chemical sub-

stances to penetrate to, and sterilize, the central

parts of such masses is limited—and in certain

cases is limited by the precise hardening action
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Chemical Sterilization of Water

upon which the sterilizing power is due Follow
ing the realization of this fad there will !

i

appreciation of the need for at leas mp1
at removal of these infective masses by such initial

straining or clarification as will afford chen
sterilization a fair field.

(i) Permanganate of potash. Permanganate of

potash sterilizes water slowly- and feebly, by m<
of the nascent oxygen liberated to the extent of

15 per cent, of its weight when the salt is exp
to the action of acid. The reactions and propor-

tionate weights are indicated by the follow

equation :

4KMn0 4 + 6H 2S0 4 =
632 588

2K 2S0 4+4MnS0 4+6H aO+50 t

As strong hydrochloric acid contains only 32 per
cent, of HC1 it should therefore be added in a

weight at least three times that of the perman-
ganate.

The treatment of wells is effected by adding to

each gallon of water 60 grains of permanganate
with three drachms of strong hydrochloric acid

;

leaving for twenty-four hours
;
pumping until the

water is colourless ; removing dead aquatic fauna.

The objections to this method are the cost,

colour, taste, and weak lethal action of perman-
ganate on organisms other than cholera vibiiones.

The vibrio of cholera is particularly susceptible

to the action of oxygen—as is evidenced by t he-

fact that growth of this organism in an atmosphere
of oxygen provided the attenuated culture which

was formerly used for prophylactic injections

—

and it is in sterilization of water during cholera

epidemics that permanganate has been mostly

used.



Water Sterilization—Calcium Permanganate

(2) Calcium permanganate. Ihis reagent is

interesting from the fact that it has recently been

advocated in Germany, -06 gramme per litre of

water being used. A tablet of the salt is dissolved

in enough water to fill a water-bottle ; the solution

is thoroughly mixed and allowed to stand for

ten minutes ; manganous sulphate is then added,

and the water is filtered free of the resultant

precipitate by means of a filter-paper cap placed

over the mouth of the bottle. Insoluble calcium

sulphate and manganese dioxide are thus formed :

Mn0 4 ) t + MhSOfl = CaS0 4 + S^nO, + O t

The objections to the method are the liability to

confusion of the tablets, and the need for filter caps
which fit the mouths of the water-bottles.

(3) Sodium bisulphate. This salt provides a

most useful means of sterilizing water by the use

of a single tablet. The following reaction she

that, on being dissolved in water, it liberates 40
per cent, of its weight of sulphuric acid :

-XaHS0 4 = Na 2S0 4
- H 2S0 4

240 98

Addition of 2 grammes of the salt to the con-

tents of a water-bottle gives -07 per cent, of free

acid, which is sufficient to destroy vegetative

organisms in half an hour. The product is ren-

dered palatable by making the tablets up with
oil of lemon and saccharin so that the solution

resembles lemonade.
Although it is possible that long-continued

ingestion of small quantities of free sulphuric acid

may be undesirable, on account of the formation
of insoluble sulphate of lime in the alimentary
tract, this method affords a most valuable means
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Water Sterilization—Sodium Bisulphate

of sterilizing water for troops—such as cavalry

—

which occasionally find themselves detached b
their water-carts, or for units working in del
ments too small in number to permit ulk-

sterilizing apparatus being supplied to ti

Each cavalryman should carry a bottle of tab!

and when refilling his water-bottle he should
a couple of tablets to the contents and abstain

from drinking until a half-hour has elapsed.

The objection to this method is the liability to

formation of soluble sulphates of certain toxic

metals from the water-bottles. If aluminium
bottles be used, the slight amount of aluminium
sulphate formed is of no consequence as it is non-
toxic. If iron be used, there is formed a thick,

brown ferrous sulphate which would prevent the

water being drunk. Attempts were made to take
advantage of the insolubility of silver and nickel

in so dilute an acid by coating the interior of water-

bottles with these metals, but it was found that

the lining layer was microscopically porous and
permitted solution of the underlying stratum.

Marked action occurs on alloys known as " nickel

silver/' " German silver," " white metal," and
" Britannia metal," containing copper in an
amount (up to 60 per cent.) which leads to as much
as 1 J grains being dissolved in twenty-four hours

in a single bottle. Although copper is only slightly

toxic, it is cumulative, and officers in medical

charge of cavalry units should see that aluminium
bottles are supplied to their men who use these

tablets. It should be noted that larger water

receptacles such as fantassis (pakhals) and medical

water-bottles, as at present made, should not be

used with bisulphate. The simplest test for copper

is that of the bronze colour produced in cupric

solutions by addition of potassium ferrocyanidr

,
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Water Sterilization by Halogens

which will detect minute quantities of the metal.

(4) Bromine. There remain for consideration

only the halogens, which provide the most impor-
tant chemical reagents at our disposal.

Bromine was first used by Schomberg, being sup-

plied in glass capsules containing 2 c.c. Gramme
•06 sterilizes a litre of water, and the bromine was
converted into sodium bromide by subsequent
addition of thiosulphate. The practical objections

to this method are obvious.

(5) Iodine. Attention was directed later to

iodine, which was liberated by the action of tar-

taric acid on a mixture of iodide and iodate. The
free iodine was removed by thiosulphate, after an
interval to permit of sterilization being effected.

The reagents were made up in three tablets, and
the fact that the tablet bottles were distinguished

by different colours led to this device being known
as the " red, white and blue " method. As simpler

means of chemical sterilization of water are now
available, it is unnecessary to reproduce the

somewhat complicated equations showing the

exact chemical reactions involved, but it is interest-

ing to record an illustration, afforded during a

practical trial of this method, of the undesirability

of trusting to individuals the purification of water

by any but the simplest means. During the

practical trial referred to, the following conversa-

tion was overheard :
" Now then, Bill, which of

these here pills goes in fust." " Lord knows

—

shove the whole blooming lot in together and
have done with it !

"

(6) Chlorine. The use of chlorine led to various

suggestions which have been aptly described as
" fantastic/ ' One was the use of metal cylinders

of the compressed gas ; another was the liberation

of chlorine by free sulphuric acid. Such proposals
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—Bleaching Powder

need but be mentioned to be dismi imprac
ticable in the field.

Bleaching-powder

In bleaching-powder, however, Mature has

placed at our disposal a simple and invaluable
means of sterilizing water on active service. I he

bulk and weight to be carried are very small m
proportion to the amount of water which ran be

sterilized, and the use of a solid reagent has obvi< -us

advantages. It is advisable to discuss in detail the

composition and chemical reactions of bleaching-

powder, and its practical application to the problem
of water-sterilization in the field. A full account

cannot now be given of certain developments
which have been worked out during the present

war : there are imperative reasons for reticence

regarding them.

(a) Chemical Composition

The precise chemical composition of bleaching-

powder still remains uncertain, in spite of search-

ing investigations, but it is now generally accepted

that the essential ingredient is calcium chloro-

hypochlorite, which has the rational formula of

CaCIO, CI. The commercial article contains

considerable impurities, such as hydroxide, car-

bonate and chloride of lime, and the amount of

those impurities is explained by the process of

manufacture. This consists, in brief, in lead-

ing chlorine gas into a large leaden chamber
provided with an inspection window. On the

floor of the chamber, slaked lime has been pre

viously raked into furrows so as ten xpose a 1

surface to the action of the gas. At the end of

twenty-four hours the atmosphere of the chamber
loses its greenish colour, showing the observer
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Bleaching Powder

that nearly all the chlorine has been absorbed. To
remove the last trace of free chlorine before he
enters the chamber, the operator discharges a
shower of finely powdered lime from a mechanical
distributor. This lime absorbs the residual gas

and makes entry safe, but the operator—in his

own interests—makes sure that it is added in

excess. The substance collected on the floor of

the chamber constitutes commercial bleaching-

powder, which is mixed with inert lime salts.

(b) Liberation of Chlorine

The original conception was that the whole
chlorine in bleaching-powder was liberated in a

free state by the action of even the weakest acids

—such as carbonic acid—thus :

Equation (a)

CaC10,Cl+H 2C0 3 -CaC0 3+H 2 + Cl 2

(weights)" 127 71

It is probable that this view is correct ^when the

powder is exposed to the action of humid air

containing'Jcarbon dioxide, but a different reaction

occurs in solutions, in which chloride and hypo-
chlorite of lime are formed.

2CaC10, CI =CaCl 2 + Ca(C10) 2 (hypochlorite).

The hypochlorite is a powerful oxidizing agent,

being converted into calcium chloride by the I

of all its oxygen.

Ca(C10) 2 =CaCl 2 + 2

It is thus seen that the actions in air and water

are wholly different : in the former the total

chlorine and in the latter the total oxvgen is given

off.
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Penot's Method

It appears that, in water, the sterilising power
is partly due to toxic action of the hypochl
and partly to oxidation.

(c) Estimation of the chlorine content

As bleaching-powder is originally impure and ifi,

further, liable to lose its chlorine if exposed to an,

samples should be examined from time to time to

ascertain that they remain effective for the pui
|

of water-sterilization. The result of chemical

examination is expressed in terms of the percenl

of chlorine in the powder, although both the

analytical methods about to be described actually

work out the oxygen content, and calculate from
it the amount of chlorine present.

The combining weights in equation (a) supra

show that there should be 71 parts of chlorine

in 127 parts of pure bleaching-powder

—

i.e. 56 per

cent. In the commercial powder, owing to the

impurities present, this figure is reduced to between

30 and 35 per cent., but it should not fall below

30 per cent. It is necessary^tojeonsider how this

proportion can be determined in the field, for

which purpose two methods are available.

Penot's method

(1) Rationale. Bleaching-powder when dis-

solved in water breaks up into chloride and hypo-

chlorite of lime.

2CaC10, CI = CaCl 2 + Ca(C10) 2

The hypochlorite yields its oxygen to arsenious

anhydride in an alkaline solution, thereby coil

verting the anhydride into arsenic pentoxide.

Ca(C10) 2 + As 2 3 = CaCl 2 + As 2 6

One molecule of As 2 3 thus requires for its

oxidation the oxygen contained in two molecules



Penot's Method

of CaCIO, CI, and these two molecules contain four

atoms of chlorine.

The process consists in the addition of a solution

of a known strength of As 2 3 to a known weight of

bleaching-powder until the whole of the oxygen
has been removed from the latter. From the

ascertained weight of As 2 3 required, the chlorine

in the known weight of bleaching-powder can be

estimated on the above basis of one molecule of

As 2 3 being equivalent to four atoms of chlorine.

The weight ratio of chlorine to bleaching-powder
is then expressed as a percentage.

(2) Requirements.

(i) Standard alkaline arsenite solution.

4-95 grammes of As 2 3 (arsenious acid or

arsenious anhydride) are dissolved in a litre

of water, to which 25 grammes of pure sodium
carbonate are added. Solution should be

effected on a water-bath or by immersing the

flask in boiling water.

(A litre = 176 pints. A gramme = 15-43

grains.)

(ii) Bleaching-powder solution.

10 grammes of bleaching-powder from a

well-mixed sample should be mixed with

water to make a thin cream, and washed into

a flask by Successive additions of water up to

one litre.

(hi) Starch and potassium-iodide papers, kept in

a well-stoppered bottle.

If an oxidizing agent be brought into

contact with these papers, there follows a

liberation of free iodine which forms blue

iodide of starch.

2 + 4KI + 2H 2 = 4KOH 4- 2l 2

(3) Technique. Place 10 c.c. of the bleaching-
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Thiosulphate Method

powder solution in a flask, and from a burette run
in the standard arsenic solution 1>\

additions until the mixture fails to strike blue

when a drop is placed by a glass rod on a starch
and potassium-iodide paper. This shows that all

the oxygen has been used up. It is safe to run in

or 7 c.c. of the arsenic solution to commence
with, but after that the additions should be made a

quarter of a cubic centimetre at a time, testing

after each addition. If great precision be needed a

second estimation should be made, and when the

end-point is neared the additions can be made a

drop at a time. The amount of arsenical solution

used is read off from the burette and, if the above
directions have been followed, each cubic centi-

metre used represents 3-55 per cent, of chlorine

in the bleaching-powder examined.
The molecule of As 2 3 has a combining weight

of 198 and is equivalent in this reaction to four

atoms of chlorine ; therefore one-quarter of this

weight is equivalent to one atom of chlorine.

As2 3 Chlorine

49*5 grammes = 35-5 grammes
4-95 ,, per litre = 3-55

ic.c. = 3-55 milligrammes

Ten grammes of bleaching-powder were origin-

ally taken and one-hundredth of the total solution

was used ; therefore there is -i gramme in the

titration flask, of 100 milligrammes.

3 -55 milligrammes of chlorine in 100 milli-

grammes of the bleaching-powder gives the per-

centage, and about 9 c.c. of arsenical solution

should be required to complete the titration.

Thiosulphate method

Although this method is not so exact as Penot's,

a comparison of the results obtained by these
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Thiosulphate Method

alternative processes of estimation shows le^s than
I per cent, difference, and the method is thus
sufficiently exact for our purpose.
The rationale of the process is as follows :

The element actually estimated (as in Penot's

method) is the oxygen of the chloro-hypochlorite

molecule, and the chlorine in that molecule is

calculated from the amount of oxygen.
(a) The available oxygen takes hydrogen from

the hydrochloric acid to form water, thus liberating

free chlorine.

CaCIO, CI + 2HCI = CaCl 2 + Cl 2 + H 2

(b) The free chlorine liberates free iodine from

the potassium iodide.

Cl 2 + 2KI =2KC1 + I 2

Free iodine forms blue starch iodide with the

starch present.

(c) The thiosulphate yields part of its sodium
to combine with free iodine and form sodium iodide,

while the remainder of the sodium is left as tetra-

thionate. When all free iodine has been thus

taken up, the starch iodide is attacked and re-

moval of all the iodine from this combination finally

discharges the blue colour.

I 2+2Na 2S a 8 =2NaI + Xa 2S 4 6 (tetrathion;.

The two atoms of chlorine in the original bleach-

ing-powder have thus been traced to their final

equivalent of two molecules of thiosulphate],

and it only remains to compare the respective

weights of thiosulphate and chlorine.

Na 2S 2 3,5H 2 Chlorine

248 grammes = 35-5 grammes
24-8 „ in 1 litre= 3-55

1 c.c. == 3-55 milligrammes
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Practical Uses of Bleaching -Powder

The various stages are :

(i) Ten grammes of the bleaching powdei
made into a thin paste and made up to one litre

with distilled water. The solution is mi
thoroughly.

(2) One gramme of potassium iodide and some
freshly prepared and boiled starch solution

then added. A blue colour develops.

(3) Ten c.c. of the product are added to LO

of dilute hydrochloric acid.

(4) A solution of 24-8 grammes of sodium tlii<>

sulphate in a litre of water is then run in from a

burette until the blue colour disappears.

Each cubic centimetre of the thiosulphate solu-

tion is equivalent to 3-55 milligrammes of chlorine,

and represents 3-55 per cent, of chlorine in the
sample.

(d) Practical uses.

To ensure sterilization, it is necessary that

one part per million of available chlorine be Intro-

duced into water, and that the chlorine be allowed

to act for at least half an hour on the contained

organisms. By available chlorine is meant chlorine

in excess of the amount which is absorbed by
various impurities present in the water. An
improved test cabinet has been devised by means
of which the amount of bleaching-powder used

up by the impurities present in any water sample

can be rapidly estimated.

It will prove useful to indicate a simple method
of calculation by which the amount of bleachii

powder required to give one part per million oi

chlorine in a given bulk of water may b
mined. For this purpose the contents of an

ordinary water-cart holding no gallons, may b
taken as an example.
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Geological Formations

—

Powder grammes 2 in no gallons
= Powder grains 30 in 7,700,000 grains
= Chlorine grains 10 in 7,700,000 grains

= Chlorine grain 1 in 770,000 grains

= Chlorine grains 1-3 in 1,000,000 grains
= parts 1-3 per million.

Factors—One gramme = 15*43 grains
— One gallon = 70,000 grains

The addition of two grammes of bleaching-

powder thus give one and a third part of chlorine

per million parts of water in a water-cart, but
in practical working this is called one part per

million so that deterioration of the quality of

the powder is provided against.

The means of calculating the amount of \v

in a well is given in a previous section, and it may
be stated here that one pound of bleaching-powder

is sufficient to give one part per million of chlorine

in 33,000 gallons of water.

No more than this may be said at pn
regarding our methods of water purification in the

field.

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS IN RELATION TO
THE WATER-SUPPLIES OF NORTH-EAST
FRANCE AND BELGIUM

It is advisable to include in this lecture a short

account of the geological formations in the zone

of operations, and to consider their bearing upon

the question of water-suppli*

The most striking geological feature is provided

by the position of the gnat chalk belt. From
Paris to Compiegne the chalk lies at so great a

depth below the surface that it is only reached

by the deepest valleys ; between Compiegne and

Douai it forms the main mass of large ranges of
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—in N.E. France and Belgium

hills, cither reaching the surface or being thinly

covered by tertiary deposits
; in Belgium it .1

recedes from the surface and gradually falls to
below sea-level. The position of the chalk there

fore makes it necessary to describe separate!)

N.I IRANCJ: ANO BELOIIH

(XV

Fig. 53.

three distinct areas, while to the east yet another

different formation calls for special attention. The
boundaries of these different areas are indicated in

Fig. 53 and lettered A, B, C and D, while the

general arrangement of the geological strata in the
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Water-Bearing Strata

—

first three of these areas is diagrammatically shown
in Fig. 54. It is therefore only necessary to add
here certain notes on the yield and quality of water
obtainable from various sources.

Area A. The limestone is fissured, and in some
instances the fissures have been so enlarged by
the solvent action of percolating water that thej

allow large quantities to pass without filtration.

What, therefore, appears to be a main spring

emerging from a hill-side may be merely foul

water escaping freely through the fissures from
a heavily contaminated area at a higher level.

Wells sunk in the sand-layers give a free and
often a pure supply, but the water is apt to be
objectionable on account of fossilized remains
and iron, which impart an odour and colour to it.

Area B. The gravel and sands on the hill- crests

often contain considerable amounts of water, held

up by cups in the underlying clay. Wells may be

sunk in areas free from any contaminating source.

They should be placed at the centre of the under-

lying clay cup, as determined by probing or trial

bore-holes, but care should be taken not to pene-

trate the clay and so make a way for the water

to drain off through the chalk beneath.

The chalk yields generally a pure but hard
water. The softer the chalk the less the yield.

The yield further depends upon whether the well

is above or below the level of the nearest river

and upon the parabolic curve of the water-leveL

The chalk is extensively fissured, and allows

water to percolate so freely through it that most
of the high valleys are waterless. It is thus u

less to bore for water on the sides of the higher

chalk hills. If, however, a valley be found with

a spring emerging from its side, it is probable that

a free supply is there obtainable.
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—in N.E. France and Belgium

Lower on the slopes of the hills
termers, rhese are usually covered by light
farmed and heavily manured. Owin their
great porosity, wells sunk in thea Irain
very large areas, and the practice of manuring
indicates an obvious danger.

£23 Sand and snvcl.

Clay.

iH Chalk.

WB Alluvium.

CTTTmn Limeit >ne.

Fig. 54.
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Water-Bearing Strata

The valleys in the lower levels contain alluvial

flats, which will be dealt with in the next section.

Area C. The superficial layer consists mostly of

sand. On the few and low hills there occurs a
certain amount of sandstone, which generally

affords a free and pure supply of water.

Towards the north the country becomes quite

flat and the surface consists of alluvium formed
by deposition of sand, gravel, clay, silt, and peat
in alternating layers. These alluvial flats are

below flood-level but slightly above the level of

water in the rivers, dykes, and canals. The sub-

soil water is not far below the surface, and the

absolutely flat nature of the country enables the

direction of the subsoil flow to be accurately

determined from the various water-levels. The
water is not only apt to be heavily polluted by
sewage, \>ut may be offensive as a result of decay
of vegetable matter in the alluvium. Although
a very free supply can be obtained at the level of

the dyke water, it is unsafe for drinking without

treatment.

Towards the coast the surface is formed of sand-

dunes, which may rise to a height of ioo ft. or

more. Fresh water is often to be obtained in the

hollows of this blown sand. If wells be sunk,

their yield may be increased by constructing radial

feeding trenches leading to the well and filled

with stones before being covered in.

Area D. This is a mountainous area in the

Ardennes, bounded on the north by Maubeuge,
Namur and Liege, and reaching to Mezieres on the

south. Here the geological formation consists of

highly inclined strata of limestone and chalk which
yield a very free supply of pure water. When
hostilities commenced, a large scheme was in

process of execution whereby" large district- in the
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Municipal Water Supplies

south and west of i telgium, includii

Ghent, Bruges and Ostend, were to be p
with water from extensive intake- in this ,.-

The main aqueduct was partially completed, and
the various large towns which' expected to

supplied had naturally spent no money for a

considerable time in improving existing supplies
which were so soon to be superseded. The .

i

duct will be destroyed by the retreating enemy
and the out-of-date and unsatisfactory exisl

conditions will have to be faced when Belgium is

reoccupied by the Allies.

Notes on existing supplies in North-East France
and Belgium

(a) North-East France. The municipal supplies

are mostly obtained from deep borings in tin-

chalk or by shallower wells tapping the overlying

gravel and sand. The water is trrus gencralh

good quality, although hard, and the amounts
supplied daily per head vary between 20 and 32

gallons. In some instances the less wealthy com
munities derive their supply from river-watei

as to avoid the cost of pumping. The river-w

is highly polluted and purification is necessary.

Many of the smaller towns have no public supply

and depend upon private wells. The dangei

this source has been dealt with in the description

of municipal conservancy in a previous section.

The wells are unsteined and closely adjoin leaking

cess-pits. These conditions afford sanitary offi<

constant anxiety in the small billet towns.

(b) Belgium. Pending completion of the scheme

already mentioned, many of the 1

supplied from foul wells or sewaged rivers, while

the reservoir capacity is quite inadequat*
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Municipal Water Supplies

In few towns docs the daily supply exceed
20 gallons per head. At Antwerp, for example,
the intake is from the tidal waters of the Scheldt,

which receives large amounts of sewage from towns
along its course. In order to avoid the water
being brackish, the intake is limited to half an
hour at dead low tide when the pollution is at its

worst. The water is settled and chlorinated, but
the reservoir accommodation is inconsiderable.

At Bruges and Ghent there is an accessory

supply from rivers, and the water is purified by
chlorination.

It is evident that the advance of our forces into

Belgium will bring us face to face with a water

problem of the utmost difficulty, and one which
will tax to the utmost the ingenuity and resource

of our sanitary officers.
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Administration, medical, in

the field, 165
Agglutination, 46, 47
Alcohol, 11

conditions of issue, 13
objections to, 12
physiological data, 11
when marching, 69

Amboceptor in immuniza-
tion process, 37

Ambulances, 178
Ambulatory typhoid, 99
Anopheles (Cellia) pharcensis,

121
Anopheles maculipennis, 121,

123
Anopheles superpictus, 121,

123
Antigen in immunization

process, 35
Anti-muscid measures, 145
Anti-toxins in immunization

process, 36
Anti-typhoid emulsion, 41

culture of, 41
dose of, 41
injection of, 43
laboratory precautions in

preparation of, 42
standardization of, 41
strain of, 41

Anti-typhoid inoculation, 30
acquired immunity, 32
agglutination chart, 46 47
Besredka's method, 44
blood changes in, 45
early results of, 44
general principles of active

immunization, 31
general principles of im-

munity, 39

Anti - typh«>id in

immunity in,

intervals between doses,48
in present war, <1

methods now in use, 1

1

natural immunity, 32
rational
reactions in inocul
remote results of, 48
results of,
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results of, in British Army
in India, 4-/-S2

in U.S. Army, 53. 54
varieties of immunity, 32

Apterous ecto-parasites, 138,

139
Armies, sickness in. on active

service, 95
Army, British, in India.

results of anti-typhoid in-

oculation in, v
cholera in, 83
sanitary efforts in, result

of ten \ 81

succe
sickness in,

during peace, 80
on acti\

special sanitary 1

importai
typhoid it

U.S., results of anti-

typhoid inoculation in,

53, 54
Auto-inoculatu n, 40
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borne, 1
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Bacillus typhosus, 90, 91, 93
fly-bome, 1

Bacteria] examination of
water, 291

Bacteriology of well water,

Beehive furnace for Serbian
Barrel, -

Belgium, existing water sup-
plies in, 325

Besredka's method of anti-

typhoid inoculation, 44
Billet towns, conservancv in,

a

Blackening in tinned rations,

16
Blankets, washing of, 26
Bleaching powder, chemical

composition of, 313
estimation of chlorine, 315
liberation of chlorine, 314
water purification by, 313

Blisters, treatment of, 78
Boot>
Bromidrosis, treatment of, 78
Bromine in water purifica-

tion, 312
Bugs, 140

Calcium permanganate in

iter purification, 310
Caloric value of field rations,

8
4i Camp butterflies," 216
Camp kitchen, improvised,

Camps, censer vaney-in, 238
Carbohydrate in rations, 10
Carea>v- .38
Carri Infec-

tion

Cases, form of record and
report on. 116

1 oil for prevention of
mosquito bites, 123

Cells, fixed, in immunization
process, 36

Cerebro-spinal meningitis,
103

Chalk, influence on water,

328

c bcmical by
precipitation, 306

purification of water, 305
308

miutaxis, 34
Chlorine in water purification,

3i-
• ra, fly-borne, 134

in the Army, 83
mortality from, 84

Cimex Uctularius, destruc-
tion of, 163

Cinol for destruction of flies,

158
l intronella oil for preven-

tion of mosquito bites,

i-3
Civil sanitary administration,

210
Clarifier, Japanese Ishiji, 307
Cleanlines-
Close packing of stable

refuse, protective, 147
Clothing,

boot-
colour oi

drying of,

during marching
fitting <

'

foul;: -

material for.

normal body temperature
and, 18

pu:
solar spectrum rays and, 18
washing of.

waterproofing ol

batant orj o in

the field.

I

lement in immunization
process, 36

Cold store, improvised.
Conservancy, dennil

during marching, 69
in the fieid. -

burial of sol

disposal of liquids,

disposal of solids,

disposal of urine, i

faecal trenches, 215
grease, removal of. from

sullage water,
incineration.
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Conservancy in the field,

kitchen refuse, cai

pits

sullage w
surface disposal of s

214
Conservancy in the zone of

operations, 237
improvised latrines for

trenches, 256-260
in billet towns, 238
in camps, 238
in trenches, 241
on lines of communica-

tions, 237
regimental medical officer

and, iQ7
scheme of, 186

Contact carriers, 91
potentialities of, 92

Contact infections, 99
Cooking, 17

during marching, 70
Cooling devices, 282
Corns, treatment c:

Corpses, disposal of, 231
Cotton in clothing, 20, 21

Culex fatigans, 120

De-lousixo. 199
ablution, 205
disinfecting train, 208
fixed centres for, 206
requirements for, 203
treatment of outerclothing,

206
washing of under-clothing,

205
Dengue-fever carrying mos-

quitoes, 120
Devices for keeping food hot

or cold, 280-283
Diarrhoea, premonitory, 99
Digestion during marching,67
Director-General of Medical

Services Overseas and
his sanitary staff, 175,182

Directors of Medical Services
and their sanitary staff,

176, 183

in tl in
incnbati

peri

indii

act

investigation
: 16

IIO
methods ;ng with,

105
preventive measures, 107
remedial action. 108

Disinfection in the field, in
disinfectants provided, 1 1 >

disinfecting train, 114
field sterilizinp b'-x. 112
Serbian barrel, 113, 114
Thresh apparatus, in

Disinfecting train, 114, a

Disposal of liquids.

of solids, 214
Divisional medical st^ff, 189
Drainage in zone of opera-

tions, 239
Drying of clothing.

Drying platform for horse
manure before incinera-
tion, 261

Dust, as agency of infection,

101

Egypt, malaria- carrying
mosquito found in, 121

Energy balance shee
distribution in marching, 59

Enteric, preventive inocula-

tion. See anti-typhoid
inoculation

Enteric, ambulatory
carried by flies, ;

carriers of, human, 90, 91,

92, 93
difficulty of del

diagnosis of, 1 1

1

in campaigns, 95, 98
infectivity of stages of, ioof

102
in India. British troops, 85

Indian troops, 89
in relation to diarrhoea, 99
infectivity !•

I 00
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Equipment, 26
Etiology, relevant results of

research into, 89
Europe, Southern, malaria-

carrying mosquito found
in, 121

Western, malaria-carrying
mosquito found in, 121

Evaporator and incinerator,
McMunn's, 269

Excreta, disposal of, 251
Exercises, 6
Exol for destruction of flies,

158
Exposure, 105

F^CAL trenches, 215
Faeces, disposal of, 251
Fat in rations, 10
Feet, blistered, treatment of,

78
care of, when marching, 75,

77
daily routine for care of, yy

Field, conservancy in the, 213
rations, 8

sanitation, new devices for,

247
sterilizing box, 112

Filter, self-cleaning, 301
Filtration, 298
Fitness, physical, for war, 1

Flame, destructon of flies by,
156

Fleas, 138
dangers of infection from,

140
Fluid ingesta on the march, 73
Fly and Flies

anti-muscid measures, 145
Bacillus tuberculosis and,

132
Bacillus typhosus and, 132
breeding, prevention of, 145
capacity of for germ car-

riage, 131
destruction of, 153
by flame, 156
by mechanical means,

153
by poisons, 157

formaline, 157
fumes, 158
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Fly and Flies, destruction by
poisons, pyrethrum

powder, 158
sodium arsenite, 157
sprays, 158

by tanglefoot, 154
feeding habits of, 128
flight of, 128
isolation of infective organ-

ism from, 132
morphology and habits of,

125
musca domestica, 124, 127
natural enemies of, 130
number of germs found on,

132, 133
prevalence and disease

incidence, relation be-
tween, 134

reproduction of, 128
Spirillum cholera and, 132

Fly-borne disease in Poona,
135-137

Tly-borne infection, anti-

muscid measures, 145
destruction of adult flies,

153
destruction of infective

material, 144
prevention of access of flies

to human excreta, 150-
J 52

prevention of fly breeding
in human excreta, 150

prevention of fly-breeding

in stable-litter and horse-

dung, 145
close packing, 147
incineration, 146
spreading, 148

protection of food, 159
protective measures

against, 144
Fly-proof seat for latrines,254

Food, 8

devices for keeping hot or

cold, 280-283
duties of regimental officer,

196
field rations, 8

protection of, from flies, 159
when marching, 70
See also Rations
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Formaline for destruction of
flics, 157

France, civil sanitary ad-
ministration in, 210

North-Mast, existing water
supplies in, 325

Frost-bite, 24
puttees and. 22, 24

Fumigation for destruction
of flies, 1

( i 1 ologicax formations in
X.I-:. France and Bel-
gium in relation to water
supplies, 320

Germany, civil sanitary ad-
ministration in, 211

Grease, removal of, from
sullage water, 235

Halts, during marching, 69
Heart, 5

danger signs of, 7
Heat dissipation during

marching, 61
Horse-dung, prevention of

fly-breeding in, 145
incineration of, drying plat-

form for, 261
Hot box, jacketted, 281
Hours, of marching, 68
Hygiene, definition of, 2

Immunity, acquired, 32
application of general

principles of, 39
natural, 32
naturally acquired,
mechanism of, 33

"Unit," 35
varieties of, 32

Immunization, active, general
principles of, 31

process, amboceptor in, 37
antigen in, 35
anti-toxins in, 36
complement in, 36
consecutive stages of

(Chart), 40
diagrammatic represen-

tation of (Chart), 40
fixed cells in, 36
phagocyte in, 34

Immunization
|

in

Incineration,
evaporation capacit y.

of horse-dung and stabh
litter, 1

drying plat form t< u

practical application of,

Incinerators, axed, w ith

ing shelf, 266
inclined plane, fixed, zhz

portable, 264
and evaporator, Mc.Mnnn's.

269
types of, 222, 262-269

Incubation period of dis-

ease, 1 1 8

India, fly-borne disease in*

134, 135
Infection, by contact, 99

carrier potentialities, 92
carriers of, human, 90

insects, 94
cholera carrier, 94
difficulty of detecting

chronic carriers, 93
dysentery carrier, 94
fly-borne, protective mea-

sures against, 144
Infective cases, isolation of,.

no
disease in the field, 194

incubation and segrega-

tion periods, 118
investigation and record

form, 116
Infective intestinal organ-

isms, numbers and Ion-

gevity of 89, 90
Inoculation, 30

popular simile for, 38
technique of, 43

Insects, role of, in war, I

See also Fly, M<>-<uiito.

Intestinal organisms, infect-

ive, numbers and lon-

gevity of,

Iodine in water purification,

312

Jacketted hot box. 281

Japanese Ishiji claritier.
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Kitchen, camp, improvised,
276-^79

refuse, disposal of, 229
sullage, soakage pit for, 272
travelling, 71, 72

Laboratories, travelling,29i
Latrines, bucket - removal

system, 252
fly-proof, portable, 256
fly-proof seat for, 254
improvised, for trenches,

258-260
measures for fly-destruc-

tion in, 150-156
See diagrams, pp. 248-260

Lepidoptera, 144
JLice, 141

anti-vermin measures, 160
bionomics of, 200
dangers of infection from,

142
de-lousing an isolated unit,

203
destruction of, equipment

and personnel require-
ments, 202

lethal agents for, 201
P. capitis, 141
P. humanus, 141
Phthirit4S inguinalis, 142
See also De-lousing.

Linen in clothing, 20
Liquid refuse, disposal of, 231

Macedonia, malaria-carry-
ing mosquitoes in, 123

Mackenzie sprayer for de-
struction of flies, 158

for destruction of mosquito
breeding-places, 122

McMunn incinerator and
evaporator for hospitals,

268
Malaria-carrying mosquitoes,

120
Manure, and fly larvae, 145
Marching, 4, 56

alcohol during, 69
attitude during, 61

care of feet during, 75, 77
clothing during, 69
conservancy during, 69
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Marching, contra-indicationj
during, 09

cooking during, 70
digestion during, 67
distance of, 57
duration of, 58
duties oi medical officer,193
effects of water loss dur-

ing, 64, 65
energy distribution during,

59
fluid ingesta during, 73
food during, 70
halts during, 69
heat dissipation during, 61
heat equilibrium during, 62
hours of, 68
order of, 68
personnel available far

water duties, 75
physics of, 58
physiology of, 62
rhythm, 67, 68
smoking during, 70
socks during, 76
speed of, 58, 68
substitutes for socks, 76
travelling kitchen, 71, 72
treatment of blistered feet,

corns, etc., 78
water-bottles during, 74
water-carts during, 74
water needs during

Medical examination, 7
Medical officer, essential

duties of, 165
humanitarian conskki

tions of, 166
professional interests, 168
relation of, to combatant

branch, 1

Medical organization, ad-
ministration and duties
in the held, if. 5, 175

Meningit is, cerebro-spinal, 103
Mental well-being, impor-

tance of, 28
Mhow, fly-borne disease in,

134
. -

Mortality from enteric 111 Brit-

ish troops in India, 84
from cholera in British

troops in India, 84
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Mosquitoes, 1 i<>

Anophelinet no
Anopheles (Cellia) phar-

omsis, 121
A nopheles maculipennis,

1

2

1 , 12 ;>

A nopheles superpietus, i a i

,

bites of, cure of, 124
breeding places of, 122
methods of destruction

Of, 122
clearance from rooms,

tents, etc., 124
Culex fatigans, 120
Culicincc, 120
distinguishing character-

istics of, 120
Groups or sub- families,

119-124
harmless, 121
measures to prevent bites

from, 123
Stegomyia jasdata , 120

Motor laboratories, 291
Mud,asagencyof infection, 101
Musca domestica, 124, 127
Muscles, skeletal, 4

Nervous system in war, 29
Neurasthenia, 29, 105
Norton's tube-well, 303

Organization, combatant,
in the field, 169

formations and distribu-

tion, 169
staff of, 173
supply channels, 171

Organization, medical, in the

field, 165, 175
approaching camp, 191
Director-General of Medi-

cal Services Overseas
and his staff, 175, 182

Directors of Medical Ser-

vices and their Sanitary
Staff, 176, 183

divisional medical staff, 189
duties of personnel, 180
general duties of

D.A.I). M.S., 193
in billets, 192

tnication, medical, In

field, infective di

in the trenches, 1

list oi regulations and
books, 200

on the inarch,
personnel of, 1 75
regimental medical offli

regimental sanitary estab-
lishment, 1 79

sanitary officers, 177
sanitary sections, 179, 185,

187, 188
specialist sanitary offr

i77, 184
staff officers, 175
units of, 177
units with special sanitary

duties, 178
units without special sani-

tary duties, 177
when billeting, 192

Pediculus capitis, 141
destruction of,

Pediculus humanus, 1 j 1

destruction of, 16]

Penot's] method of v.

purification, 315
Permanganate of potash in

water sterilization, 309
Personnel for water dut

75, 179
of medical organization,

175
sanitary, 183

responsibility of medical
officers for, 101

Phagocyte, 34
Phagocytosis, 35
Phthinus in^uinalis. 1 .j 2

Physical effort, 5

Physical fitness for war, 1

Plague, :

Poison* for destruction ol

flies, 157
Poona, fly-borne disease in,

1 J \

Powd n of

vermin,
Protein in rations, 9
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JPulexirritiuis, destruction of,

162
Purification oi water, 294
Puttees and "frost-bite , 22,

24
Pyre thrum powder for de-

struction of flies, 158

Railway organization, 184
Rations, alcohol in, 12

caloric value of, 8

carbohydrate in, 10
cooking of, 17
fat in, 10
held, 8

protein in, 9
rum, n, 13
tinned, 14

blackening in, 16
contents of, 16
examination of, 15

tobacco, 14
vitamines, 11

Rats, destruction of, 164
^Reactions due to anti- typhoid

inoculation, 44
Recruit, the, 2

causesof physical failure of,

4
danger-signs in, 7
disability of, 5
exercises of, 6
heart of, 5
marching of, 4
medical examination of, 7
muscles of, skeletal, 4
objects of training of, 3
physical effortof, 5
proficiency of, 4
successful training of, 6

• unfit, preliminary weeding
out of, 3

Refuse destructors, 225, 228
pits for, 217

Regimental medical officers,

193
duties of, fitness of troops,

198
in the trenches, 199
general, 195
re conservancy, 197
re drink, 197
re food, 196
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Regimental medical officers,

duties of, sickness, i<j*

sanitaryestablishment, 179
Relapsin [04
Rhythm, of marching, 67, 68
Ruin ration, 11, 13

Sand in water filtration, 29 cS

Sanitary administration,
civil, in Trance, 210

in Germany, 211
detachment, regim<
180

efforts in the Army, succes<
of, 80
results of ten years of, 81

establishment, regimental,
179

measures, importance 01,82
officers, medical, 177

specialist, 177
personnel, responsibility of

medical officers for, 101
sections, 179, 185

duties of commanding
officer, 187

duties of subordinate
personnel, 1

Sanitation, definition of, 1, 2

field, new devices for, 247
Scurvy, 104
Serbian barrel, beehive fur-

nace for, 273
disinfector, 113, 114

Segregation period of dis-

ease, 118
Ships, fly-borne di

134
"

Shower-bath, improvised, 275
Sickness and casualties, ratio

between, 97
during war, factors in, 96
in armies on active ser\

95
infective intestinal t

j

98
specific infective dis-

eases, 103
in the Army, 79
during peace, 80

Smoking, excess of, effects of,

14
when marching, 70
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Soakage-pit for disposal oi
urine, 232

forkitchen sullage, 27a
for urine, 248

Socks, during marching, 76
substitutes for, 70

Sodium arsenite for de-
struction of flies, 157

Sodium bisulphate in water
purification, 310

Soldier, the, 7
cleanliness of, 27
clothing of, 17
equipment of, 26
food of, 8

mental well-being of, 28
personal comfort of, 27
warmth of, 27

Solids, refuse, disposal of, 214
Specialist sanitary officers

177, 184
Speed of inarching, 68
Spirillum cholerce, fly-borne,

132
Sprays for destruction of

flies, 158
Spreading of horse-dung and

stable-litter for preven-
tion of fly-breeding, 148

Springs, 288
Stable litter, prevention of

fly-breeding in, 145
Staff officers, medical, 175

organization, 173
Stegomyia fasciata, 120
Strainer, grease-trap, etc., for

sullage, 271
Streams, 287, 289
Sullage water, 234

pit for, 272
strainer, grease-trap, etc.,

for, 271

Tanglefoot, as bait for flies,

154
Teeth, caries of, 105
Thiosulphate method of

water purification, 317
Thirst, 73
Thresh steam disinfector, in
Tinned rations, 14
Tobacco, 14

when marching, 70

ns in immunization pro-

Train]
successful, rationale of, 6

Traps t' >rcat < hing flic 1,

Trenches, < a jen ancy h

for disposal oi urine, .

Improvised latru

medical organization in,

portable fly-prooi lal

for, 256
Tuberculosis, fly-borne,
Typhoid, ambulat

etiology of,

statistic- oi capitals, 244
See also Anti-typhoid in-

oculation and Enteric.
Typhus, 103

ULTRA-violet rays in water
purification, 305

Underclothing, washing
for de-lousing, 205

Unfit recruit, preliminary
weeding out of, 3

Units of medical organiza-
tion, 177

Urine, absorption by
dust, 221

defaecation, 2

disposal of, 231
in trenches, .

soakage-pitsfor, 232
with funnels*

Vermiji.i-1-i for destruction
of vermin, 162

Vermin, anti-vermin nie.i-

sur
for Cimexlectui
iotPcdicuiuscapita
for ruli cuius humuims,

11.

1

for Pulex irritaus,

for rats,

I

i, |( ,us

Vitamines in ration
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War, physical fitness for, i

rdle of insects in, 119
Warmth, 27
Washing of clothing, 25
Water and water supplies, 284

bacterial examination, 291
bacteriological examina-

tion of well waters in
rural districts, 293

bottles, 74
carts, 74
duties, personnel for, 75,

179
duties of regimental medi-

cal officer, 197
examination of, 289
examination of sources,

287
existing supplies in N.E.

France and Belgium, 325
geological formations of

N.E. France and Bel-
gium, 320

inspection of, 289
methods of estimating yield

of, 286
portable box for bacterial
examination of, 291

Water purification, 294
alum and sand filtration,

299
bromine in, 312
by bleachingpowder, 313
by boiling, 295
by filtration, 298
by heat, 295
by heat exchange steril-

izer, 296
by ultra-violet rays, 305
calcium permanganate

in, 310

Water purification chemical
methods, 305

chemical sterilization,

308
chlorine in, 312
clarification by precipi-

tation, 306
filter-candles of porous

material, 302
iodine in, 312
Japanese Ishiji clarifier r

307
Norton's tube-well, 303
Penot's method, 315
permanganate of potash

in, 309
sand and, 298
self-cleaning filter, 301
sodium bisulphate In,

310
thiosulphate method of,

3i7
Water, requirements of mili-

tary force, 286
springs, examination ofr

288
streams, examination of,

289
yield from, 287

supply, protection of, 123
trial borings, sites for, 287
wells, examination of, 287

yield from, 286
Waterproofing of clothing, 25
Wells, 286, 287, 325
Wool in clothing, 20

Xenopsylla ckeopis, 164

Yellow- fever carrying mos-
quitoes, 120
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